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Nora Cummings and her mom carry Nora's belongings into Marianist Hall. Marianist Hall is the newest
student residence hall.
Photo by: Katy Koran
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by Caroline Quinter

o ·rientation was one of the most anticipated weekends for the
University of Dayton first-year students. The millions of packets,
mountains of rugs, and anticipation of meeting one's new roommate
can be a bit overwhelming for the newest members of the Flyer
Faithful. Despite these daunting realities, excitement could be seen
on the face of every first-year student that crowded into the residence
halls.
On August 19 th • the big move-in weekend finally arrived for the
first-year students. It's safe to say that the weekend would not have
gone off as smoothly if it weren't for the infamous Blue Crew, a group
of helpful upperclassmen that assists first-year students and their parents
during move-in every year.
As usual, the Blue Crew also planned guest speakers, social
gatherings, and other events for the first-year students. Blue Crew
members also led small group discussions and answered any questions
students may have had about their new environment. By sharing
personal experiences or funny stories while in the group setting, Blue
Crew members helped first-year students understand the atmosphere
of the campus. All of this was meant to ease the first-year students into
their new roles as Dayton Flyers.
Many first-year students came to the University of Dayton to keep
a tradition alive. Others discussed the "feeling" they had when they
came through tours and walked around the campus. Ben Christroff,
a first-year student, explained his feelings about UD: "It's a good
school, and the people are all really friendly. I really feel welcomed. I
love it; I wouldn't change for anywhere else." Like in the years past,
move-in weekend marked an unforgettable start for the incoming
students. Although an emotional and hectic time, it was filled with
new friendships, enthusiastic laughter, and of course, the first memories
of becoming a Flyer.
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by Caroline Quinter

Women's History Month was held during the entire month
of March in 2007 . The month contained a series of events that
were aimed at educating the campus about the accomplishments of
women and to empower other women to have a positive influ ence.
The Women's History Month committee put on numerous events
to help promote the event. Some of the events included informative displays in KU, a Women, Faith and Ministry workshop, a
Women's Advocacy Dinner, a Women's Dodge ball tournament, a
Women's Ultimate Frisbee Club Tournament, Take Back the Night
at Art Street, UD Monologues, a Women's Leadership Conference,
they sold inspiring t-shirts, and had students decorate postcards.
"These are such great experiences- and learning experiences at
that. I had so much fun with all the young ladies who I worked
with. They were all so passionate and enthusiastic about making
this women's month the best so far," said Katie Duffin, a junior on
the committee this year.
This year was a huge success. The group raised money for the
continuation of Advocates for Women's Equality, so that they may
hold women's week and Women 's History Month events for many
years to come. "It's great to be a part of a group to raise money
and awareness for women's issues at UD and aboard- last year the
dinner raised $10,000 for women to go to Africa. I am so excited
to work with wonderful people next year to surpass what w e made
this year," said Teresa Winland, A\XIE President 07 -08.

The end of the month commenced in celebration
with speakers. music, slide shows, and an art auction
at the Advocacy Dinner. These postcards decorated
by students were displayed.

Postcards by: UD Students

Above:Take Back the Night was held at the Art Street
Amphitheater for music, open mic, and a thoughtful walk
through the neighborhood .
Below: Students take notes during the panel discussion
focused on Women, Faith and Ministry.

Photos by: Katy Koran
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E xamining art, getting dressed up, and discussing different
masterpi eces with your closest friends? Sounds like an evening
wi th Overexposed & Underdeveloped. Overexposed & Underdeveloped is a student-run photo & art awareness organizati on on campus that hosts an art gallery in a student's hou se.
Every sem ester an InHouse art show is hosted by studen ts.
This means th e organization finds a student neighb orhood
house to be its venue and collects work from students of all
yea rs to di spl ay.
T h e work does not have to be framed, finished, or for a
class; anything people want others to experience can be subnutted. Any media from digital prints to charcoal to paintings
to ink drawin gs can be displayed. T he artist does not have to be
a graphic design or visual arts major; there were pieces from all
different majors.
In th e past, InHouse events have had live bands, poetry
slams, and even installati ons. T his year th ere were buttons being made and t-shir_ts bei ng sold as a new aspec t to the gallery
event. InHouse took place at 916 Alberta, the residen ce of two
of the officers from Overexposed & Underdeveloped.
T his organization is also involved with other events, like
ArtBeat, th e Urban Nights, library art shows, Art Prom and
many other art-related events and field trips.
"We do this every semester. We do it to show off our work,
and this eve nt is more symbolic of us than any other event,
beca use it is put on by students and it 's just our work," current
President of Overexposed and Underdeveloped, Emily Bonistall
said.
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Beth Littell, Sylvia Wicander, and Ashley Fleischer
discuss the artwork. They enjoyed the company, the
food, and the atmosphere.
Photo by: Katy Koran

3r d Annual Ar: t Be at FestivaJ
by Caroli ne Quinte r
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n Octobe r 22nd , despite the fear of oncomi ng rain, the
ArtB ea t Festival marched on. ArtBeat is an event created by students and perform ed by students . Free food, music, po etry readings, and arts and crafts were available for the students " to celebrat e
the created culture of the University of D ayton," Susan Byrnes,
Directo r of ArtStree t, explaine d. Live music perform ances by students, po etry readings, karaoke, an anime film screenin g, as well as
painting frames, making spin art, and adding to an ongoing painting were all features of th e event. The live music was perform ed
by fellow UD students Patrick Kelly, Brendan O 'Grady, and Julie
Roth. A po etry reading was held at ArtStree t by Professo r Carrillo,
Assistan t Professor of the D epartme nt of English.
ArtStree t and many other campus organiza tions helped m ake
this event happ en. ArtStree t Cafe hosted th e fre e cookou t for the
students. O verexpo sed & Underd evelope d, UD 's photography
club, sold its photography at disco unted prices. Campus Ministry
_m ade root beer flo ats for the students browsin g the exhibits. T he
ArtB eat Fesitval was not just to celebrat e culture, but also to get
students to work togethe r and take pride in their creation .
The first year of the ArtBeat Festival served as an open house
for the newly comple ted ArtStree t. Each year, the festival has gotten bigger and more well-kn own through out campus. Ultimat ely,
the support and enthusiasm displaye d by students, despite the rainy
weather this yea r, demonstrated the popularity and app eal of ArtBeat and its celebrat ion of the UD culture.

Aaro n Gelt, Erin Leonard, and Lynn Beas ley stand at
the Fusion table set-up in the Art Street Cafe. The
wall s of the building were decorated with photographs to view during the festival.
Photo by: Steve VanDorn
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Katie Condit, president of the design club, decorate{
cookies fo r the ArtBeat attendees to eat. Fusion
provided a much appreciate d table of food at ArtBeat.
Photo by: Steve VanDorn
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Top: Melissa Tierney
Middle: Mike Lacobucci and his parents

Bottom: Stephen Riggins as Mr.T

Fa?ents Weekend is the time set aside for parents to
come and see just what life is like at the University of
Dayton. This Parents Weekend was a special one because
it happened to take place on October 27 th - 29 th : the
weekend UD's campus celebrated Halloween.
The students wore their costumes and the parents
had a good time and wearing their costumes of choice.
The range of attire was interesting this year, including
everything from pumpkins to Bob the Builder. From
going out to eat, to having cookouts, to even paying a
visiting to Tim's, the parents and students had a fabulous
time.
Parents Weekend also had many different events to
give the parents a chance to see the University of Dayton.
A com hole tournament was held in the RecPlex, and
a reception and dinner were held in the KU Ballroom.
Many different sporting events took place: men's soccer
vs. Richmond, the "Pride of Dayton Marching Band,"
and a football game vs. Drake. Tailgating for the football
game was really popular this year. In addition, the 13 th
Annual Thomas J. Frericks Memorial 5K Run/Walk was
held on campus and the student neighborhood was open
to runners, walkers, students, faculty, alumni, parents, and
friends. This race brought the community together and
showed how many people can unite for a good time and a
good cause.
"It was one of the best parents weekend because my
parents got to dress up and go out with me and relive their
childhood years to their college years," explained junior
Annie Norton.

Seniors Katy Koran, Sheila Beale, Kristen Storer,
Stephanie Frey, Mike Iacobucci and their parents
compete in a game of flip cup. Mother versus
daughter, shown here, was the most exciting portion of the game.

Photos by: Katy Koran

Yumiko puts together sushi for the students to eat.
Sushi is a common food enjoyed in Japan nearly
everyday.
Phot o by: Hollie Rawl
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Megumi teaches Abbey Rymarcz
and Leigh Elling origami during the
workshop. Origami originated
from Japan during the Tokugawa
period circa 1603.

Photo by: Hollie Rawl

by Caroline Quinter

Sushi, origami, and a new l;ok on this ethnic culture all in one afternoon? University of Dayton had an opportunity to share sushi, origami, and
the good company of eight Japanese students.
The origami and sushi demonstration was sponsored by the Center for
International Programs (CIP) and ArtStreet as part of the semester-long "Focus on Asia: Cultural and Critical Issues" series.
One of their English teachers, Laura Blaser stated, "They like it here living with the host family, they have been shopping a lot, and just absorbing
the atmosphere."
This is the third year that a select number of students from Sugiyama
Jojokuen University in Japan have studied aboard in a special three-week
Intensive English Language Program (IEP) at UD.
"Everyone is really nice," one of the Japanese students, Mao Yuka said.
She was also very impressed with the new Recplex, she had seen nothing
like it.
The students are first-years and sophomores and they have to learn to
speak English while they are here. Thirty-five students are in the IEP and
study grammar, reading, writing, listening and sp eaking, as well as note-taking and test-taking skills and the dynamics of an American classroom.
"The difference in culture is going great with the interaction with the
students on the campus and they are willing to share different experience
with the students here," remarked Amy Anderson , the director ofUD's Center for International Programs .
Next year, the hopes of the CIP is to bring first-years and sophomores in
the Intensive English Language Program and have them speaking English in
less than a couple of weeks. They are hoping that the international students
will stay six months while five or six UD students go to Japan.
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B urnt Sugar is a band that was featured this year as a part of
the Art Series, which was supported by th e College of Arts and
Sciences at UD. What made its show so amazing was that the band
presented a musical experience many students and facu lty did not
anticipate while piling into Kennedy Union Ballroom ; in truth,
Burnt Sugar more than exceeded expectations.
Th e band was founded in 1999 by former Dayton residents
Greg Tate and Jared Ni ckerson. GregTate spoke about being back
to his Dayton, Ohio roots by saying: " It has been a grea t homecoming experience for m e, and I wish I could stay here because
Dayton is a b eautiful place to be."
Burnt Sugar describes itself as a contemporary version of Miles
D avis-type music, exploring the connective tissue binding j azz,
rock, funk , and Africa n music in a lyr ically seductive and improvisa tional manner.
Eac h of the songs th ey played at the show told a different story
~hrough this lyrical mode, making the pe1formance very upbeat
and moving. The band is m ade up of an array of people, both m en
and women, and they positively built off of each other during the
concert. Thu s, each so ng became an original transformation from
the last, in tune w ith the collective personality of the audience as
well as the individual band members.
Burnt Sugar also conducted a series of workshops with students
from the University of Dayton and Stivers School for the Arts.
The objective of the workshops was to emphasize a love of mu sic.
Aileen Carr, h ead of the Art Seri es Co mmittee, enthu siastically
stated , "Burnt Sugar is representing th e cutting edge; there is just
nothing like it!"
The success of Burnt Sugar remains unbounded. In the seven
years sin ce its birth, the band has released nine CDs, and has become a staple ofNewYork C ity venues like The Blue Note. The
band has also played at venu es as far away as London and Paris.
Burnt Sugar plays experimental music for the UD
audience. T heir performance was very electrifying
and full of energy.

Photos by: Julie Jones
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mong the niany students at the University of Dayton applied for a
position to work at the Fitz Center for Leadership in the Community, Emily Kl ein and Anne C recelius were two candidates qualified eno ugh to land
the job. Within the Fitz Center, Klein and Crecelius worked on the River
Institute's planning co mmittee. Their job focused on getting the Dayton
co mmuni ty and the university co mmunity involved w ith the Great Miami
River. Currently, th e river is not being used to its full potential, according to
Klein and C recelius. The University of D ayton co uld be using the river for
aca demic purposes across many different disciplines . Biology majors could
study the biodiversity of the river, as well as use it for research; civil engineers could test how the rivei; affects the landscape; political science majors
could ascertain who is responsibl e for this river and how it go t so unhealthy.
The river could even be used in an artistic way to serve as inspiration or the
subject of painters' or photographers ' art.
The River Institute h ere at UD is involved in many aspects of the Miami
River program. The Institute is involved in the River Stewa rd Program ,
wh ere students actively learn about the river. Klein and C recelius have
planned River Awareness Week during th e spr in g to get the word out to
students abo ut the river. They have also submitted a grant applicati on for the
school year of the fall or w inter of 2008. They have been working on this
proj ect for about a year and a half, since August 2005, thou gh the University
has been brainstorming about thi s idea for about three years .
" It is a great job. It gives us real experi ence for things we might do later
on in our lives," iz[ein said.
Crecelius added, " I love the relati onship we have with the professo rs
and other higher facu lty. The relationship seems to be an equal one we have
built together. No one is hi gher than others; it isn't a studen t/ faculty relati onship. We are just trying to achi eve our goal."

/

Emily Klein and Ann Crecelius proudly display their
hard work in the Fitz Center for Leadership in the
Community.

Photo by: Katy Koran

A guest from the audience questioned Nafisi about
her book. The Diversity Speaker Series has been
giving UD students an opportunity to expand their
minds with different cultures.
Photo by: Katy Koran
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by Caroline Quinter

The Diversity Speaker Series was held throughout the
school year in a commitment to diversify the heritage of
social justice. On the evening of September 14 th , an immense
crowd of people crammed into the KU Ballroom to see
"The Republic of the Imagination: An Evening with Azar
Nafisi." Ms. Nafisi, a professor and director ofThe Dialogue
Project at the Foreign Policy Institution ofJohns Hopkins
University of Advanced International Studies in Washington,
D.C., is most known for her book, Reading Lolita in Tehran:
A Memoir in Books.
Ms . Nafisi's speech discussed the ability ofliterature to
uplift the human spirit through difficult times. By beginning
her discussion asking the audience, "Why literature?," Ms.
Nafisi questioned much more than just a mere collection of
books. Ultimately, she presented some especially fascinating
new ideas regarding literature's ability to transc end the harsh
realities of today's world.
Although Ms . Nafisi did not discuss her situation in
Tehran in great depth, one could only begin to imagine the
importance of literature in a life lacking individuality and
self-expression. Ms. Nafisi chose to risk her life to bring the
beauty of literature to other women. For them, literature
truly was a liberating experience-- as Ms. Nafisi called it, "A
celebration of life." The situation she presented seemed to
really captivate the audience and convey her message that
literature has the power to transport the mind elsewhere.
Ms. Nafisi further engaged the audience with her humor
and references to pop culture, including Britn ey Spears and
the phenomenon ofTomKat. Essentially, however, it was
N afisi's discussion of literature and the polarization of the
world that made a lasting impression on the audience. In
maintaining that literature transcends ideologies and political

Azar Nafisi signs her book after the lecture. She
was very open for conversation and discussion of
her forbidden book club depicted in her memoir.
Photo by: Katy Kor-an

parties, she provided hope for the recognition
of one common humanity because at its best,
literature confronts the essence of what it means
to be human and captures the fundamental
experiences of all people. In effect, Ms. Nafisi's
thought-provoking and encouraging discussion of
literature and liberty captivated an attentive UD
audience and fulfilled the mission of the Diversity
Speaker Series.
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by Caroline Quinter

The overwhelming fear of yet another monotonous
weekend is calmed each year by the efforts of the Campus
Activity Board (CAB). A student-run program responsible for
planning events for the weekends, CAB organizes a balanced
variety of co-curricular activities, known as "The Weekend
Scene," for the entire university community. They strive
to create new programs while continuing the standard of
excellence in traditional university events.
Nineteen students, ranging from first years to seniors, were
on the board this year and met weekly to plan different events.
They tried to develop new, diverse programs to cater to the
many different tastes of students on campus. As usual, CAB
was organized into different types of committees, like arts and
entertainment, arts and crafts, concerts and comedy, and travel
and recreation. There were about two to four students on each
committee.
CAB hosted "The Weekend Scene" two weekends of each
month. The events included a variety of activities, like tiedying, flowerpot making, casino night, a white water rafting
trip, and an all-day trip to Chicago. Many students actually
made it to all the activities because it gave them something
unique and different to do during the weekend. Dayna
Vivacqua, co-president of CAB, explained, "I do it to give
people who don't drink something fun to do. I advocate that
you can still have a good time without drinking." In addition,
CAB always offered free billiards and bowling every "Weekend
Scene." Usually, all activities were free, but sometimes students
paid a small amount for the trips.
UD students knew they could rely on CAB for new and
fun activities to mix up their weekends. Ultimately, with CAB
around, the fear of boredom was always at bay.

Jackie Schier, Kristen Rogers, Nikki Ryan begin tiedying shirts. CAB has been planning such activities
for the UD community for many years.
Photos by: Katy Koran

Megan and Katie Scully share a moment with their
'adopted' child. Every year, hundreds of children
from the Dayton community come to campus to
enjoy Christmas on Campus activities.
Photos by: Julie Jones
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Everyone knows what time of the year it is when children run all over
campus and Christmas cheer is in the air. It is the University of Dayton's
Christmas on Campus celebration. The 43rd annual Christmas on Campus
took place this December in hopes of being bigger and better than ever.
The first Christmas on Campus in 1964 began as a way for UD students
to share in the Christmas season with each other before going home for
break. Today, it has turned into much more.
"We worked with a committee of 25 people to plan for over 50 student
organizations in the carnival, 30 off campus entertainment groups, and about
1,500 kids from kindergarten through second grade to come to campus for a
night," explained Anna Young, assistant coordinator this year.
Featured guests of the event included ice sculptors, carolers, musicians
and cartoon characters. Other events were face painting, games, and arts and
crafts for the children run by the UD students. Students were not alone in
making the event such a success this year. Faculty members and staff contributed by helping plan Christmas on Christmas, baking cookies and donating poinsettias, hats and mittens.
" It was a great feeling to see the excitement of all the kids around campus and it was apparent how much they looked forward to the event and
how much they appreciated it as well. It just shows how giving a little goes a
long way in their lives," said Danny Bassett, a junior Economics and Leadership major, who has "adopted" a child every year.

CONTINUED FROM PG
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Some changes took place this year, differentiating the
celebration from other years. This year, the opening ceremonies for Christmas on Campus were moved from KU Plaza to
Humanities Plaza, as the committee believed it to be the center
of Campus. With the Dynamics of Campus changing, they felt
this change was a very smart one. Also, this year, because of the
tree location being changed and the PAC being under reconstruction the committee moved the carnival from the PAC to
the new RecPlex which turned out to be perfect. This year was
also special because campus had two trees, one in Humanities
Plaza and another in KU Plaza. This shows how big the event is
getting from year to year.
Junior Lisa Monnot has been on the committee since her
first year. "I am a part of Christmas on Campus because this
is the university's largest service event, and being able to be a
part of the committee is such an honor and special thing. All
of the committee members put all their hearts and souls into
planning this event, and the night of just walking around and
seeing the UD students with their kids, and the campus all lit
up just makes you have this great feeling of'wow I helped put
this on' ."
Christmas on Campus has proved to be one of the most
memorable events that the University of Dayton campus can
hold, and will continue to hold for UD students to come.

Students show their kids the ice sculptures in Humanities Plaza. There were many activities for the
kids to enjoy, like a petting zoo, visiting Santa, and
live toy soldiers.

Photos by: Hollie Rawl
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by Caroline Quinter

tudio Theatre and Women's Week 2007 sponsored the second annual
UD Monologues during the M arch 23 - 25 weekend in the Black Box Theater. This performance is student-run: they write th eir own stories, director

S

the plays, and set the plan . The monologues seek to discuss ca mpus issues in
order to create a stronger campus unity. It helps the actors and the audience
relate to each other and share a powerful experienc e.
"It was my first time attending the UD Monologues and I didn't completely understand what it was about until I went. While listening to all
the different "monologues·,,, I found myself enjoying every bit of it beca use
of the humor from real life stori es that anyone can relate to- girls and guys.
They inspired me to find my own voice and to b e true to myself," said Katherine Harvey, sop homore.
Different issues were brou ght up during the monologue- stereotypical
images of m en, family m atters, wome n 's rights. It was a powerful and funny
show to attend. After the monologues, the cast held a qu esti on-answer session so the audience could give fee dba ck and ask questions on the different
segments of each student performances.
"We all exper_ience awkwardness, pain, joy, confusion, anger, and hopefully above allt love. Through these original monologues from UD men and
women, we can create a dialogue to inspire hope in the hea rts of students,"
said Molly Williams, a parti cipan t of the UD Monologu es.

,/

Steve Weisample and Molly Joyce perform in a funny
monologue about trying to figure out why your significant other is in a bad mood. The topics ranged
from funny to serious.
Photo by: Katy Koran
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I reedom has always been an expensive thing" - Martin

Luther King,Jr. On Jan uary 16, many peopl e came together to
celebrate with a prayer breakfast honoring Reveren d Dr. M artin
Luther King Jr.
Dr.Willi am Schuerm an,Vice Presiden t for Student Develop ment and Dean of Students, has been involved in this breakfast
for the past twenty years. H e reflected on Dr. King,Jr. and w hat
his actions mean to him. H e referred to him as a "giant of history." Dr. Schuerm an believes three character istics explained Dr.

\
2.0 h A.n
R ev. Dr. M ortin Luth r K n
Prayer Breca~+ ca~t
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King,Jr. -- his faith, his curiosity, and his devoted love for w hat he
believed in.
The guest speaker for this breakfas t was Dr.Johnn etta Betsch
Cole, the 14th president of Bennett Coll ege for Women. She
delivered a powe1ful , stern , and meaningf ul speech to th e audien ce
eatin g th eir breakfasts. She spoke about the need to recognize the
women of the time, especially Dr. King, Jr.'s w ife. Dr. Cole also
discussed violence in th e US now, and w hat Dr. King, Jr. wo uld
think of it. She beli eved M artin would say th at the co untry did
not co me this fa r to fail. Ending the speech , she asked th e question : "What are yo u doing fo r others?" T his was a powerful statement because of what Dr. King,Jr. fo ught for.
" M artin Luther King,Jr. is importan t because of w hat he said,
and it's appropri ate for the university to be involved [in the celebration]," Dr. C urran, the president of the Universi ty, said.
Dr. C urran also spoke about the Universit y of Dayton working harder in commun ity se rvices challenges and making this
beloved co mmunity better. The message was that the University
of Dayton co mmunity should follow in Martin Luther King,Jr.'s
/
footsteps of helping others .
Dr. Johnetta Cole addresses the audi ence about
violence in the country today. She was the guest
speaker for the Dr. Marcin Luther King,. Jr Breakfast.
Photos by: Katy Kora n
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17-year-old UD tradition cam e to an end this sem ester w hen Rudy's Fly-Buy closed its doors for good. The
students w ill no longer hea r music emanating from Rudy's on
Stonemill while walking to th eir cl asses.
"We've com e to the point now that we feel there's no potential for this to be a profitable venture," said Adam Bu ckman,
CEO of Flyer E nterprises, the stud ent-run busin ess that operates Rudy's, among other campus ventures.
Bu ckman said that sales at the ca mpus convenience store
had continu ally declined over the past fi ve years. H e attributes
this to more students bringing cars to campus, th e development
of Brow n Street and the increase in foo d options offered both
by Dining Services and by Flyer E nterprises.
"We did everything we possibly co uld to keep it open,
but we co uldn't sustain thi s loss," said Tyler Link, president of
retail at Rudy's . Flyer E nterprises too k over Rudy's wh en it
formed in 200 1. Since 1990, Rudy's Fly-Buy had evolved from
a grocery store to a co nve nience store. It sold everythin g from
t-shirts to bi g gulps and eve n late ni ght pizza - anything college
students wanted was right at their finger tips.
" I think the general popu lation's going to be a little upset."
Buckman said . " I think a lot of people w ill obviously be sa d to
see it go. Flyer Enterprises h opes that students will understand
our situ ati on, that Rudy's has not been profitable fo r a long
tin1e."
H e emphasized that this decision w ill allow Flyer Enterprises to foc us on new proj ects, though the history of Rudy's
w ill not be fo rgotten .

,

The student-run convenience store will be closing
its doors after this year.
Photos by: Katy Koran

Hillary Presper plays " lmaginiff" with her siblings
Josh, Lydia and Madelin. Fell ow Founders residents
Jennifer Self and Tatiana Podgorski joined in.

Photo by: Katy Koran
I
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by Caroline Quinter

Many

University of Dayton students anxiously awaited to

host their little brother or sister for a fun-filled weekend on
campus. On March 3rd through the 5th Student Government
Association and CAB (Campus Activity Board) hosted around
500 to 600 children for yet another annual Lil Sibs weekend
extravaganza.
"It was funny to see younger versions of my best friends. It
allows me to see a little bit into their background and where
they came from. I know we all had good time," said Annie
Norton, Junior.
The weekend helped give students' siblings a chance to see
what the University of Dayton is like and how UD operates on
a weekend. The weekend was something more than a typical
weekend, though, since there were many activities planned for
the siblings to attend.
Friday, March 3rd, started with registration where siblings
got their t-shirts and continued with arts and crafts, billiards
and pool, different movies, and a stand-up comedian. Saturday
March 4th was a pancake breakfast, a basketball game, and an
improv comedy show, as well as a hypnotist. Mass and a pancake
breakfast were held on Sunday to end a wonderful and eventful
weekend.
"Lil Sibs weekend provides an opportunity for the University of Dayton to display its welcoming community atmosphere
by accepting siblings and family as fellow Flyers," said Ryan
Mayer, Junior.
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by Caroline Quinter

C ampus Ministry gave many stud ents the chance to
participate in retreats during th e school year.Whil e many
retreats are offered- M etanoia , More to Life, a couple's retreatone of th e most popular is the Lighthouse retrea t. Lighthouse
retreats are once a se mester, open to sophomore, juniors, and
seniors. One retreat is held in the fall and th e other in spring.
T h e retreat is held off campus.
The Lighthouse R etreat is said to b e life changing and very
moving for people who are involved in it. Lighthouse is one of
many retreats held by UD, but it is also one of the biggest and is
well worth th e weeke nd away to attend it.
"Lighth ouse provided an opportunity for people to share
their beli efs and how it has shaped who they are. It was great
because th e retreat atmosphere was very open to all sorts of
beliefs, even if they weren't necessarily religious in nature,"
explained Anthony Hill, Co-director of the fall retreat.
It was a time to get away from the stresses of everyday life,
and relax and explore spirituality, self, and relationships through
the symbol of the Lighthouse. A team of University of Dayton
students led th<: retreat for the weekend. They tried to lead
students with ·m any creative, spiritual, and emotionally moving
activities and throu gh their stories.
"The experi ence lasts a lifetime and benefits almost all that
participate. Lighthouse is one of my passions because yo u can
h elp someone, but at the same time grow yo urself as a person ,
so everyone benefits from someone else, building that love and
trust and community that everyone wants," said lea der on the
fall retreat,Josh Desmond.
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Jackie Farnsworth and Andrea Ross sit and reflect
during the Lighthouse retreat. Lighthouse retreats
are one of many opportunities for students to
reflect on past experiences.
Photos by: Laura McDonald

Meet the

Presidents on Campus
by Adam B ehm

When

you think about the communication fraternity, think about Colin
Joeri ght. A junior communi cation management major from North Royalton,
Ohio,Joeright showed a strong co mmitn1ent to Phi Beta C hi throughout his
entire career at the University of Dayton. Joinin g his secon d semester in his first
year, he becam e a part of the execu tive board and eventually took on the role of
president for the entire fraternity.
Joeright loved getting invol ved in Phi Beta Chi beca use of the co nnections
he made throughout the years with other students and some jobs. His favo rite
part about being the president was " having th e ability to see the new waves of
brothers come in and their progression through the fraternity," Jo eright said. " I
loved being able to interact with great people who took th eir major as seriously
as I did."
R efl ecting on his year lon g presidency starting in January and continuing
through D ecember of his se nior year,Joeright commented that the Rush process
is by far the busiest time for the fraternity in general. "There is so mu ch going
on in a short period of time that things really can get crazy," he said. He admitted, however, that after he became a pledge, it was his favori te part of his entire
experience in the fraternity.
Colin Jo eright accomplished a great deal as head of the entire communication fraternity. Whether it was regulating Chapter, discussing events with his
executive board, or maintaining th e friendships that h_e formed throughout the
years with his fellow brothers, Joeright loved his fraterni ty and was proud to be
the president.

Alpha Epsilon Delta

AI P.ha Nu Omega

Alpha Phi Omega

Row I : Rachel Bozeman, Mandy Naseef, Mallory Bray, Kerry Gan-

Row I : Ryan Wanland, Stefan Chkautovich,Will Schempp,

Row I: Alyssa Sprose, Melanie Lyle, Jessica Hoffman.Andrea Knoll•

John Menges, Mike Pro phy, Ge no Parisi

man, El izabeth Meehl.Amanda Boellke.Jess Trun, Erin Landers

non, Morgan Wurtz, Stephanie Heller.Viki Lewinski. Laura Rusie
Row 2: Mike Karns, David Lauck, Ryan Box, Michelle D'Agostino,
Roua Azmeh, Mich ell e Clark, Tom Spoonster
Row 3: Bryant Castelein, David King, Teresa Meier, Pa cTassone,

Hanny AI-Samkari. Sherry Bullock, Brett Cooper
Row 4 : Kyle Feldmann, Spencer ld stein, Sean Dennig, Michael

Brazeau, Paul Cain, Kelly Wedell

I
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Row 2: Justin Brown, Brett Edwards, Chad Underwood,

Row 2: Molly Sandberg, Zac Stientorf, Marcie Schockey.Anthony

Michael Marriott, Mark Murphy, Sam Hernadez

Rodriguez. Bryan Boellke, Sarah Kettler, Kimberly Longvi ll e

Row 3: Mark Fetta, Kevin Kuhn.Aaron Motler, Ryan Stew-

Row 3: Mike Witt, Tim Hall, D ion Roberts, Steve Kirk, David Eisner,

art, Mick Holleran, Ryan Gross, Kri egar, Shane Morse

Ben Thi rlby. Mike Horwith, Briget Hardewig, Jessie Rable

Row 4 : Andre Ross, John Trapp

Row 4: Daniel Schwaru, Laura Chabot, Rebekah Tieken, Sarah Lowe,
Eileen Hallagan,Jill Gehlfuss, Lisa Peduvillano, Mary Sekerak, Laura
Gentener,Allise Free

Presidents of clubs and organizations are the individ-

uals that make the decisions to better the group. Junior
Criminal Justice major Beth Hunt was the president
of the Pre-Law fraternity, Phi Alpha Delta, beginning
in January 2007. This co-ed, professional fraternity of
around 60 members has been considered the link to
law school for these students, and Hunt is in charge of
it all.
"I am the liaison between undergraduate PAD and
the Law Fraternity at UD's Law School," Hunt said. "I
also work closely with the Pre-Law department here
to set up dates for practice LSATS and LSAT prep courses." She is not only in charge of all of
this, but also is involved as the Membership Development and Recruitment Director for Omega
Phi Delta, the Criminal Justice Fraternity here on campus.
Being an important figurehead for a professional fraternity can be a stressful job at times.
Some of the busiest times of the year for this fraternity were when the new members were inducted and also around the LSAT test dates.
Hunt, from Mount Vernon, Ohio, enjoys singing, volleyball, bowling, and working out at the
Rec Plex in her spare time. "I escape to the Plex every morning because it is the only time in
my day where I can be by myself, get my thoughts together, and focus on me for a while. It is
very therapeutic."
Hunt commented that one of her most memorable times in PAD was probably the period
when she joined the fraternity. She loved every minute of it and really found out about herself while also meeting some of her best friends to this day. Having such high standards as the
president, Hunt hopes to see herself in ten years with her JD from a good law school and living
in the south, while working in an area of Criminal Justice.
Beth Hunt was a prime example of one of many great presidents of organizations here at
UD. Without her effort to make Phi Alpha Delta such a great pre-law fraternity, many members
in the future would not get a chance to have this kind of experience.

Alpha Phi Sigma

American Chemical Society

Row I : Hollie Rawl, Sheena Rothwell.Jennifer Sisson, Beth

Row I : David King, Chirstie Schober, Rachel Hicks,Wendy

America Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics

Hunt

Vent

Row I : Rob Mitchell,Aaron Blain, Matt lannitti,Alexander

Row 2: Mike DiMarco,Josh Murray, David Pohle, Brian

Row 2: Leah Makley.Andy Pasternack.Jessica Knoll,Wil-

Beharry, John Williams, Patrick Nelson

Eisenhardt

liam Helton

Row 3: Chris Sahrmann, Ken Smith, David Blake, Dan
DeCrane

Row 2: Tom Robbins.Ash ley Adams, Brian Hulewat, Dan
Baizel

UR the .Orgs
Getting Involved

CU-!- Md, o-y~~~ Int, c~
by Adam Behm

Have you ever wondered what organizations and clubs the
University of Dayton offers on campus?Well if you were anywhere
near Humanities Plaza on September 6, 2006, you would have seen
all of the clubs and organizations in full swing.
In the beginning of every year, the Student Involvement and
Leadership office arranges a day for everyone on campus to see
which organizations they may want to join in the coming year.
Aimed mainly toward first-year students, Humanities Plaza is lined
with tables and demonstrations for everyone to enjoy. Organizations such as Campus Activities Board, International Club, and Irish
Club are some of the groups that came out to publicize their hard
work and dedication.
For most students, a walk between classes on a Wednesday afternoon is pretty typical. On this particular occasion, however, they
were confronted by other students at the multiple tables in front
of Humanities and begged to join different groups. That is the fun
of Up the Organizations Day. People do not have to be extremely
interested in a certain group, but can still put their e-mail addresses
down on mailing lists in case they want to join sometime in the
future . Sometimes they might not be able to make that big of a
commitment to an organization. Other times, a first-year student
might join something, and by senior year, that person might be the
president of the organization.
On a perfect, sunny afternoon, who wouldn't want to see all the
clubs that UD has to offer? Without a day like Up the Orgs, UD's
sense of community would not be what it is today because people
would not be able to form bonds and friendships that last a lifetime.

Stephanie Frey belly dances in front
of the Life Itself table.
Photo by: Julie Jones

Appalachia Club
Row I: Liz Debito, Liz Albanese, Mary DeVito, Emily
Mumm

Row 2: Sarah Wdowiak, Kelly Fine
Row 3: Alison Cawlay, Rob Brodrick, Patrick Johnson,
Ryan Dugan

Association for Young Children
Row I: Jessica Fink, Rachel Bitler, Kassandre Coughlin
Row 2: Faith Mulach, Danielle Mungenast

Alex Buski rk, Jacob Halloway, and
Adam Uhlenhake hope to attact
people to the Phi Mu Alpha Sinforia
table using music.
Photo by: Julie Jones

Association of United States
Army
Row I : Stephen Dormish, Jenny Schaffer, John McCormack

American Institute of Chemical
Engineers

American Society of Civil
Engineers

Row I: Jason Bollman, Greg Calhoun, Megan Hurley,

Row I: Paul Julian, Tommy Wargo, Gina Garcia, Patrick

Row I: Anne Cummins, Michelle Savino, Derek Lewis,

Ashley Isaac, Faith Mulach

Nelson, Dan Baizel

Katie Roedersheimer

Row 2: Kevin Wa lsh, Emily Brackmann, El izabeth Hunt,
Maria Saliva.Adam Rose, Kelly Caufman, Tim Truster

Row 3: Christopher Nichols, Matt Renner, Patrick Fleck,
Maureen Smith.Adriana Torres.Andrew McMorrow, Ried
Alakkad

Best Buddies

Biq Brothers,
Big Sisters

~0f t l c ? ~ ~ l r ~
by Adam Behm
T hroughout the Dayton area, many young children do not have
older siblings to look up to for help and support. However, a
Big Brothers, Big Sisters group at the University of Dayton was
formed to help these children have mentors in life.
Each monthly meeting involved students going on field trips
with the children to different areas around the city. Whether it
was bowling on a Saturday afternoon or walking through a tree
farm while picking pumpkins, the activity was worthwhile for all
students involved.
Senior Meagan Fadely was involved in this organization since
her freshmen year and held the secretary position this past year.
After attending so many different trips and activities, Fadely had
trouble picking out her favorite memory. "Just the kids in general.
All of them being happy and smiling," Fadely said. "One [memory] doesn't stick out because we make an impact on all the activities. Overall the experience has been good."
Another important program this organization undertook
was tutoring children at Patterson Kennedy Elementary School,
located near the North Student Neighborhood. Once a week students helped the children with after-school homework and other
activities, and the children looked forward to their " big brothers or
sisters" each week.

Beta Beta Beta
Row I : Kondwani Harawa,Anne Klapheke , Lindsay Brehm, Kaitlin
Moredock, Lauran Sader, Charlotte Perko, Liz Barton , Kim Galaska,

Jill Gehlfuss
Row 2: Kelly Wedell, Lyndsay Skinner, Samatha McIntire, Roua
Azmeh, Elisabeth Raphael, Krista Versteeg.Anna Mccrate , Molly Mc-

Cormack.Ashley Pagnatta,Advisor Carl Friese.
Row 3: Elizabeth Markus, Katie Siefeker, Jon Krogg, Matt Cox, Derek
DiSabato, Tim South, Sarah Windert. Dayna Vivacqua, Pat Maloney

Row 4: Branden Gulick.Andrew Palmisal, Hanny AI-Samkari .
Benjamin Beaman, Daniel Reid. John Latorre, Ryan Carpenter.Andrew

McBride, Cydne Mason, Emily Re inberg
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Big Brothers, Big Sisters

CAB

Row I : Diana Hemkems, Meagan Fadely. Faith Mulach

Row I : Stephanie Ricker, Elizabeth Cucci, Kristen Roge,r;.s',

Row l : Whitney Fields, Maryjo Pi rages, Kassandre
Coughlin

Dominique Ryan,
Row l : DaynaVivacqua, Jessica Fink,Whitney Fields.Jakie
Schier, Rebecka Werner, Zwisel Gandia, Laura Ebetino,

Row 3: Laura Ebetino, PatTassone,JWTerry, Sarah Hertweck, David Mattingly, Nora Jennings, Michael Wede
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Photo by: Julie Jones

Campus Connections

Campus Girl Scouts

Row I : Li ndsay Giaimo

Row I : Amanda Carrier, Sharon Kaseman, Kristin lp politi,

Row I: Mar issa Do lle, Katie Roedersheimer, T im Truster,

Row 2 :Tracie Johnson, Sarah Thorp, Karen Ross

Carolyn Tallant

Michelle Salvina, Danie lle Ermis

Chi Epsilon

Row 2: Ric h Adams, Ke lly Ka ufman, Emily Brackmann,
Andrew Mc Morrow, D rew Hurst, Craig Schroeder

Row 3: Amanda Troy, Kurt Ho lloway, Patrick Fleck, Matthew McCutcheon, Kevi n Pulsfort, Fernando Del Monte,
Andrew Storer

ClubbedTk.?, %
to rfDeath
Atf Tuff/1/
by Adam Behm

The

majority of all University of Dayton students are
involved in clubs and organizations throughout their four

During her sophomore year at UD, Amy became the
Editor-in-Chief of Orpheus and gained an enormous amount

years on campus. Some only join one club while others
join so many that they cannot keep all the different presidents' names straight. One individual this year on campus

of experience working with other people. She noted that
coming into this position, she did not have very much knowledge or experience in being an editor of a magazine or being

may not have been in every possible club there was, but
was still a part of enough organizations that she could

in charge of an organization of that magnitude. When asked
about this time in her life, she stated that it "taught me that
this is what I want to do with my life; I want to be the editor

safely say she gave back to UD as much as the University
had given to her. Amy Tiedge, a junior Jo urnalism major,

of a magazine." This dream may not be too far out of reach as
spent the past three years on campus finding out what was she continues her degree in Journalism during her senior year
important to her as sh e incorporated her skills in various
at UD.
organizations.
Aside from all the organizations with which Amy has
Coming to the University of Dayton, Ti edge did not
seem to have any idea what would be in store for her

been involved, one activity that has helped change her view
on life took place during her sophomore year. Amy went on

before she started joining organizations. This year, she was a BreakOut trip to Biloxi, Mississippi to help those people
the Editor- in-Chief of the literary magazine, Orpheus,
affected by Hurricane Katrina. After spending a week there,
the web designer for her sorority, Pi Beta Phi, involved in she noted that it made her grateful for what she had, especially
the professional coed communication fraternity Phi Beta
coming back to a place like the UD campus.
Chi, and a staff writer for Flyer News. When asked how
she balanced h er academic life with her social and orga-

From editing student's literary work to helping the less
fortunate in their time of need, Amy Tiedge has been truly

nizations life, Tiedge stated, "I'm one of those people that
always has to be doing something. If I find myself having

"clubbed to death" in everything she does. Teidge commented, "I think what is not important at UD is the amount

free time, I feel as if I should fill it up with something I
like to do." T his type of mindset has set her apart from

of clubs that a person is involved in, but rather the amount
of effort that they put into the organizations ." Despite her
numerous commitments, Amy has truly dedicated herself to

many other stu dents on campus.

that statement.

Chi Ome2a

Chinese Student and Scholar
Association

C ircle K

Row I : Zhou Xue,Jingyi Lu,Yiyuan Feng, Renyuan Hua,

Tim Truster

Staudige, Caroline Degnan, Li z T iemeier, Kristen Musuraca,

Di Li

Row 2: Maureen Knorring, Regina Fabbroni, Kristin lppoliti

Brenna Finnegan, Kristin Ehlers, Leah Cowhey
Row 3: Jackie Schier, Kat e Grayson, Michaela Kramer,
Megan Schumacher, Jess ica Neff, Lori Pel letier, Carly Schott,
Erin Leonard, Jessica Clark, Carolyn Mingione
Row 4: Lauren Griesbaum, Jacquelyn Matia, Caitlin Dale,
Meredith Boyd, Emily H ughes, Kellie Niepokoj, Diane Giscard D' Estai ng, Corrie Ballman.Anne Schmid lin, Kristen Hill

Row 2: Pan Ho, Qian Yang, Sijia Zou,Wenyue Wang,

Row I: Emily IJeCenzo, Kendra Stiffler, Shannon Simpson,
Kim Ybar ra, Monica Di Giandomenico, Katie Becker, Katie
Duffin, Helen D onnelly
Row 2: Gina Fi occhi, Mary Beth Jost, Laura Lehman, Tracy

Zhuojun Tao

Row 3: Jian Gao,Jian Shen.Wang Jiadong,YaodongYang,
Shuangyang Yang, Chenhao Zhangas

Row I : Mary Penberthy, Kevin Schultz, Brianne H oover,

Christmas on Campus

Row I : Liz Sidor, Jen Cherrington, Sandy Borchers, Liz
Nahrup,Annie Tomber, Erin Lippe
Row l: Katie Jo Brown.Anna Young, Katie Przybysz,Abb,
Bonasso, Christine Quilter
Row 3: Lauren Hackman , Lisa Monnot, Michele Borcher,
Stacy Kemp, Pattie Brosnan, Lauren Grieseam
Row 4: Drew Laframboyse, Jon Scott, Nick Mickley,Adar
Schuster. John Pastorek, Dan Jaris, Derrick Goubeaux,Jas,
Capone

Collegiate Middl e Level
Association
Row I : Eileen Flaherty.Ann Burkhardt, Heidi Custer,
Kristen Rogers, Dominique Ryan

Row l: Emily Huckaby, Gretchen Distelrath,Anne Oltma
Jennifer St. Pierre

Row 3: Kara Hummelgarn,Vanessa Mulick, Rachel Schmit

College Republicans
Row I : Pat Tramonte, Ben Beachler, Dan Hoge, Chris
Esquivel, Ryan Roberson,Andy Wysockoa

Row l : Brianne Hoov~r, Cydnie Brabenec, Becca Edwarc
Meghan Keiveo, Lindsey Scaminace

Surrounded with work.Amy Tiedge
fights to stay organized.
Photo by: Jul ie Jones

Colleges Against Cancer
Row I : JenniferVoelkl, Megan Curlay, Emily Pearson.Anni
Krzysik, Carolyn Copeland.Jen Klemenc, Megan Miller

Row 2: Aileen Rohrig, Karen Mahaney, Jessica Kyle, Miles
Schermerhorm, Karen Sarmir,Andrew Adams, Gina Fiocchi

Dakota Center Club
Row I: Josh Foor, Stephanie Sheavly, Meredith Effler, Grace
Finn, Grace Makey

Row 2: Jake Ballinger, Mark Anderson, Kristin Boll, Sara
Fledderjohn

Row 3: Dani Kusner.Alex Kelly.Alicia Rolf

Dance Club
Row I : Jessica Hartl, Sara Fledderjohn, Kristin Boll, Laura

Above: Clarisse Kowalski, Kacy
Shepard, Mallory Green ,Ash)ey
Wilker, Lindsay Williamson , Jenna
Norman, and Emily Wagner play
C atchphrase.
Photo by: Katy Koran

Chabot

Right: Eileen Flaherty. Jody Pearl , •
Kelsey Schell, Katherine Hague, and
Meeghan Voreis play Apple~ co Apples.
Photo by: Katy Koran

E~T
Educators of the Future

~dluff ~~~le,~~
by Adam Behm
Teachers always know best. This is espe-

knowledge and understanding in the field

cially true about the future teachers in the

of education. We are a professional, co-ed

Professional Education Fraternity, Epsilon

organization that is built on the five pillars

Delta Upsilon, here at the University of

of professionalism, unity, service, dedica-

Dayton. Between 60 and 70 men and

tion, and willingness." Having chapter

women formed this group of exceptional

every other week and officers' meeting

education majors who strive to be the best

during the weeks without chapter ensures

they can throughout their college careers.

that these members take their roles as edu-

One Friday evening in January, 19 highly qualified students eagerly came together

cation majors seriously.
With the goal of teaching in the future,

to join the fraternity during the winter

this organization also participates in many

semester and were greeted with welcom-

service activities throughout the year. This

ing smiles at the "New Pledge Meet and

year, the members were involved in Dance

Greet." Pizza was served, and games were

Marathon, Relay for Life, and Drive 75.

played to break the ice for these students as

They also donated supplies to troops' fami-

they began their journey to become new

lies in the Dayton area. In the fall, they

members.

organized a bowl-a-than, and raised $300

According to the group's president,
Katy Shepard, EDU strived to "promote

for Patterson Kennedy, an elementary
CONTINUED ON PG 74

Dayton lmprov Club

Delta Sigma Theta

Delta Tau Delta

Row I: Alex Pseekos, Dean Freson, Pat Tassone, Patrick

Row I: Brittney Johnson, Genine Menefield.Whitney

Row I: Ben Schmidlin, Brian Kohout, Dan Podczerwinski,

Johnson.Jim LeBlanc, Chris Kniese

Dawson

James Campbell, Ned Kelly, Mike Cappel, Steve Cullen

Row 2: Kevin Branick, Ryan Fennessy.Aaron Glett, Bran-

Row 2: Clay Hunt, Mike Hughes, Pat Carpenter,YoungWu,

dan Fitzpatrick.Anna Danese

Chris Ogle, Leonardo Cisternino, Dave Bissinger

CONTINUE D FROM PG
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school near campus. With so many service p rojects, the fraternity
has made its mark on th e communi ty throu gho ut the years.
Elected President in January, Shepard's favo rite m emory of
EDU was during this past fall: " I was on Pledge Team, and I, along
w ith three other girls, help ed welcome 24 m emb ers into EDU. It
was a long seven-week pro cess, but it was a lot of fun and th ere
were so many great memories that were formed!" But b efore the
pledge process, the busiest time o f the year for all EDU members
was the recruitment week. Interviews and different activities are
always the basis for trying to indu ct people into the pledge class at
the beginning of each sem ester.
Even during the stressful times of recruitment and organization
of different events throughout the semester, Shepard kept a positive
attitude and loved this organization. "Th e people are w hat really
make EDU so great," sh e said. " It's great to know t~at yo u can walk
ar<;m nd campus and see 60+ people that you know. We all help out
each other a lot w hen it comes to planning things f?r the cl assroom. The people are just awesome '"

Face AIDS
Row I: Katie Flaspo hler, Kaitlin Moredock, Lau rah Sadar,
Ankur Varma,

Row 2:Jessica Kyle, Melissa Lees,As hleyWoehrmyer,
Charlie Opperman

Row 3: Dean Ripploh, Keith Ripploh, Scott Evers

FASFAC
Row I: Scott Oberlag, Robert Short, Kyle Schneider, Corey Dapore, David Manderfeld,Aaron Glett, Paul Takemoto,

Row 2: Gianluis Ramos, Royce Hamel. Joseph Prior, Stephanie Pilcher,Jeff Hoppe, Sou ha Azmeh, Hanny AI-Samkari

Kelly Marx.Jessica Grimone and Meg
Danis continue the game of Catchphrase at an EDU event.
Photo by: Katy Koran

Flyerettes
Row I: Brittany Herb, Stephanie Heller
Row 2:Jessica Gardner, Nicole Wojnarwsky
Row 3: Michele Schafer, Becky Martin, Michelle Irvine

Epsilon Delta Upsilon
Row I: Kell i Fi nch, Elizabeth Glaser, Kristine M orris, Katie Eshelman,

Marissa Finocchiaro, Nick Michley, Katie Marsch, Cristin Elmi, Lindsay
Baker
Row 2: Leslie Reinhart, Eileen Flaherty, Colleen Durham, Lindsay
Williamson, CoreyTroy,Ann Bu rkhardt, Kelley Blake, Nicole Peters,
Laura Grande, Kacie Hummel,AshleyWilker,

Epsilon Tau Pi

Flyer News

Row I: Ben Lewis,Joe Giessler, Mike Sievers,Aaron

Row I: Melanie Woods, Nikki Miller, Brian Trafi s, Mi ke

Schnider, Victor Velten

Knezevic

Row 2: Phil Martini, Michael Schnider, Tony Yux, Geoff

Row 2:Jessica Parke r, Je nnie Szink, Tyle r Griesenerock,

Kennard, Nathan Sfara

La uren Caggiano

Row 3: Rachel Sekerak, Kathryn Bunner, Elizabeth Dickson,Abby
Budin, Michelle Brasdovich,Amanda Tootle, Katie Stirnkorb, Erin

Row 3: Michael Berkemeier, Evan King, Greg Kolber,

Weber, Katherine Burgeson

Michael Brazerae,Josh Barnheiser,Andrew Burgess

Row 4: Lauren Lake berg, Kelsey Jackson, Jenna Norman, Faith
Mulach, Lindsay Barnhart, Meghan Manning, Kelly Foster, Ca itlin Hale,
Kathleen Carter.Jenn Stirnkorb, Katy Shepard, Clarisse Kowalski,
Kasie Drobnick,Alex Karas,Ashley Mayer
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by Adam Behm

0

n a college campus, political discussions can be

it is hard to tell when the busiest time is for these mem-

passionate. The College Republicans formed together to

bers. One week during the year, called Conservative Week, is

inform students and help them understand their political

usually very busy for these members while they plan differ-

standpoint and focus on ways to improve the conservative

ent activities throughout campus for other students to enjoy.

lifestyles on campus.

Another hectic time is the fall before elections in November,

This year's president,junior Brianne Hoover, has only
been involved in this organization for one year. With
weekly meetings, different political speaker events, and an

especially on major election years.
This organization is also involved in several service activities to get their name out in the community. They have

aim to raise awareness of Republican issues, this organi-

donated money to Iraqi families and participated in Dance

zation strives for excellence. Once a year, several of the

Marathon, which helps raise money for charity. They have

members travel to Washington DC for an event called

also helped out with election campaigns locally and through-

"CPAC" (Conservative Political Action Conference) . This

out Ohio.

is a major event for these members because they are able

Throughout the entire year, the College Republicans have

to go to different places with other college students and

been active in many events on campus as they try and get

learn more about politics.

people active in political agendas and activities. So the next

"Some of my favorite memories include attending

time there is a political campaign around campus, look for

the Blackwell Rally in Cincinnati and going on CPAC,"

the College Republicans; they will be representing their party

Hoover said. With so many political activities taking place,

well.

Fusion
Row I : Kevin Sullivan, Michael Blake, Nick Kastner
Row 2: Kathleen Condit, Kelly Bailey

GEL

Geology Club

Row I : Tony Magner, Scott Loiselle, Tim South, Garrett

Row I : Emily Puchala. Heather Stewart, Emily Hathaway

Loiselle

Row 2: Laura Englehart, Elise Bertke, Karen Sarmir, Kaitlin
Mordock

Above: Mem bers of Co ll ege Re-

pu blicans pass out fliers to students
who pass by on their way to classes.
Photo by: Katy Koran

Right: College Republicans host
a cook-out for students in order
to raise awareness of the group on
campus.
Photo by: Katy Koran
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H.O.P.E.
Row I: ~egan Brennan, Liz Sidor, Katy Shepard

Habitat for Humanity
Row I : Brian Jackett, Patrick Freeman, Bill Boisen, Paul
Deet

Row 2: Karalyn Snider. Jen Cook, Meredith Efler,Jim Cosgrob,Ashley Miller, Thoma s Robbin s, Sara Fledderjohn

Row 3: Kendre Di Pietro, Lind say Brehm, Colleen Rickner,
Tom Spoonster, Nora Rusie, Danielle Ermis, Laura Chabot

Row I : Joe Santoli, Scott Loiselle, Gina Mengarelli
Row 2: Lindsay Hill, Stephanie Benes

Greensweeo

sponsored by SGA

&~

Indian Student Association
Row I : Vinay Thotakura. Usha Katragadda, Yadav Gopesh,
Abhishek Bichal, Surya Venkata Ponnapalli

up-1-/ct, ~ ~lt~ tl
by Adam Behm

Have

you ever walked through the Student N eighborhood and found yo urself disgusted by all the garbage and trash sca ttered throughout the streets? To help solve this
problem, many UD students roamed the neighborhood on e chilly Saturday morning
in October cleaning up old candy w rappers and so da cans through a program sponsored by the Student Government Association called Greensweep.

Institute of Transportati on
Engineers
Row I : Derek Lewis,Anne Commins, Michelle Salvina
Row 2: Christopher Nichols, Adam Rose , Maria Saliba,
Kevin W alsh, Adriana Torres
Row 3: Matt Renner, Patrick Fleck, Maureen Smith

Contrary to what most may think, not all of the j obs assigned involved picking
up trash from th e sidewalks and in between houses. Some groups of stud ents, for
instance, cut dow n over-grown shrubb ery and bushes that lined fences w h ere p eople
could hide and potentially make these areas hazardou s to students at night. Senior
Melanie Woods had much to say about her experience on that wonderful Saturday
morning. Woods stated, "When you pick up trash, it can get frustrating knowing that
inconsiderate stud ents are going to dirty the streets again the next night. But w ith
these fences, th ey will be cleared for a much longer time, allowing the students living in the area to feel much safer." Although som e students woke up feeling rather
chilly that morning, many had to take off their j ac kets and w inter coats as they sweat
through all the hard work put into making the neighborhood look more pleasant.
After many exhausting hours of work, everyone eventu ally made it back to the

lnterfraterni ty Council
Row I : Brady Bates. John Markgraf. John Gravier, Matt
Cappel, Jordan Huizenga, Matias Rocha, Scott Allen, Sean
Este ll

Row 2: Will He lton, Russ Pierce, Evan Wi llams, Kurt
Oblinger, Geno Parisi, Mark Murphy,T im Olszewski, Brett

R ecPlex for a cookout and social event celebrating the success. All in all , trash was
picked up, bushes and trees were planted, and unsafe shrubbery was taken down all
in hopes that students would see the changes and think twice before throwing their
wrappers and bottles on the ground as they walked home from cl ass. Woods commented, "This was my first time participating in Greensweep, and I'm really glad I
made the effort to wake up and do it. I really think everyone should ge t involved in
Greensweep at least once." If everyone participated in events such as these, the UD
ca mpus wo uld b e even more beautiful than it already is today.
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International Club
Row I: Edwa rd Timko, Jenn C oo k, Sijia Zou, Paul Takemoto, Sam Lockhart
Row 2: Fuji Oe, Cecil ia Permana, Bv Nguyen, Hong-vy
Nguyen. John PaulV Cresencia

Jewish Student Union

Kappa Alpha Psi

Row I : Abra Carne, Holl ie Rawl, Benjamin Beaman, Denna

Row I : Chiron Alderman.Jason Laf lore, Ryan Pitts, Stacey

Rosen'

Harris

Row 2: Tyre Goodwin , Jenny Walter, Kri stin Hill

'·

Students dig into a yard to plant a'tree. Many trees
~ere planted in,' the Student Neighb'o rhood to add
more beauty on campus,,
PhC?tos byf Hollie Rawl
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Flyer News

Reporting Life
f!ya, '/0v-J- ~ b ~ ~
by A dam B ehm

This is where the news comes first . The "Flyer Newspaper" on campus
is run completely by students and has been a well-established publication
for many years. This year's Editor-in-Chief, Tyler Griesenbrock, and Managing Editor, Mike Knezevick, were in charge of informing students about
campus events and activities in all of their editions.
With about 20 deadlines each semester and weekly meetings held in the
office located in KU, this staff of 24 students had the perfect opportunity as
future journalists to gain real newsroom experience. Nikki Miller,Assistant
News Editor, has been on involved in Flyer News for the past two years. "I
work for the news section, so I cover anything from events on campus, to
investigation stories, to features ," Miller said. "My favorites are feature stories , but I enjoy the opportunity to experience a wide variety of writing."
Being on a newspaper staff is not always the glamorous job. Quick
deadlines were a reality, and these young journalists had not only to be able
to write well, but also quickly. The campus publication was a perfect starting block for anyone hoping to hold a job in the journalist world.
Being only a junior, Miller has already started taking classes for her
Masters degree. She hopes that after graduating from UD in five years,
with both a Bachelors and Masters degree, she can find a reporting job
with a newspaper or magazine. Eventually, she hopes to work in international journalism for a major publication. Journalism is an important profession, and when asked what sparked her interest, she said, "Honestly, I just
love to write. This is the only thing I can accredit my journalism major to."
Located in the center of campus, the Flyer News room seemed crowded
at times, but only because of the many people that put so much time and
effort into publishing stories for the student body. When walking from
class to class, one could always find a student glued to the newspaper, reading about the important stories around UD. Without this supreme publication, the campus community would be a lot different.

Melanie Woods, Jessica Parker, and
Kathryn Lecklider look over Flyer
News spreads.
Photo by: Julie Jones

National Society of Black
Engineers
Row I: Daphene L Baines,AkeemTurner, Kasey Twine,
Rashea Bracken, Gerica Brown, Reynaldo Stargelo, Darwv,
Pursoo

Row 2: Derek Lewis.Antonio Parker. Justin Jenkins. Jackie
Hawthorne, Dysanne Reed, Chelsy Lutz

National Society of Collegiate
Scholars
Row I: Amanda Lafferty, Charles Rittenhouse, Nikhil Mally,
Jeff Huememan,Amanda Walz.Amy Kwiatkowski

Row 2: Kristin Eisenhardt.Ashley Wagner.Advisor Anna
Langhorne, Stephanie Benes, Sarah Coffey.Tom Spoonster

Kathryn Lecklider fills out some
paperwork in preparation of an
upcoming deadline .
Photo by: Julie Jones

Ohio Collegiate Music Education
Association
Row I: Theresa Janchar,Adam Uhlenhake, Laura Bolen,
Brandi Otterbacher, Melissa Durst, Nichole Plows

Row 2: Ashley Waltz, Laura Vukosky, Elizabeth Rylko,
Cassie Collins, Heather Goertemiller, Becky Belknep

Music Therapy Club

National Pan-Hellenic Council

Omega Phi Delta

Row I: Abby Bonasso, Laura Beth Dysert, Elaine Whitaker,

Row I: Whitney Dawson, Genine Menefield, Brittney

Row I: Sheena Rothwell, CourrneyVarvel,Jennifer Sisson,

Christine Yakir, Kimberly Gindling

Johnson

Hollie Rawl.Juliann Tucker, Monica DiGiandomenico

Row 2: Beth Habegger.Ashley Kessler, Lauren Cushman,

Row 2: Melissa Bush, Brittany K. Carter, Mari Alexander,

Row 2: Mike DiMarco, Candice Komorowski. Josh Murray,

Evlyn Heileman, Erinn Riley.Anne Lustag

Jason Laflore, Chiron Alderman, Stacey W. Harrison

David Pohle, Beth Hunt,Adal Abonamah

Row 3: Pan Ho, Mallory Beck, Michele Rickert, Krista Ren-

Row 3: David Blake, Brian Eisenhardt, Chris Sahrmann,

neckar, Kaitlin Perlow

Jonathan Jones. Justin Fetko, Ken Smith, Dan DeCrane
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Orpheus
Row I: Amy Polomsky, Kristin Arko,AmyTiedge,Johnnie
Kline

Overexposed & Underdeveloped
Row I: Angelica Ramirez, Katy Koran.Julie Jones, Hollie
Rawl, Emily Bonistall

Row 2: Kelly Bailey, Ashley Fleischer, Kevin Sullivan, Mike
Blake, Sylvia Wicander

Photo by: MeghanTheodore

Panhellenic Council
Row I: Nicole Luisi, Emily Powderly.Jacquelyn Matia, Shannon McCann, Lindsey Williams.Amy Brandwein, Kristen
Marvinney

Row 2: Maria Rath, Rebecca Rudemiller, Lindsay Essi,
Kathleen Custenborder, Shannon Simpson, Michela Buccini

Pax Christi

Phi Alpha Delta

Phi Beta Chi

Row I: Karen Kopulos,Alex Robin son. Jenna Plumb,

Row I: Karina Korostyshevsky, Brigid Higgins, Erin Moos-

Row I: Lesley Tuohy, Meagan Fadely,Teri McGregor, Megan

Stephanie Barbour

brugger,Ali El y,er, Eric Erdman

Row 2: Leigh Elling, Kimberly Hossler.Adela Pena, Karen

Sawicki, Liz Sidor, Leslie Fullan, Erin Odell, Erin Fisher, Laura
Steffey, Kelsey Magee, Nate Fernandes.Angelina Sinclair,

Row 2: Amy Ferguson, Melissa Peters, Katie Kirschner,

Annie Pecoraro

Ashley Bush

Row 2: Carl Bohart,Jaque Griffin, Nicole Brooks.Aubrey

Wichman

Row 3: Pat Brickman, Lauren Hackman, David Blake,
Benjamin Mongeau

Cook, Kristen Sansone, Molly McGlone,Tyre Goodwin,
Tricia Heschel,Aaron Moores, Tracie Johnson, Erin Meyer,
Kait Brown, Liz Hark
Row 3: Adam Behm.Amy Tiedge, Sarah Barnidge, Caroline
Quinter, Lydia Hirt.Abra Carne, Marisa Minor. Jenny Walter,
Kristen Storer, Erin McFadden,Ana Levy, Becky Dunn, Rania
Shakkour, Kara Winters
Row 4: Gina Mengarelli.Abby Aikman, Lisa Acton, Meg
Pickard, Emily Har rison, Franny Thomas.Amy Polomsky,
Diane Giscard, Nikki Miller, Melanie Woods, Ella Coleman,
Lauren Barney, Carrie Deneen, Lisa Monnot, Colin Joeright

/

/

O.A.C.

Shows No Limits
by Adam Behm

At

times, it's hard fo r stud ents to enj oy being stu ck in the "campu s bubble."
But one club at U D is trying to get students more involved- particul arly in
natu re. T he O utdoor Adventure Club, fo unded by Steve M annhard and Alex
Cook in Au gust 2004, involves everything from skydiving to backpacking and
even a trip fo r w hite-wa ter ra fting every year.
T he club m eets a few weekends each sem ester and takes trips to different
places so that students can enj oy the outside world w ithout worrying about
classes and school stress. It is a nice way fo r individuals to relax and enjoy nature
w hil e formjng fri endships.
Som e might ask w hat the obj ectives of Outdoor Adventure C lub are and
w hy the club was fo unded. T here are many answers to this question . First, it
teaching students skills fo r outdoor activities. Also, it provides memb ers a sense
of accomplishment th rough co mpleting uniqu e and challenging activities as an
alternate to the typical weekend scen e. Lastly, it promotes building friendships
and leadership w ithin the group.
Bradley Peters, a junior, has been involved in this orga ni zation since its beginning. "The outdoors is really fun and takes yo u off campus," Peters said. " It's
nice to get out of city life and meet new people w hile enj oying the scenery."
After participating in many trips, Peters has become a regular adventurer.
T he ni ce thing about this organi zati on is that it do esn 't cost an incredible
amount of m on ey to join. T here is no membership fee and o ften students only
have to pay for the gas money to the various locatio ns. Other adventures, such
as the voyages out West, are more expensive, but Peters says that they are worth
it.
Anywhere between 50 to 75 people have participated in the various activities throughout the year, and the numb ers continue to rise. Som e people only
go on one trip w hile o thers try to make it to all of them . "A lot of people have
never done anything like it; th en they end up loving it and continu e to keep
doing it," Peters said.
Whatever the reaso n, this organiza tion has grown in the p ast three years to
becom e a popular way to take a mjni vacation fo r the weekend. After comjng
home fro m caving in H ocking Hills, Nate H errell, a junior, commented, " I fe el
less stressed out and the outdoors takes my mind off school."
Everyone needs a stress reli ef at som e point in the year and the O utdoor
Adventure C lub is a perfect way to escape.
Photo by: Chelsea Korfel

Pi Beta Phi
1/-nv- ~ lf1d!-
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c~ M,ue,
by Adam B ehm

The

angels on campus do more than just socialize. The members
of Pi Beta Phi, a sorority at the University of Dayton , nickn amed
the angels, are involved in so many activities it is hard to ca tch th ese
women sitting around doing nothing.
Founded on April 28 , 1867 at Monmouth College in M onmouth, Illinois, Pi Beta Phi now has over 132 collegiate chapters
in forty-two states and two Ca nadian provin ces. The Unive rsity of
D ayton 's chapter held its first pledge class initiation of 70 women
in O ctober 1989.
T he women of Pi Beta Phi are very enthusiastic abo ut their sorority. Michela Buccini, a junior, has been involved in Pi Beta Phi
since her second sem ester first year and now holds th e important
position of Vice President of M embership. "My favorite memories
would be the pledge period, I Week and Big/ Little W ee k," Buccini said. "These were the times when I really got to know all the
ladi es in Pi Phi. ft was ni ce to feel part of a group." With about 90
members in the U D chapter alone, she was bound to find many of
her good fri ends in this sorority.
Ony of the main events that Pi Beta Phi organizes eac h year is
w hat is called "Pie Day." Emily Keyes, a junior and th e Vj ce President of Planning described this event by saying "in the fall, we help
raise money for our philanthropy by hosting a bake sale on KU
fi eld." The girls, wearing th eir matching colored shirts, chant so ngs
and try to get students to donate money while receiving a baked
trea t in return for this once a year event. There is also a large raffi e
to help promote the sale.
CONTINUED ON PG
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Photo by: Katy Koran

Phi Sigma Rho
Row I: Kayla Miller, Michelle Slattery, Laura Bright, Erica
Saltuz, Kristy Kuester, Malinda Crum, Lauren Meindl,Allison
Woods, Maria Saliba

Row 2: Susan Walshon,Adela Pena, Kendra Bunker, Emi ly
Puthoff, Rachael Johns, Kate Gray, Sarah Largemt,Amanda
O'Connell

Pi Beta Phi
Row I: Samatha Sipe, Kat Hilbert, Lynne Fiorito, Nikki
Frischmann, Mallaree Blake, Meaghan Cleary
Row 2: Meghan Borke, Eliza beth Glaser, Sara Garland,
Katie Ahern, Christine Verse, Carly Partee. Juli e Bennett,
Laura Payne, Katie Schumacher
Row 3: Sara Stricker, Brie Laing, Gratia Hickey, Kristen
Marvinney, Meghan Quinn, Michela Buccini, Christina Schneider, Megan Murphy, Meghan Manning, Meredith Miller

Photo by: Julie Jones

Pre- Physical Therapy Club
Row I : Allison Grear, Katie Duffin, Cali Carpenter
Row 2: Amanda Gallow,Annie Norton, Mackenzie Hoops

Pi Kappa Alpha

Phi Kappa Psi

PRSSA

Row I : Matt Doherty, Greg Hughes, Sutton Smith, Colin
Malloi, Chaz Witty, Jeff Heislar, Michae l Lofton, Connor
Finnigan, Mike Genaze, Bret Davis,AndrewW,lks
Row 2: Ion Domanski, Pete Cajka, Brad Beck,Andy Stuckensc hneicfer, Robby Quinn.Adam Costaras, Peter Mye rs,
Gabriel Miller, Shawn Inks, Steve Orlando, Chns Yake
Row 3: Joey Apeo, Casey Nathan, Sean Estell, Todd
Riley.Justin Klusas, Michael Tomasome,Alos Lev,eme,Alex
Testa, Frank Kocet,Thomas Pinghim, Bobbi Hinlon, Jason
Stoermer,Alex Urban, Matt Berhr,Tim Wood
Row 4: Ryan Naylor, Tim Palen, Brian Hoffer, Jeff Noble,
Rob Kepple, Michael Kurtzner,Andy Blankemeyer, Ben
Wichner, Will Brenann, Matt Sache, Brett Ad lard, Evan
Tentku, Keith Edwards, Eddie Flaherty, Nick Adams

Row I : Dan Spisak, Ross Pierce, Joe Deliberato, Kevin
Woo, Colin Hebenstreit, Michael Whalen, Stephan Harman,
Glenn Ferguson, Kyle Scarberry, Paul Bradley, Greg Marconi,
"Tyler Deutsch
Row 2: Andrew Arnett, David Bondy, Kevin Stebelton,
Kyle Schimle, Kevin Eble, Tom Schlosser, Kevin Miskewicz,
Danie l Mills, Thomas Wiersma, Sam Skubak
Row 3: Kevin Heitz, Zach Rittenhouse, Timothy Harbage,
Mike Pokorny, lose~h Va ne, Kevin Timms, Gary McCarary,
Ryan Wittrup, tim Field, Steve Kinsella, Tyler Tomlin
Row 4: Dave Neeson, Dan Wiora, Matias Rocha, Kevin
Rotz, Daniel Cull is, Mike Wiora, Drew Whitehead, Eric
Falasco, Dan Koerber,Anthony Antenucci, Steve Sanders,
Thomas Singler, Craig Rossi , Brian Meredith, Tom Sutter,
George Ertfe

Row I: Liz Sidor, Emily Haas, JaQue Griffin

CONTINUED FROM PG
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Another event held annually which helps raise money for the
Arrowmont School of Arts and Crafts is called Arrowspike. It is
a large volleyball tournament including the men's fraternities and
"the games are held on different courts throughout the Student
Neighborhood, which helps bring Greek Life together," Keyes
said. The men take time out of their weekend to play some volleyball and have fun . They register and pay for their team while the
money goes to the sorority's philanthropy.
With so many events throughout the year, it is hard to tell
when is the busiest time for these women. "First semester we
are busy with Pie Day and Arrowspike, not to mention informal
recruitment. When we get back from Christmas break, formal
recruitment starts right away," Buccini said. "In our downtime
we are going to chapter, planning upcoming events and going to
sisterhood events like hayrides and ice skating."
Clearly this group of wonderful women has their hands full at
all times. But these angels know how to get everything done with
smiles on their faces throughout the entire year.

REACH

Red Scare

Sigma Alpha Iota

Row I: Steve Vandorn, Katie Kurtz,Allison Leverenz,

Row I: Kelsey Slater.Jackie Miller. Juliana Brown, Nicholas

Row I: Katie Mcguire, Elizabeth Schacht, Becky Belknap,

Brandan Fitzpatrick

Mancini

Brandi Otterbacher, Megan Brockman,Annah-Marie Avery,

Row 2: Matt Purpus, Sean Estell,Jery Stoffl, David Theby

Elizabeth Crombie, Nichole Plows, Christine O ' Donnell

Row 3: Suzie Whelan, Tim Dolcich, Matt Ruffing, Ryan

Row 2: Ashley Waltz.Angela Wolford, Heather Goercemi-

Mayer

ller, Emily Johnson, Kristin Eisenhardt. Jenny Jones, Kaylea
Balzano, Elizabeth Ohneck, Jennifer Blessing

Laura Holzaepfel, Molly O 'Connell, Andrea Jaeger,
Samantha Sipe and Michelle Gladstone take their
turn at r unning the bake sale for Pi Beta Phi. Pi Phi
Pie D ay happens every fa ll and is hosted by Pi Beta
Phi.

Photo by: Julie Jones

Sigma Chi
.,,

Row I: M' hael Huser, Mace Ferriss, Seth Maney, Kyle

Sigma Nu
Row I: Kevin Pulsforc,John Ma rkgraf, Brady Bates, Kure

Kovacs;John Ander, Pac Kelly

Reigelsperge, Derek O'Learly, Sam Lockhart

Row 2: D 9m Cacanzaric,Willi am Helton, Nicholas Mancini,

Row 2: Mike Bach, Evan Williams, Casey Droccar, Dominic

Topher Provost, David Boston.Aria Farmand

Bruno, Chris Scalisi, Kurt Oblinger

Society of Manufac turing
Engineer s
Row I: Erik Reiersen, Christopher Pope, Ryan Siefring,
Alison Mecais,Audray Lau rash, Bangshuo Xu, Chris Kozak,
Robert Wolff
Row 2: Ben Lewi s, Di Li,Yiyan Feng, JingyiAru, Renyuan
Hua, Chuojun Tao, Qinwen Zhou, Megan Baumgartner

St. Vincent de Paul Society
Row I : Mary Kane,AshleyWagner, Kaitlin Wasik, Emily
Klein, Kara Metzger

Row 2: Renee Berlon, Jessica Fink, Jennie Szink, Hillary
Hendrix, Zach Norman, Kathleen Kelley

Row 3: Elizabeth Tracy, Bill Loftus, Elizabeth Abezetian,
Allsion Gates, Katie Zimmerman, Kelly Burns

UHIVERSITY OF DAYTON

~j
STUDENT ALUMNI COUNCIL

Student Alumni Coundl
Row I: Teresa Perretta, Emily Puchala, Stephanie Sheavly,
Kristin Boll

Row 2: Meredith Effler, Patrick Johnson, Sara Fledderjohn

Student Dietetic Association
Row I : Rebecca Blackman, Kylene Guerra, Erin Novotny,
Nikki Burke, Sarah Garchar, Lucy Hayhurst

Row 2: Sarah McGillem, Rebecca Werner, Dan Jaris, Jenna
Freeman, Chelsea Crabtree

Above: John Gravier answers the
phone in the SGA office.The office
is located in KU 253.

Right: Kristen Dennison and
Am;).nda Brian post messages for
upcoming events.

Left: Suzie Whelan checks the Spirit
Point Syst: m through the SGA website. The Spirit Point System is a very
cclhtroversial system which places
emphasis on all UD sporting events
though the points are used towards
Men's Basketball games.
Photos by: K aty Koran

SGA
by Adam Behm

We

all know that UD has many clubs and

organizations. But what some people do

have a problem with something. There is always someone to ask." Clearly, being open and

not know is what an everyday schedule of

welcoming to new ideas and perspectives is an

an organization is like. The Student Government Association (SGA) here at UD is

integral part of the organization's operation.
The busiest times in the office are the first six

an organization that involves many students

weeks of school as everyone gets settled. Other

and there is never a "normal" day in the

crazy times in the office seem to be during

office. Consisting of about seventy people,

election periods and Little Sibs weekend, which
is coordinated by SGA. The O'Grady's also

the SGA is the voice of the student body
and ultimately serves as the link between the
students and the administration.
This year's president, Patrick O'Grady,

added that the office is not just for people who
hold positions in the organization. Any student
can use the space because it is for everyone on

and vice president, Brendan O'Grady, had

campus to enjoy. Although it might seem in-

much to say about the organization and

timidating walking into an office not knowing

everything that is involved in making it a
vital part of the campus community year

anyone, the students involved with the organization are always ready for a friendly chat with

after year. The office is located on the sec-

fellow students .

ond floor of Kennedy Union and is always

In effect, a day full of surprise visitors and

a well-trafficked area as students pop in

interesting conversations is probably the only

and out between classes. When asked if the
massive amounts of people disrupted the

constant for the busy organization. Ultimately,
SGA's success in speaking for the student body

organization's progress, Brendan O ' Grady

is most certainly due to its continuous flexibil-

said, "Everyone is very helpful. It can be

ity, resulting in a day that is anything but typical.

very beneficial at times because it is a nice
little discussion group of people if you ever

Student Leadership Council

St udents for Organ Donations

Row I : Michael Doenges, Mary Anne Harasim, Maryjo Pi r-

Row I: Ryan Shapiro, Kristina Seago, Mercedes Thompson,

Row I : Zach Wolf.Alexander Pico, Meaghan Cleary, Cyn-

ages, Sara Stuckey.Jacqueline Harrill, Cori Harris

Laura Stachowicz, Michael Willmann.John Markgraf

thia Burgiss,Amanda Miller

Tennis Club

Row 2: Allison Swan, Marissa Finocchiaro, John Gravier,

Row 2: Dominic Brun<;>,Angela Gonzalez, Caitey Spellman,

Row 2: Chris Garlich, Meredith Miller, Katie Ahern.Angela

Brad Balser.Antonio Parker

Gina Stoeckle,AnkurVarma, Kurt Oblinger, Carly Wingert,

St. Peirre, Michael Bach, Stephanie Johnson

Jill Gehlfuss

Row 3: Steve Cabnski, Chris Helm, Denis Jeffries, Brian

Hick, Lindsey Muirhead

First Look
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by Adam B ehm

How

did high school students learn about

on their own." Throughout the year, the panels

the University of D ayton before they actually

of about three to six UD students shared their

became a part of the community? The answer

knowledge of college life through question and

is provided by a student-run organization called

answer sessions.

Campus Connections. An organization open to

Campus tours made up another important

all students throughout campus and supported by

division of Campus Connections. These tours

the Office of Admissions, Campus Connections

ran every weekday and were open to both stu-

informed prospective students about the Univer-

dents and parents . The purpose of these tours

sity. Within Campus Connections, there were

was to inform people about the University of

five different divisions that had sp ecific tasks to

Dayton as they walked through campus and saw

help establish their m ain goal. These included

the daily lives of students and found out what

the traveling student panel, overnight visits, the

sets UD apart from the rest. Anyone on campus

shadow program, campus chat, and campus tours.

in the middle of the day has probably seen a
tour walking through, with the guide walking

Junior Aaron Moores was in charge of this

backwards in front of the large group.

year's traveling student panel, and he had many
things to say about his section of the organiza-

Whether a UD student has a high school

tion. The panel traveled to high schools around

student sp end an overnight in his or her house

the Dayton area and gave speeches to students

or travels to local high schools to inform others

that w ere interested in applying to colleges

about the college life, Campus Connections was

within the next few years.When asked what the

a perfect way to hype up the University of Day-

main goal of the student panel was , he com-

ton. If it were not for this organization, many

mented, "We do not talk to the high school

students might not have fallen in love with the

students only about UD information. We talk

campus during their senior year of high school

about college life in general and tell th e students

like so m any others had in the past.

about how to get involved at school while living

Theta Phi Alpha

UD Dance

UD Rescue Squad

Row I: Sarah Keelor, Meg Fister, Genna Santen, Liz Angle,

Row I : Mallory Green, Melissa C arlone, Erin Fisher,

Row I : Bi ll Krebs, Joe Kosmach, Nichole Brill, Kevin

Jennifer Spaulding, Kelly Ahlfeld, Nicole Peters

Brittney Kirk, Kri sti Napoli

Heitkamp

Row 2: Caitlin Garvey.Abby Heffelmire, Kelly LeGrand,

Row 2: Chelsy Lutz.Alli son Kretz, Callie Nixon, Erin Pat-

Row 2: Dan Jaris, Steve Kerley, Jonny Yadlosky, Diane Tee,

Lisa Campbell.Jennifer St. Pierre.Amy Brandwein.Anita

terson, Jackie Schier, Elizabeth Becker

Nick Rol inski, Chris Kniese

Lukey

Row 3: Leslie Peaper,Jen Cherrington, Cather ine Cap-

Row 3: Andrew Huth, Michelle D'Agol stino, Nathan

petta, Leia Mason, Katie Sunday, Br it t any Tind all

Schiele,Jennifer Scherbauer, Stephanie Greene, Guillermo

Row 4: Elizabeth Abezeti an, D iane Giscard, Laura N at zley

Reich ard,Victorla Pinnock

UD Water Ski Team
Row I : Evan Mutt, Ryan Creagan, Jane Kaufman, Heather
Pohlman, Nate Orso, Nick Langhals, Joe Kotanski, Mary
Kearne

Row 2: Mary Kearney, Claire Hurwitz, Bridget Boyle, Ben
Loughery, Elizabeth Singler, Nathan Wolff

Women's Club Volleyball
Row I: Jenny Roettker, Nikki Miller, Jamie Lobell. Jessica
Schroeder.Ashley Miller

Women's Rugby
Row I: Jessica Di Russo, Mary Fuson, Rebecca Gerrity,

Above and Below: Campus
Connections member Aaron Moores
escorts potential future students
around campus.
Photos by: Julie Jones

Margaret Lester, Meghan-Anne Ryan.Alice Begovich

Row 2: Janna Gribowicz, Gina Garcia, Emily Mohar, Kelly
Staehler, Maureen Schubert, Brittany Morse, Sarah Bauer

Phi Psi members Paul Bradley, Kevin Heitz, Mike
Pokorny, Mike Whalen, Sam Skubak, and Brian Meredith race with their promotional chariot.
Photos by: Katy Koran

Women's Soccer

Women's Water Polo

Row I: Kelly Sells, Elizabeth Dean,Jillian Richards, Erica

Row I: Hollie Rawl, Emma Jarman, Lizzy Fellows, Erinn

Row I: Lindsay Group, Emily Bonistall, Lindsay Camella,

Kaiser, Rachel Bozeman, Leah Laseef, Gina Maio

Riley

Annie Tomber

Zeta Tau Alpha

Row 2: Mike Gonzales, Marguerite Blum, Molly Miller,

Row 2: Kathleen Mihoff, Clare Connelly, Kathryn John,

Row 2: Tara Stehlin, Megan Shuba, Danielle Elam, Sara

Anne Moore, Gretchen Dyer, Meg Rigney, Katie Matteson

Allie Hamm

Losito, Jennifer Johnson

Row 3: Stephanie Korpal, Sara Bambakais, Kelly Buehrle,

Row 3: Kelly Bailey, Emily Ryan, Elizabeth Abezetian, Emily

Colleen Conlon, Brian Turk, Mark Balsan

Ren berg, Liz Mack, Jennifer Yeager.Jenna Freeman

Making a Dif fere nee
in the community

A~~Pli ~W/iiblf~ F~
by Adam Behm

At

first glance, seeing a chariot with people on board roaming
through campus might seem a little strange. But that is only one
of many events for the "Phi Kappa Psi 500" marathon. This past
fall, Phi Kappa Psi, a national fraternity here on campus, organized
the marathon to help raise money for local non-profit organizations . It was one of the fraternity's biggest activities and tried
to involve as many people on campus as possible. A volleyball
tournament, pizza eating competitions, a sweetheart competition,
a kickball tournament and a giant pillow fight were a few of the
other activities that took place for fundraising purposes.
"Phi Kappa Psi is founded on the joy of serving others whose
main purpose is philanthropy. It is a good group of guys with the
same interests" said junior Joe Vano. After pledging the fall of his
sophomore year,Vano has grown to love his fraternity and being
a part of all the activities throughout the year. He noted that his
favorite part of his time in the fraternity was his new member process. This is due to the fact that he was able to get more involved
in activities on campus and actually see the process of joining a
fraternity.
With weekly meetings every Tuesday, Phi Kappa Psi has done
its fair share of service work on and off campus. Throughout the
years, the fraternity brothers have been involved in doing service
work with the American Heart Association, a mini heart marathon, and have helped organize the Special Olympics held in April.
This year, the fraternity / sorority community presented this chapter
with the Excellence in S(;':rvice Award and together the brothers
have logged more than 300 service hours in one semester alone.
CONTINUED ON PG
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Top: Phi Psi vs. Phi Psi Race featuring Sam Skubak, Brian Meredith,
Mike Whalen, Paul Bradley, Mike
Pokorny, and Kevin Heitz

Middle: Epsilon Delta Tau
members Dan Davidson,Anthony
Fantone, and Mike Arnold

Bottom: Dave Daugherty and
Ros Kanappick bring Matias Rocha,
the Executive Vice President of
the lnterFraternity Council to his
destination.

CONTI UED FROM PG.
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This award is especially important for the local chapter here on camp us since it was founded in the spring

"some of the busiest times are in the fall when we
are tying to get the 500 event toge ther, but almost all

of 2005 and is still fairly new to the school. That has
not stopped these brothers from giving their all to

yea r is busy usually. W e don't have very mu ch down
time except in the summers." Clearly this attitude has

help others in th e conmrnnity. At first glance, m any

been prosperous for the fraternity and their goals for

people may not think that fraternities are involved
in much co mmunity service, but Phi Kappa Psi has

conmrnnity service.

proved them wrong.
The University of Dayton 's chapter also tries to
stay in co ntact with other chapters at different universities throughout the nation. At times, the brothers have visited other schools to try to get an idea
of how to keep the tradition alive at UD and have
b een successful in the progress. Vano co mmented that

Marc Rossi and Zack Bowen attack
each other with pillows.
Photo by: Hollie Rawl

Phi Psi members Kevin Heitz.Tim
Field, and Drew Whitehead defend
themselves against the women.

Photo by: Hollie Rawl
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Orpheu s

Walking to A Party
Drew Morrison
Jr's a silent night
on the suburban srreer
as shadows and srrangers
around us meet.

Our small parry walks
in the neighborhood dark,
conversing in murmursour silhouettes stark.
Counting the srreetlighrsa few maybe, moreto rhe dim yellow square
of rhe parry door.
Beyond the dim rrees
and the driveway's gate,
the great smiling house
in the darkness waits.

A head pokes our

of rhe doorway place.
Conspirator, friend,

companion of fare,
pours our rhe cup
of tonight's Aire with sin
and in a low voice says, come in, come in.

Twilight
Holly Snyder
Magda glanced out the window for the hundredth time as she stirred the simmering broth on
the stove and wondered why Jim was lare for dinner once aga in . He loves my homemade vegc·rable soup, yes, he wouldn 'r m iss it for the world, she thought. She rurkecl a strand of frazz led
red hair behind her ear and rinsed the spoon in cold water btfore plaring it by the sink . The sun
was setting, and Magda always started wo rrying more as it srnrted to get dark.

She reached into the cabinet and took clown two plates, the nice ones, the ones tha t Jim liked
best. The good silverware was wrapped in soft felt and hidden behind the phone book in the
drawer by the refrigerator. Magda wanted the cable to look beautiful for Jim. He deserved the
best after all he had accomplished. She gazed fondly at hi s most recent picture . Buzzed ha ir and
a freshly pressed col lar always made him look so smarr . The folded flag sitting next to the fram e
on the shelf looked dusty. She reminded herself to dust ic comorrow, or later, after dinner, after
Jim comes home. He loves my homemade vegetable soup.
Soon the pot was bubbling busily and the savory smell filled the kitchen . Magda ca refull y
arranged the frayed cloth napkins into chat funny nown shape they used on the Food Network.
As she finished the lase fold and placed the napkins on the good plates chat Jim liked best, she
heard rhe doorbell ring , and wondered why Jim wouldn 't just come on in , dinner was almost
ready and he sure ly must have smelled it. She hung her apron on the cable lamp in the hallway,
and opened the door to lee Jim in. Hurry in, it's cold out there, she r hided . Go on, have a sear ,
it 's just about ready. The last rays of che sun warmt<l the worn welcome mac. Magda closed the
door and then it was dark.
She rrossed the kitchen floor briskly, alternately stirring the soup and bringing more to tht
cable , a scale loaf of bread, butter, spoons, hard-boiled eggs. She worried if the napkins would
fal l aparr before Jim nocired, and straightened his picture on the shelf so he could see how nice
it looked. She'd arranged char shelf especially for him five years ago and he still hadn 't noti ced .

to be afraid of it.
She brought the bowls to the table one at a
rime, reminding Jim to be careful, chey 'rt• very

you never ha vt

ho t, and don't the nap kins look nire ~ Now chat

he's seen chem it's alright, she unfolded hers and
plared ic primly on her lap. Let's bow our heads
and say grart, Jim, let 's tha nk rhe Lord for
bringing you home safr ly and for chi s wonderful
mtal an<l for du· sun , it 's so preny when it
comes through the: windows into my kitchen .
and I should very much like co see the sun in
New York . After all, they say it's so lovely there
and it never gers dark , not like th is place , Jim,
and yo u know how I don 't like the dark. Anyway, thi s does smell nice and we should ear

before ir gees cold.

Outside, the cfarkness pressed against che
kicr hen windows and peered through the dusty
panes at a frazzled woman cal king co nobody at

ht:'r kitchen rablt , chart ing away co thin air as
she spooned hoc water into her mouth and

prayed chat the darkness would go

away. ■

Her feel ings weren 't hurc. she knew he was busy. oh yes , and important . too. lfhe got promoted.

they might be able to cake-chat weekend trip to New York like they'd always dreamed. Oh, how
she wanted co see New York . Where the buildings rou r h che sky and tht sun is always re Aerting
off all the glass windows and scorefronts and cars' windshields so it never gees dark, ev<r, and
/
/
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Ftyer TV
It is Flyer TV's goal to help those not only in the major of
communications but those merely interested in broadening
their horizons .
Shows such as the Academic Senate, SGA Presidential Debate, and interview with Dr. Curran are great examples of how
we take it upon ourselves to help inform the students of what is
going on throughout campus. There is no other way to spread
information then through the television screen.

10 2
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Flyer TV 2007 Line-up
Are You A Multimedia God? - Danny O 'Connor and Colleen Guiltinan - Pop Culture lhv1a
Survivor Dayton - Chris Hovey and Danny O 'Connor - UD 's own Survivor reality game
Hey O ' Grady - Patrick and Brendan O'Grady
UD Overtime - 4 Guys - Sports News
The Fan - Noah Newman - Sports Trivia
Flyer Feud - Danny O'Connor and Tom Hawkins
Ghetto Smarts - Andy Wallace
Modern Girls Guide To College - Dee and Tracie
Upcoming Radio Show with Mike Ivcic and Chris Phelan
Ultimate Fights - ·J:Zevin
Staying Current With Curran - Flyer TV Staff

A inside look into the Flyer TV
office located in KU

Photos by: Brian Sullivan
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Volunteering with
Rhythm in Shoes
By: Andrea Knollm an
This semester the girls of 308 Kiefaber have had a special
opportunity to volunteer with the music and dance group,
Rhythm in Shoes. While we've been absent from recent
Artstreet Experience classes because of a scheduling conflict,
we've been hard at work helping the group's choreographer
Susan Leahy, and tour manager Maggie Cooper.
Started in 1987, RIS has been engaging the world in music
and dance. The group specializes in traditional forms of American music and dance such as swing tunes, tap, hoedowns, and
clogging. They have toured in 47 states as well as Ireland, Japan, and Canada, and are preparing to tour the state of South
Dakota later this month. Offering a variety of performances in~
eluding concert performances, ensemble performances, school
performances, workshops , classes, and dances, RIS aims to
stimulate the imagination, challenge the intellect, and deepen
the emotional nature of individuals.
While I've only had a few opportunities to work with Rhythm
in Shoes thus far, it's been a great experience and a lot of fun. I
was able to help with one of their performances at Boll Theatre earlier in February, and I was amazed at the talent of the
performers in the group. Recently I also worked in their office
at the Metropolitan Arts Center helping to organize odds and
ends, and get their itinerary together for next month's tour of
South Dakota. I have enjoyed working with Rhythm in Shoes,
and I am looking forward to more opportunities to volunteer with
,
the group later this semester.
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OffBeat is a monthly newsletter with a voice that is fresh, different.
and edgy. Produced, written by and created for students, OffBeat is
supported by funding from ArtStreet. The opinions in this publication do
not necessarily reflect those of ArtStreet or the University of Dayton.
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Trader's World
By: Sarah Frost
The flea market bustled with the intensity of lemurs
The scent of stale meats ingered in the air
Fluorescent lights beamed from the ceiling.
AA old man brushed crumbs of funnel cake from his beard.
The baby shrieked with horror of witnessing the wall of baby heads.
The taste of musty air infiltrated my lungs
Md the smeU of old curtains flooded my nostrils.
Gun necklaces sounded harsh
Against the silence of the unicorn fountain.
Statues of jockey John Pollard awaited me at entrance 5, 6, and 7.
The scent of meats suddenly became enticing.
Have you seen the anatomically correct horse lately?
Maybe you have to be completely zonked to understand the complexity of
the situation
because, to some, copious amounts of substances make everything clearer.
Zoologists claim zebras are a unique type of horses, but when I witnessed
them prancing and grazing,
they appear distinct from the genus equus.
The hideous Nascar touch lamp of goodness attempted to lure me in.
I was as complacent as death.
My legs broke loose from my torso as I sprinted towards the produce
section.
The unbathed Frosty accomplished her goal of visiting the tackiest place in
Ohio.
Would I, in the near future, choose to set up shop in one of the stalls next to
the old meats?
My current balance alerted me that funds are low and an opportunity to sell
used coloring books awaits me.
I'll have to start collecting a plethora of books to better understand the
zebras.
Le mouton a mange les corpes des bebes.
The mounted antelope told me to escape while I stiU have the chance.
The possibility of purchasing a shredded pork sandwich covered in greasy
gravy brought tears to my eyes.

The Cluttered Desk
By: Erin Lappe
,

My desk is usually not cluttered at all,
But today there are books and papers stacked tall.
Seeing all the work I have to get done,
Makes me panic, and my day is not fun.
I only feel better when I can clearly see,
The bottom of my desk is bookless and shiny.
So until the books on the surface leave forever,
I will not relax or be able to feel better.

Untitled
Kara Farquhar

No More Pigeon Flocks in the Gulley
By: Jay Kemper
The chatter of the pyramids pushes forward
To the dawning of Gerard's tranquil
Abyss of dribble.
If tedium exudes from the lioness, hence
To wither my shabby organ love,
Will not a lava mold ~ttack forthright my
Bitter cubbies of slimed pumpkin specimens?
Certainly the categorical nature of rugby
Clues soggy sandbox Santas
To swing the baton of clemency
Over such wormed swine.
Again, contemplation of the morning brings forth
The day's shrouded worth.
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Grad uatio n: A Pers onal Pled ge
Second semester, senior year of
high school we all heard the same
question almost everywhere that
we went:

" What are y our plans for after
graduation?"
As the days quickly fly by this
semester many of our fellow UD
stud~nts, friends, and classmates
are hearing that same question
once again. There are the obvious
answers for some, but it is not so
obvious for others. This article,
however, does not deal with either
of those typeS' of answers, but with
an equally, if not more important
issue.
ln 1987 and 1988 a movement
began which would grow and
spread nation-wide known as the
"Graduation Pledge Alliance."
The goal of this movement is to
have as many graduating seniors
as possible each year sign a voluntary pledge to always consider the
social and environment conse-

quences of every job that they take
after graduation and to strive for
better social and environmental
practices in the workplaces of
which they do become a part. The
movement is rooted in the need
which many students felt to help
make the world a better place. The
pledge reads: _

"I pledge to explore and take
into account the social and envi!
ronmental consequences of a job I
consider and will try to improve
these aspects of arry organizations
for which I work. "
Thousands of students in the
past twenty years have signed this
pledge, including UD alumni .
This year, the Center for Social
Concern is sponsoring the movement on campus once again! Our
goal, through having tables in KU ,
sending out information, and getting the word out abput the pledge
in other ways, is to educate students and have as many graduating
seniors on campus as po sible sign this pledge.
Signing a pledge seems
like a small, may~e even
insignificant act in the
short run. But, in the long·
run. the smaJI steps are the
ones that make an incredible difference. Whether
I

By Lii Alhane r
you are an International Studies and Human Rights major
or a Business major, or anything else, you can always
explore the social and environmental consequences of where
you work in the future. I will
go as far as saying that it is a
responsibility we have to tho e
who will come after our generation, to protect our environment and make certain that all
human beings can live in dignity.
Chief Seattle once said,
"The Earth does not belong to
us, we belong to the Earth."
And Paulo Freire said,
" Washing dne's hands of the
conflict between the powerful
and the powerless means to
side.with the powerful, not to
be neutral. ' By signing the
Graduation Pledge this spring
you can be a part of a movement which is rooted in remembering words such as
these, and living them out everyday. As graduation comes
closer, look for information
about the Graduation Pledge
and consider signing when the
time comes. If you have any
questions or would like to get
involved you can contact me at
albaneea@notes.udayton.edu
or www.graduationpledge.org
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By Erin Petrocvic

When I was a first~year student, I reformer volunteers gave some comfort
not for her. Jana Strom volunteered to use
totally different skills than what she had
member talking to seniors and them
to the students who attended the
warning me how quickly college time
panel, since it was only a short time
been studying in her undergrad major.
Dave Conard had one goal--to teach--and
goes by. I remember them being apago that they were in the same appreprehensive about the "real
,.. •••• ■-a •• ■ 11 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • he was fulfilled by it through his
world. " I always thought I
service. Julie Reiter took a leap of
would be different. I had a plan.
faith and went overseas to advocate
I was going to medical school
for human rights . Charlie Schreier
had to adapt to situations he was
and that was it. I was wrong.
In participating in so many
unfamiliar with and realized it was
powerful service events and opsomething he wanted to continue ..
portunities that UD has to offer,
One of the most meaningful
and discerning much, I made the
pie9es of advice was in response to a
comment from a senior who said,
decision volunteer for a year
after graduation. After finally
"Basically, I am just looking for you
being comfortable with the idea
to tell me what to do." Dave reof doing a year of service and
sponded'by saying that there will
quelling my fears about'that decialways be doubt in any large decision, new apprehensions arose .
sion and that no one choice can be
about what, where, and how I
l 00% because there is always anwould go about volunteering for
: other path that.could have been
next year. The post-grad vol un- .
: taken . The important part is that
teer pane l discussion on January :
: you believe in what you are doing
17 was what I needed to help , ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• ~•••,: and go with your intuition.
answer the many questions runEchoing SOIT)e of what Dave
>
hensive state.
described was Charlie' s advice on disning through my head .
If attendance was any indication
Upon graduation, there is a deficemment. He_sp9ke about the practice of
nite pressure to have careers, jobs
visualizing yourself in your different ·
of feeling lost in the "what are you
and the purpose ~f life figured out.
choices, or spending a week "sitting with"
doing after graduation?" question, it
Having the opportunity to talk with
each choice. In this way, as he experiseems that many ofmy peers were
experiencing similar anxiety pangs
individuals who have lived out simienced, the answer may come to you more·
about what life will look like after
lat paths that you envision for yourclearly.
self is a ,are and extremely rewarding
The experiences of the former volunleaving UD.
oppQrtunity. Hearing the panel disteers helped to paint a more accurate pieThe panel of former volunteers
cuss why they went into service and
ture of how choosing a volunteer place~
.represented a great variety of different
ment agency is not the end, but the beginprograms ranging from domestic to
what happened covered a gamut of
international placements, from faithplaces that surely the audience identining. There is life beyond UD and it can
take whatever path you envision as long
based to government-sponsored placetied with. Melissa Lees, for example,
participated in something she thought
as you put in the effort to discern .
ments, from manual la.bor to working
with kids to office type work. These
she wanted to do, but realized it was

to

Quote of the Month:
~nless we give part of ourselves away, unless we can live withother people and understand,th.em and help them, we are missing the most essential parl of our own lives ·

'

Heritage Center tells history of UD
Nikki Miller
Assistant News Editor

Jessica Parker
News Editor

The newest renovation to
campus will open soon, thanks
to a large donation from UD's
National Alumni Association.
The Heritage Center will assist
in preserving UD's history over
the years.
This new center takes the
place of the old campus post office near St. Mary's and Chaminade Halls. After the $410,000
renova tion, th e building will be
preserved on the ex terior and
tran sformed in side.
"The Heritage Center will act
as a mini museum," said Cathy
Ford, project manager and senior workplace consultant in
UD's facilities planning office.
"It includes graphics, photos
and many stories of this campus' rich history."
The interior of the Heritage
Center has many displays ranging from tall panels telling the
history of the university to historical artifacts, including the
bedroom bureau of one of UD's
founders, the ·Rev. Leo Meyer.

Jessica Parker/News Editor

Dick Ferguson, director of the Fitz Center for Leadership in Community, stands with some of the panels he helped
create for
the new Heritage Center. The twenty panels in the building tell the story of the university's history from 1850 to the
present.

The bureau is believed to have
been the altar on which the first
Mass on campus was celebrated.
There is also 1907 aerial portrait
of campus and a 19th century
wooden and metal desk.
According to Ford, KZF De- ·
sign in Cincinnati was hired to

Four-Day Forecast

complete the renovations. The
exterior is historic while the
interior is modern . New construction opened up the ceiling
and the large windows will assist in allowing displays to be
seen during the day or night.
The loading dock has been re-

moved and the exterior area on
the south side will be used for
special events.
The center will provide a
single location for information
about the history of UD . Ac
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Letters to the Editor
New Spirit Points system a big step in the wrong direction for three important reasons
I am writing this letter in regard for Xavier game basketball tickets
to the new Spirit Points system set was because students would skip
in place by Red Scare and SGA. As classes to camp. This new system
a Senior here at UD, and a loyal UD will promote the skipping of class
basketball fan for years as a student as well. Many sporting events
and as a local Dayton resident, I are scheduled during the day
feel that I speak for many other or evenings where classes are in
students who do not approve of the session. Students may be inclined to
new system. There are three major skip class to attend events in order
reasons that we disapprove of the to obtain precious Spirit Points for
better seats at basketball games.
,
new system.
First, as you know, the system Also, many students who are not
is designed to give individual as financially well-off have to work
students points for attending most jobs outside of school in order to
uf UD's sporting events. Right now, pay to attend this fine institution.
the new system gives more points to These people will have a clear
students who attend bigger games. disadvantage as well, as many
Shouldn't the true fans that support people may have to wor~ during
UD athletics even at smaller games th~ extra sporting events.
Finally, the third reason we do
be rewarded more than people who
not approve of the new Spirit Points
just attend the big games?
Second, a student's ability system is that it is not what us,
to attend all of these events is the student Flyer basketball fans,
affected heavily on their major and wanted in the first place. We called
financial situation. Engineers, for for a new system for one reason, .
exam:,le, are going to have a clear that a lottery for the popular Xavier
disadvantage with the class load versus Dayton game was not
and hours of homework involved. · practical. With the lottery, someone
Compared to other majors, the time who has not attended a single
needed to attend all of these extra basketball game during the entire
sporting events is not available, season could get first row tickets
at least not without negatively for the Xavier game, and loyal fans
affecting ones grades. One reason who attended every single game,
for not lettin2 students camp out could get stuck in the 300 level of

the Arena. What the student fans
wanted, was a system that was
the same as pervious years for the
regular season, but would weigh
UD Basketball game attendance
in order to decide seating for the
Xavier game. For example, if one
attends all of the UD basketball
games, attends all the ticket
distributions, and is in the 100 level
every time, then they should get
better seats for the Xavier game
than people who attend a few
games and do not show up for the
Saturday morning distributions.
I, myself, have created an easy to
use system, based in Excel, which
takes into account where students
sat for every game, and assigns a
certain point value based on that.
Students would also receive a good
number of points for going to away
games. A week or so before the
Xavier game, students would turn
in all their ticket stubs for the entire
season, where they will be input
into the Excel file. Students would
then be ranked in order of points
to determine what position in line
they get for the Xavier distribution.
This is a fair system for UD
Basketball fans, based on UD
Basketball attendance, and involves
no additional cost or technology. If

you do not believe that the majority
of students disapprove of the
new system, you can just look at
Pacebook.com for example, as there
are already two groups protesting
the Spirit Points system. If necessary,
we will start a petition and obtain
as many signatures as possible to
prove that this, as a whole, is not
what student basketball fans.want,
or intended to have.
So, in summation, we, the loyal
fans of UD Basketball, disapprove
of the new Spirit Points system,
because itis biased, could negatively
affect academic performance,
and is not what students called
for in the first place. Many other
fine institutions, such as Dulce
University, have an effective first
come, first serve system when it
comes to high demand sports.
We feel this can continue to work
for UD as well, with a slight
modification for the Xavier game.
We look forward to your response,
and hopefully a change for the
better.

Paul Mykytka
Senior
Clvil Engineering
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Puzzle by websudoku.com

Sudoku
Level: Easy
The numbers 1 through 9
will appear
once in each row, column
and box.

Puzzle solution can be found
online at www.flyernews.com
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Latin Beat
by Steph Frey

Started in 2007 by Natalia Lugo-Vina, Latin Beat
was a student-organized Latin American newsletter
that focused on bringing together the Hispanic
community at UD. The newsletter's main goal was
to spread general and appealing articles to the Latino
undergraduate community on campus. Lugo-Vina
said the newsletter was a good source for these students
because it provided "articles about anything to help
Latino students hear about their community." Some
general articles included FYI, quick facts and scheduled
events.
Lugo-Vina stated that she began Latin Beat
because she felt UD was in need of a general Hispanic
newsletter that people would want to read. She was
able to obtain a diversity grant from the president's
office, and soon her dream became a reality. By
working )Vith the student group El Orgullo Latino,
Lugo-Vina was also able to secure staff writers for her
newsletter. Most of the members of El Orgullo Latino
were·very open and accepting to her cause and were
willing to find a few hours during their weekends to
help put the newsletter together and ready it for print.
All the reporters of Latin Beat are Latino or
Hispanic. They focused their work on writing
articles that others of their culture on UD's campus
would want to read. Since not many of the Hispanic
community here at UD were from Ohio, many articles

/
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centered on Dayton's places and events. LugoVina stated that the undergrads could then
hear "about Dayton through the eyes of other
Hispanic students."
There were some challenges in getting
the newsletter going, however. Lugo-Vina
said the most difficult part of her team's
job was trying to figure out what Hispanic
students would like to read- being universal
and finding something that would appeal to
everyone while at the same time keeping the
culture in mind. She said sometimes meeting
and organizing over the weekend became
problematic, too, but each of the writers
participated completely voluntarily; she said,
"It seems like they have a good time and want
to help. They like it."
Lugo-Vina was very glad UD's
administration was so helpful, as well as the
faculty and the president's office. She felt
good about the future, because the newsletter
already had a very strong start. She hoped her
newsletter would be able to continue for many
more years at UD. She was even planning on
making Latin Beat more widespread: she made
plans to send it to other Ohio Universities that
have Hispanic groups so their communities
could become even more connected.
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Ftyer Radio Presents ...
H its tha t s oa red in 2 006/07

Music is the soundtrack of our lives. This common phrase couldn't be truer at WUDR,
the University of Dayton's Flyer Radio. The 06-07 school year had us doing everything
from "Chasing Cars" to "Shaking our Money-Makers." We brought "Sexy Back" because
we were always "up in the gym just workin' on our fitness." Many will be going to Daytona
where, for the final time as UD students, they will be "holding hands, walking on the beach
with their toes in the sand." God willing, while on the trip, no one will be caught "Ridin
Dirty." "What hurts the most," is some of us found out "What goes around comes around"
when "Dirty, Little, Secrets" are shared. After graduation, many will be moving "far away",
so this will be the class of 06-07's last time to "Say it right." Ok, as it says in "Promiscuous,"
I'll "Get to the point." On behalf of Flyer Radio, I am pleased to present the top 10 songs
that made a splash on UD's campus during this past school year.
Number
10
9
8
7
6

5
4
3
2

1

Song
"What Hurts the Most"
"How to Save a Life"
"Ridin Dirty"
"Lips of an Angel"
"Crazy!"
"My Love f/T.I."
"I Want to Love You"
"Promiscuous f/T.1"
"SexyBack f/T.I"
"Fergilicious"

Artist
Rascal Flatts
The Fray
Chamillionaire
Hinder
Gnarls Barkley
Justin Timberlake
Akon
Nelly Furtado
Justin Timberlake
Fergie

There they are. These are the top 10 songs that we will remember from the 2006-07
school year. This chart was taken from a combination of information from Media Base, a
company who tracks how many songs are played on the radio across the country, and yes, a
little bit of personal memory of what songs this general manager heard most often. What
songs will be remembered during the 07 -08 school year? Those UD students coming back
next year will determine that. For those of you reading this and coming back in the fall,
good luck and God's Speed. For those moving onto new adventures, remember that no
matter what struggles come your way, "You've got the music in you!"
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Mandi Fetters, Trisha Wall,- and Alli ·Eacho lounge·on ---,--alllll!§!!&••II§
their porch on a warm August weekend . The girls were
also painting colorful details to liven up their house.

Photo by: Julie Jones
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223 Irving

227 Irving

Lauren Credicc, Jessica Knoll, Rebecca Knoll

Torry Morton, Lewis Powell

231 Irving

339 Irving 2B

John Gobreski, Chris Pesce, John Sieber,A lex Giffen

Stephen Lorber, Daniel Schwartz

339 Irving 3D

421, 423 Irving

John Wrora,Jon Grodecki, Jon Cielak., PJ Eagle

Brian Torpey, Brian Quinn.Tommy Lawton, Greg Richter, Phillip
Meyrose
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451 Irving

621 Irving

625 Irving

Dana Bohman, Gina Elking, Katie Koblenzer, Michelle Kleinhenz

Christina Taglia,Allison Hillerich, Katie Lee,Ashely Cecil

Sar ah Manis, Lindsay Breahm
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Above: Adal Abonamah and Dan no O'Connor karaoke co entertain their Friday Funday guests during
their weekly gathering.
Photo by: Jaimie Guerra
Right: Kyle Durrett, Matt Kula, Brady Bates,Angela
Gonzalez.Jim Gau.Jaimie Gu erra.Justin Brammer,
Danny O 'Connor,Adal Abonamah, and Sara Kmiecik
lou nge on the front lawn to converse with passers-by.
Photo by: Katy Koran
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by Jaimie Guerra

Walking back from classes on Fridays, one could always hear the loud
music blaring from Stonemill. No, it wasn't Rudy's; it was the Friday Funday
boys who lived at 406 Stonemill Road: Danny O'Connor, M att Kela, Kevin
Kasarski ,Justin Brammer, Guillermo Garcia-Mont, Rob Timpone, and Tom
Hawkins.
Students could have seen them all gathered on the lawn or enjoying a
cookout, but they never missed a chance to invite random students to join
in the fun. They even had their own facebook group called " I Heart Friday
Fundays." The group's tagline states that "406 Stonernill is the place to be for
fun Friday shenanigans, including outdoor games, student heckling, cookout
food, and a random assortment of friends and complete strangers. So stop by
and don't forget to wear your matching shirt color."
Friday Fundays didn't have a theme, but the boys wanted to convey a
feeling that it was time to celebrate because the weekend was finally there!
Other people on Stonemill started catching on and joined in, one day providing donuts to random passerbys on their way to class . Friday Funday is
even listed in Wikipedia as part of the uniqu e houses sections: "406 Stonemill Rd. - Current Home Of Friday Funday 408 Stonemill Rd . - Birthplace
of Friday Fun day".
On one particular Friday, they had a karaoke machine, and Danny
O'Connor was singing Like a Virgin at the top of his lungs. Other students were milling around the front lawn talking and laughing. Senior Adal
Abonamah, another prominent member of the facebook group, was helping
grill out on the front porch. Senior John Onsa took a look around and said,
"This is the only right way to start off your weekend."
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228 Stonemill
Matt Klapheke, Ken Schwartz, Scott Richl ey, Mike Wenger

229 Stonemill
Karen Mahaney, Cindy Kozar, Jen Campbell
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239 Stonemill

305 Stonemill

Connor Danally, Evan Ten kku, Aaro n Dues.Adam Calaway

Pete Phil ips, Michae l Gonzales, Mark Murphy
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Photo by: Julie Jones

308 Stonemill

403 Stonemill

Akeem Turner, Reynaldo Stargell, Loren Walton

Chewbacca, Becka Conklin, Sarah Blosser, Darja Pisorn
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406 Stonemill

408 Stonemill

Rob Timpone.Justin Brammer.Ale,. Cook

Ashley Leuenberger, Sandy Borchers.Amanda Leuenberger, Courtney Kase, Tracy Poeppelman

/

Jen Usalis and Meghan Hader sit on the front
porch of " the Slanty." The house received this
name from its indoor incline.

Photo by: Julie Jones

410 Stonemil l

416 Stonemil l

Russell Wenning.Tim O 'Brien, David Krivonak, David Buehler

Christopher Thunander, Peter Wamsley.Terry Desmond

418 Stonemil l
Michelle D 'Agostino, Brigid O'Donnell, Carolyn Slott, Rachel Bozeman, Karen Eckberg
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Kevin Cotte,Jake Lee and Andre Zollwig throw
a footbal l on Kiefaber. It was a nice day to be
outside.

Photo by: Katy Koran

214 Kiefaber

21 9 Kiefaber

225 Kiefaber

Chris Phelan, Dan Distasio,Tommy Greco, Scott Campbell, Scott

Angie Weingrich, Jodi Datafiasz, Kelly Mulhern, Brittany Stearns,

Bob Spotz,Tom Simon, Nick Licursi

Hunton , Kevin Mayer, Pat Corcoran

Kelly Lenka/
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335 Kiefaber
Mary Kearney, Kacey Kelly, Claire Hurwitz, Christine Quilter.Angela
Gonzalez

419 Kiefaber
Chris Helm, Kevin Crotte,Jake Lee.Andrew Zollw ig

234 Kiefaber

421 Kiefaber

Ashley Testerman, Kim Petrucci, Chelsea Grozenshi, Kristina Seago,

Mau Martin Hoang, Wi lliam Kimball, Jon Lurello, Steve Franz

Alicia Jansen, Emily Krane, Julie Castracaro
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440 Kiefaber
Bart Holmes, Scott Mannix,Tom Halsey.Tim Frecker

448 Kiefaber
Michael Gazzerro, Phi lVedda Ill

452 Kiefaber
Nick Depilla, Kyle Sloan, Wes Ehninger, Brian Schultek, Michael
Stwarka, GregVescovo
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456 Kiefaber
John Delnostro, Matt Saggio, Matt Thorne, Brandon Zimmerman

461 Kiefaber
Andrew Weber, Rob Williams, Jim Anderson,Topher Provost,Andy
Gast.Jerry Eschenbach

464 Kiefaber
Susan Kralien,Jessica Wilson.Jennifer Johnson, Emily Ryan,Jenna
Brock
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223 Lowes
Mike Latza,Tim Morso, Nate Willis II, Ryan Hill

242 Lowes
TJ. Olsen,ArthurWalter,Walter Fyda, MattWolski,Andrew Mack
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414 Lowes

416

Monica Martinie, Laura Miller, Michelle Gundlach

Alison Twite, Briana Brandt,Amber Worozaken

Photo by: Julie Jones

442 Lowes

446 Lowes

Sarah Barnidge, Ro ry Boland, Jen Spagunolo,Allison Leverenz

Kacie Behr. Jordan Creider, Ben Strauh, Mary Bech Jose. Joe Kosmach
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Photo by: Katy Kor-an

1912 Trinity
John Zdesar, Eric McNulcy, Eric Gudenas, John Patriarca

191 5 Trinity

1923 Trinity

Michael Schneider, Michael Bricezeau,Joe Giessler

Dan Marino, Matt Harman

I

132
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1930 Trinity
Elizabeth Schroeder, Anne Klapheke, Jill Lammers, Tracie Johnson,
Lori Hanna, Elizabeth Becker
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9 Evanston
Jacob Wahl, Jeff Kissel , Kevin Rotz, Michael Squillace

i

I 24 Evanston
Joe Curin,Joe Otten, Bryan Flock.Josh Murray, Michael O'Brien

3,6 Evanston
Alfredo Pratts, Ryan Shapiro. Jose J. Pomales, Manuel Jacobs

132 Evanston
Chrissy Shanks, Liz Coyle. Ella Coleman, Erin Fisher, Jenna Freeman,
Laura Cary

I 07 Evanston
Jen Krieger, Katie Roederscheimer, Katie Siefker,Abbey Bonasso,
Gina Fabbroni

1 11 IJ
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140 Evanston
Will Tillinghast, Scott Tre ntkamp, James Trotta, Josh Gauc he, Davis
Bi ssinger

I I 2 Evanston
Leo Cisternino,Jeff Hukill .Wang Wu, Matt Railing
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13 Lawnview
Kathleen Murtha, Katherine Daugherty

14 Lawnview
Stephen Dobela, Jon Gibson.Justin Bahr

/

18 Lawview

19 Lawnview

Katie Stirnkorb,Jenny Hellman, Kelly Applegate, Maggie O 'Connor,
Maura Ireland

,

Ricky Eberhard.Jacob Hummer
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I 04 Lawnview
Charlie Conners, Pat CQnners. Tucker Koch , Bob Franz

I 05 Lawnview
Adela Pena, Stephanie Barbour, Sara h Frost, Kim Hossler, Kristina

I 06 Lawnview
Sam Skubak, Dan Mills. Mike Wha len

Peters, Karen Wichman

t ~ 137

I 03 Lawnview Apts
Ben Schimizze, Tyler Blue

I 06 Lawnview Apts
Sean Fizer, Carl Bohart

203 Lawnview Apts
Nikki Kincaid, Erin LaFayette, Katie Welsh
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210 Lawnview Apts
Shaun lmmalk, Eric Caddy, Elliot Rusk.Andrew Murphy

307 Lawnview Apts

3 IO Lawnview Apts

Matthew Junker, Kyle Fortman.Alex Buskirk, Ryan Moury

Ashley Leeman, Leslie Reinhart, Megan Sawicki

1 39

Photo by: Katy Koran

1432 Frericks
Kendra Bunker, N icole Glick, Lauren Meindl, Kristy Kuester

1433 Frericks
Jamie Loisch, Emily Nickles, Katie Ho lland

1522 Frericks
Lauren Zimmerman , Katie Fortman, Shannon Heitmeyer, Cora Malm

1619 Frericks
Joe Castro, Jim Mihalik

1508 Frericks

17 I O Frericks, Apt. I A

Kyle Palmievi, Matt Thomas, Mark Blevins

Brad Franko, David Daugherty.Alex Sutula

242 College Park
Jacqueline Anclien, Jessica Knerr, Li ndsey Bungenstock, Hol ley

Dehaven, Tina Nacarato, Karen Ross

305 College Park
Drew Benzinger,Adam Wolf, Chris Roderer, Zach Hoke

40 5 College Park
Nate Fernandes,Josh Siefring
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Photo by: Allison Elwer

1500 Brown

1534 Brown

Brenna Finnegan , Erin Leonard, Megan Schumacher,Jacquelyn Matia,

Rex Cabrera, Patrice Odell, Patrick Dingeldein, Zach Haning, Chris

Kellie Niepokoj , Helen Donnelly, Meredith Boyd, Colleen Hugh

Dance
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Photo by: Katy Koran
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219 K Street

232 K Street

Phil Strauss, Mike Karns, Matt Rosner

Scott Seibert, Chris Weiss

220 L Street

226 L Street

Jon Obergefell, Pete Bradman,Jared Kosters, Dan Klso,Vince

Georgina Grant, Meredith Nowicke, Patti Wachtman, Katie McGuire

Romanin
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Above: Commuter students Todd Stuart, Steve Rogers.Jeff Hoppe, Corinna Lansangan, Heather Brooks, Eric Fehrman, Cory Butcher.Jon Beaver, Patrick Graham .Tim
Meadow.
Photo by: Jaimie Guerra

Photo by: Katy Koran

by Allison Elwer

A large part oflife at the University of Dayton is residential life.
Whether in residence halls, apartments, or houses, a majority of students live
on campus. But what about those unique few who wake up every morning
and drive to the University?What about the commuters?
The students deemed the "commuters" are an integral part of the University of Dayton. They have a campus experience unique to their select
group, but they are still part of the University community and still part of the
UD family. Commuters' "residential life" on campus is confined to the commuter lounge on the second floor of Kennedy Union; it is a place to relax,
catch up on some work, eat lunch, or watch television. This is their "home"
on the University's campus: a place away from classes, professors, and work.
Students who commute are important to their UD friends from cities and states far away. Commuters have an intrinsic connection with the
Dayton area and are familiar with all of the places that are essential for college students: the locations of the closest Wal-Marts, Krogers, movie theatres,
and malls. They knew, even before beginning their college careers, that the
McDonald's on Main Street was closer than the one on Edwin C. Moses
Boulevard by about two minutes. Those two minutes are invaluable to college students, and so are the commuters.

Photo by: Katy Koran
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16 Woodland
David Makielska, Mike Zoldak, Mike Seidel

18 Woodland
Adam Picciano, Kevin Kremer, Ryan Morgan
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29 Woodland

37 A Woodland

Dan Dale.John O 'Connell

Mike Iacobucci, Keith Bange, Joe Hoffman, Brett Ettenhofer

42 Woodland
Mike Melzack, Drew Lessick,Tim Frame

47 Woodland
Ryan Fyfe .Joe Fyfe.Tim Andy.Justin Knappick
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48 Woodland

57 Woodland

58 Woodland

Nick Schatzman, David Pohle,Tom Gruber.Anthony McKeen

Jama Brown, C lare Kummant, Jenna Connor, Erin Irish, Mary

Opie Eaton, Ryan Mayar, Spencer ldstein, Jimmy O 'Hara, Phil

McManus

Bronson
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I 04 Woodland
Mike Lees, Sean Denning, Brad Michaels, Chris Dana, Hamilton

I 07 Woodland
Anthony Gritti,A.J.Volpe

I IO Woodland
Cassie Lane, Teresa Meier, Megan Gray, Liz Sidor, Stephanie Vorpal

Waldron
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22 Chambers

34 Chambers

Steve Torres, Breighton Smith

John Schneider.John Creekpanm, Chris Hunter

38 Chambers

44 Chambers

Brad Beck, Steve Orlando, Justin Klusas, Pete Cajka, Brad Peters

Chris Gosline, Chris Slonieski, Dan Spisak, Mike Saytee, Tim Field

46 Chambers

54 Chambers

Jeff Swartz.Justin Kocauta,Wes Martin, Nick Butea

Mike Brady, Patrick Doyle, John Adams

Kathryn Bunner, Cassia Hinchman, and Clarisse
Kowalski enjoy hotdogs from the Woodland/
Chambers Fellow party.
Photo by: Katy Koran

56 Chambers

63 Chambers

Megeen Tube, Lizzie White, Rebecca Wehner, Maureen Schuberts,

Nate Herrell, Chase Adbard,Aaron Moores.Adam Behm

Maggie Kelly

1 55

I 08 Chambers

I 14 Chambers

Lisa Acton, Sarah Keelor, Jackie Gui litto

Chris Mann, Ro b C hafim

912 Alberta
Drew Formentin,J .T. Imming

916 Alberta
Sheila Beale, Julie Jones, Steph Frey, Katy Koran, Melissa Tierney

I 16 Chambers

23 Rogge

Beth Schroeder,Anne Klapheke, Jill Lammers,Tracie Johnson, Lori

Thomas Robbins, Jake Tanczak, Greg Raffio

Hanna, Elizabeth Becker
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361 Gardens I B
Katie Kubala, Patricia Graham

365 Gardens 2A
Mary Bennett,Anne Norton, Mo ll y O'Neil, Caroline
Quinter
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365 Gardens 28

365 Gardens 2C

Morgan Wurtz, Kelly Wede ll, Megan Greenleaf

Greg Szpalik, Doug Weirsma, Brian Hoyer, Kevin Preston
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365 Gardens 3A
Brianne Hoover, Deirdre Madden
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314 Lowes I B
Jared Zabrosky, Tyler Lin k

314 Lowes IC
A nthony Ric e, Nick Mickley

Photo By: Allison Elwer

314 Lowes lA
Christina Thesing, Li z Whitacre.Al lison Decraene

'
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314 Lowes 2D
Lea Lauer, Lauren Yurcak,Amy Logan, Lauren Neuman

314 Lowes 3B
Anna Vanaucker, Mary Kate Reilly, Sarah McFarland

314 Lowes 3D
Kiimbra Hern, Erin Stearns, Carolyn Armstong, Megan
Lemming
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Photo by: Ali Elwer
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A

Row I: Ashley Kott, Gina Maio, Kaitlin Beck
Row 2: Kevin Burns, Drew Pumagalli, Greg Ochab

3rd Floor

4th Floor

Row I : Zaneta Batsa, Sophia Smith , Ellen Cockran, Melissa

Row I: Sarah Dode, Sarah Thamann, Jamie Foley, Deirdre

Hoelzle, Teresa Perretta

Fyda, Lauren Andrako

Row 2: Michael J. Smith, Zach Whitten, Steve Cullen,

Row 2: Courtney Custenborder, Lyndsey Bates, Emily

Robert Dobry, Mike Hughes, Matt Shepard

Jackson, Lauren Fegen, Brian Linneman, Kory Priest, Patrick
Rizer

Row 3: Julia Oberjohn, Dan Schaefer,Tom Martan, Keith
Getzinger, Ryan Steberl

Row 4: Meg Kenny.Andy Bennet, Nick Stanley,Andrew
Sulliva n, Patrick Tiefenbrun

5th Floor

6th Floor

Row I: Lacey Severens, Nikki Dzubay, Kim Sacher, Sarah

Row I : Monica DiGiandomemico, Emily Miller, Jessica

Spurgeon, Becky Greene

Fenress, Mallaree Blake, Katie Groves, Reen Radel

Row 2: Megan Malachowski.Alanna O'neil ,Joe Boneau,

Row 2: Nicole Bateman.Jessica Young, Katie Brown, Laura

Max Navalinski, Quinn Haselhorst, Sean Finn

Ebetino, Nicole Peters. James McDermott, David Th eby,
Christopher Pitstick

7th Floor

8th Floor

Row I: Sophie Rokicki, Beth Anderson, Mallory Pohlman,

Row I: Chelsea Ashe, Stephanie Wurth, Kelsey Slater, Kate

Carly Mclmerney,Anna Lyn Benson, Margaret Clark

Herman, Mandy Robbe

Row 2: Rebecca Washburn, Michelle Rickert, Lauren

Row 2: David Coppiellie,Willie Obermann, David Klug,

Cushman, Molly Yau Iman

Keith Welker, Matt Rae, Nick Mueller, Mark Menninger

Row 3: Brice Hogan, Dan Daucas,Joe Gulick, Ryan Rodenhauser,Alex Walter

9th Floor

10th Floor

Row I: Mary Grawe, Mallory Wilson , Brian Kandi, Brynn

Row I: Joe Kennedy, Kalen Hemmelgarn.Ju lie Alessi, Marie

Kelley, Tia Christie, Pat Hyland

Danis, Justin Brown, Will Schempp

Row 2: Chris Romano, Chris Wunderly, Chris Bast, W.C.

Row 2: Pat Twomey, Matt Gray,Alan Hartke, Marcus

Clements

Overman.Angela Mercadnce, Courtney Morso, Brett

Row 3: Mike Stanley, Brad Roby, Erik Willinger, Thomas J.

Edwards, Brett Sachs

Bush, Paddy McCormick
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Row I: Alan Wathen, Bruno Johnson, Kaitlin Smith
Row 2: Carrie Trigilio, Kara Eliopoulos, Kathleen Hendriksen, Megan Clayton, Justin Masters, Chris Powers, Dean
Young, Liz Albanese, Hannah Williamson, Kelly Marx, Randy
Lousman, Emily Gluth, Myk Kessler

Row 3: Kevin Fischer,Alex Carney, Matt Walsh, Erica
Green, Jack Smith, Joseph Halsmen, Ted Brown, Meghan
Wiczinski, Sarah Noble, Rob Florimonte, Laura Greulich,
Matthew Cracchiolo,Alex Szeczyk, Kevin Multen

MB
Row I: Laura Payne, Cristal Vahrenhold, Tozzi Ambrose,
Jake Cripe,Tom Johnson, Kyle Cantrell

Row 2: Matt Cripe,Tony Sirabella,John Markwell, Greg
Fallon

2A

2B

Row I: Drew Arasmith , Chrissie DeAngelo, Emily Connell,

Row I: Kaylea Balzano, Emily Souve, Danielle Williams

Renee Adam, Kaitlin Bennett, Christina Dolcich

Row 2: Michael Elliott, Brian Baker, Deanna Rosen, Sarah

Row 2: Katie Arnold, Sara Storti, Stephanie Meyer,Will

Norton,Jessica Henry, Louis Suttman, Rose Fillenworth,

Schroeder, Cooper Bowen

Samantha Oberski

Row 3: Ashleigh Kussman, Carolyn Serena, Katie Leech,
Kelly Satterfield, Caitlin Perlow, Mike Morris, Megan McGrath,Alex Hoffman
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0
Coats

LAV.

EB

2C

2 D

Row I : Brad Dura nty,Amanda Boe ke,Anni e Ke lley, Katie

Row I: St eve Smith, Cu rt Reigelsperger, Be n Mo ngea u,

Borecki, Mike Rudo lf

Jessica Ko lkmeyer, Joe Griffin .Ash ley Maye r

Row 2: Ale x Kraemer, Mega n Hu rley, Ch risti na Lopiccolo,

Row 2: Mike Pernice. Tre nt Pavic, Greg Rode nfe ls,An-

Paige Bensman, Ro bert Towe, Jo hny Leka n, Ed Nowak

tho ny Q ui tar, Brittney C lark

The pathway to VWK from Marycrest is a nice walk
through Serenity Pines, with the Marianist graveyard
on the side and Gosiger just between the two.
Photo by: Katy Koran
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3C
Row I: Adam Ricker, Brian Badertscher, Brenden Carboy,
Laura De Vita, Kevin Cyehers

3D
Row I: Katie Mamrack, Christine Summer, Mary Pesch,
Katie Hummel,Aileen Rohrig, Gina Fiocchi,Jenifer Babak

Row 2: Kevin Mosher.Andrew Cisso, Nick Bertrams,
Ryan Hoffman, Tyler Deutsch

4C

4D

Row I: Merek Aman, Jonathon James, Kyle Rudy, Pat Tas-

Row I: Liz Meehl, Brittany Gaydosh, Molly McGlone,Alex

sone, Mike Berg, Greg Goodyear, Sam Conley

Karas

Row 2: Patrick Vohden, Dan Graham, Kyle Garcia

Row 2: Justin Banchy,James Hollwedel,Joseph Carlo

Row 3: Sarah Bauer, Hillary Byers, Molly Socha.Jesse

Filippo

Migdal, Kyle Jones

Photo by: Brian Sullivan
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f i.,t:l ~iI North

I South

Row I: Gabriela Fuentes, Brianna D'Alessio, Kaylie Welsh,

Row I: Kevin Snyder

Beth Littell, Sneha Srinivas, Stacey Foote

Row 2: Michael Rohana, Wes Hartig, Mick Pleiman, Nick

Row 2: Rebecca Macel, Lacy Corkadel, Caroline Morgan,

Kuzmick

Jennifer Self.Ashley Fleischern, Sara Custer, Colleen Mc-

Row 3: Andy Nentwich, John Digman, Kevin Mueller, Con-

Carty, Karen Sewald

nor Mazza, Ben Hoffman, Pedro Del Nero, Griff McNerney,
Tim Hawk, Matt Bonestroo, Danny Demko, Mike Wood,
Jorge Galindez, Julian Bonnin

2 North

2 South

Row I: James Maloney, Kevin Bilbrey, Jon Seymour.Andrew

Row I: Ji m Hortman, Stephaan Koeh ler, Nick Lannan, Matt

Gough, Ben Stumpf, Zach Bu rke, Rob O'Leary. Josh Beitel
Row 2: Matt Purpus, Casey Rindler, Tim Borchers, Greg
McGinley,Joe Gehring, Manssor Alrshedan, Nate Bammann,
Mike Mancini, Brad Herndon
Row 3: Mark Sm ith, Dan Hoetling,Anthony Papp, W illy
Woodward, James Bellavia. Jared Cree, Brad Walkchalk
Row 4: Eric Milkie, Michael Vonderhaar, Joseph Reines, Tim
W ilber. Jacob Ballinger. Joseph Zaworski

Adair, Dean Freson

Row 2: Eric Hagner, Pete Simon, Mark Riesen. Joey Sideran, Brian Harrigan, Brian Silfee, Joe Keller

Row 3: Alex DelMedico, Rick Moon ,Andrew Clayback,
Chase Keller

3 North

3 South

Row I: Roy Daykin, Ryan Lorence, Kevin Meszaros,

Row I: Eric Buller, Ben Christoff, Dan South,Tim Bieden-

George Kowalski

harh, Greg Piepmeier, mike Witt, Mi ke Lotz

Row 2: Pat Whistler, Derek Henderson, Clint Davis, Eddie

Row 2: Matt Rolfes, Evan Kosh.Justin Kortyka,Jim Wykes,

D eziel

Aaron Popela, D an Hoge, Ben Beachler

Row 3: Kevin Reilly, Joe Weaver,Aaron Schelte, Geoff

Row 3: Jason Rolak, Matt Patterson, David Ricks, Charlie

Ho lmes, Mark Motz, Paul Kaminski

Wolf, Rick Gatins, Dion Roberts, Reed Motz. Joe Sell

4 North

4 South

Row I: Kavitha Pasala, Colleen Ryan, Clare Steinback,

Row I: Alex Omori, Grace Crivello, Rachel Ptak

Stacey Ferranti, Carolyn Wastchak, Britany Williams, Dana

Row 2: Meg Danis.Al lison D etlefs, Kendall Heyne, Colleen

Radley

Smith

Row 2: Amanda Minute, Liz Kimball, Brittany Buckner,

Row 3: Amy Reaman, Peri H eft, Jakie Lind sey, Maggie

Mallory Schi ll inger

Radelet, Elizabeth Herrick, Casey Niepokoj,Alisa Bartel,

Row 3: Jackie Phillippe, Molly Morgan, Madeline Kavooras,

Meghan McDevitt

Nancy Daly. Jackie Hoelting,Amanda Conti, Megan Kruse,
Moira Hendrickson, Janie Palmeri

I South

2 Middle

Row I: Mered ith Freeman, Jillian Ellis, Kim Galaska, Lauren

Row I: Connor Fi nage, Phil Spakowski, Russ Pierce

Netzley, Lauren Grote, Michelle Peeden, Sindudhu Ravipati

Row 2: Garret Luehrs, Drew Silva, Tim Kaelin, Gabe Smith ,

Row 2: Meaghan Pilarcik, Liz Barton, Jacklyn Pavlik, Sarah

Tim King, Kevin Miskewicz, Pat Hurle

Oros, Kathleen Burkhart

Row 3: Ange la Schreiber,Alex Fournier, Stephanie Hemmer, Katie Dempsey, Emily Craver,Amanda Fischer

3 Middle

3 North

Row I: Michaela Jones, Brianna Cutshaw, Molly Gibboney,

Row I: Kate Gritti, Gena Camerlengo, Christina Schneider,

Emily Jackson, Kacy Carmichael, Christine Curtio, Caitlin

Sarah Coffey, Laurie Newblom, Nina Pettry

Fox

Row 2: Julie Dillion, Danielle Seifert, Becca Edwards, Steph
Zielonko, Kelly Blake.Alison Joyce

Row 3: Lindsay Melia,Abby Cover, Laura Lehman, Cara
Frericks,Amanda Leech,Jennifer D aley, Emily Lappe, Kara
Maxwell

3 South

4 Middle

Row I: Ali Brown , Danni Gadreau, Emily Hampton, Kiki

Row I: Joe Kotansky,Jack Dawson, Dan Libera, Steve

Wi lson.Autumn Landis, Katy Lohman, Emi ly Fyhrie

Han de, Bobby Schuster, Dave Koehneman, Jacob Peters

Row 2: Lauren Drake, Colleen Scherer, Mallory Green. Jen
Pahnetti , Brittany Tindall,Tricia Bruns.Ash ley Miller

Row 3: Elaine Alecusan,Alyson Beard, Lauren Graham,
Chelsea Windnagle, Sandy Beyke, Marin Hoag.Abby
Berthold

BACK OF MARYCREST COMPlEX

GOSIGER
HALL

4 North
Row I: Bob Hanlon, Dan Sigeard
Row 2: Michael Blake, Bryan Law, Matt Rhein, Brian Morris, Sean Kahlig

FRONT OF MARYCREST COMPLEX

4 South

5 Middle

Row I: Pete Kolis,Ted Szelag, Nelson Doe,James

Row I: Tiffany Rand is, Kimber Luciu s, Kaitlynn Dolence,

Kozlowski, Ryan Radel, Evan Nutt, Zach George, Karl

Maggie Hengelbrok, Michelle Ti mmerman

Koessler-Streiker

Row 2: Samantha McIntire, Sal ly Ogle, Liz Raphael,Angela

Row 2: Greg Moredock. John Beljan, Chris Diroll, Rob

Westerheide, Megan McPheron, Cody Gucker, Margaret

Gogol in, Dan Thomas, Collin Moore, Pat O ' Mara, Enrique

Lester, Sadie Bagley.Jessica Schroeder, Kaelin Sweeney

Pieras,Albert Trinn

Row 3: Brendan Kel lam, Louis Schulte, Brendon Fischer,
John Raptis, Matt Gruntisan, Robert Ploucis,Alex Whitehead, Fraz Berkemier

Row 4: Jason Rice, Brendan Shanahan.Joey Milaeek, Mark
Plavko, Eric Knapke, Scott Chesia, Bad el Hernandez
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The south wing windows of Marycrest look
down on to campus and Serenity Pines.
Photo by: Katy Koran

5 North

5 South

Row I: Heather Gresh, Lisa Aubry, Jenae Harris, Elizabeth

Row I: Lisa Kaminski,Andrea Varney, Sarah Albright, Sara

Holtsinger, Jessica Fink,Ashley McCafferty, Kath~rine

Luessen, Courtney Willis

Hanke

Row 2: Sally Homsy, Kelly Kranjc, Elizabeth O 'Connor,

Row 2: Erica Odle, Xiamara Hohman,Allison Swan, Kelly

Christina Johnsen.Amy_ Sobnosky, Tracey Horan, Emma

Legrand

Castator, Erin Wilkie

Row 3: Emma McCune, Georgia Goad, Laura Mais, Brit-

Row 3: Janice Freeman, Christen Lopez, Megan Brother-

tany Bundy, Sylvia Maye

ton, Senia Smoot, Kati e Sunday, Debbie Crowdu s, Maggie
Ernst,Amy Piergalski , Melanie Rieman
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6 Middle

6 North

Row I: David Richter,Alex Wellinghoff,Joe Morand, Collin

Row I: Ricky Pickett, Colin Malloy, Evan DeGiralomo,

Gerke

Matt Spengler

Row 2: Joe Ludrof,Jeff Maver, George Jernigan, Dino

Row 2: Andy Dorow,Jeff Orr,Andy Ciarniello, Greg Sin-

Carfagna, Mitchell Simmons

ning, Paul Engles

Row 3: Brandon Wunderly, Mike Crenshaw,Tony Metzger,

Row 3: Gordon Maciulewicz, Steve Schmidt, Ben Berman,

Ryan Kinnon, Alex Beattie, Marty Kelchner, Ryan Clark,

John Hartman

Colin Kammer

6 South
Row I: Jerremy Dubois, Mike Smith,Jake Bradford, Josh
Galecki, Mike Kilchenman,

7 Middle
Row I: Kate Anderson, Megan Andreani,Jenna Dandurand,

Row 2: Mark Heimovitz, Matt Dickert, Branden King,John

Anne Schulte,Jessica McAvoy

Daly, Eric Ranes, Jakob Stoltz, Ben Czajkowski

Row 2: Sarah Coad, Chelsy Lutz,Anna Ladina, Jamie Hill

Row 3:Vince Oliver, Eric Nietfeld, Nathan Schaad,Jeron

Row 3: Jillian Sikorski, Katie Otte, Courtney Gano, Kristin

Kahle, David Manderfield,John Gerald,Andy Jerdzejczyk

Maloney, Karen Kopulos

Row 4: John O'Connor,Andrew McBride, Ryan Platt, Pete
Larson, Kyle Cushman, Zach Zmyslinski

7 North

7 South

Row I: Kelsey Curry, Jessica Lazaroff, Claire Miller, Emily

Row I: Lisa Klenk, Brittany Smithson,Ally O'Brien, Melissa

Bowers, Caitlin Dale,Allie Rowan

Blake, Sarah Romelfanger,Ashley Pearson

Row 2: Carrie Robison , Lindsey Muirhead, Stephanie

Row 2: Emily Huckaby, Jennifer Marston,Amanda Rupp,

Johnson,Alex Davies, Caroline Miller

Kendra McGill, Claire Collins, Caitlin Hughes, Erin Lambka

Row 3: Katy Harvey, Michella Castrataro, Lauren Loiselle,

Row 3: Rebecca Mayors, Cara Gorman, Molly McCarty,

Allison Drummey, Rach e l Rourke

Maureen Moss, Grace Tita,Aimee Vrtovsnik, Maureen Boyle

Row 4: Jess ica Groff, Jessica Brill, Bridget Egan, Brittany
Deckert, Sarah Allen, Cla ire Lynott, Kell y Ostapowicz
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Above: A view of the newly renovated Marycrest
lounge.
Photo by: Katy Koran

Right: Residents of the updated wing of Marye rest
keep their community standards posted to remind
all students of their responsibilities in the new home.
Photo by: Katy Koran

by Allison Elwer

I n the summer of 2006, the University of Dayton gave the west wing
of Marycrest a makeover. Floors were redone, walls were repainted, and air
conditioners were installed, all before first-year students moved in during
August. Many students were happy about the upgrade. "The best benefits of
living in the redone section are having a lounge right on our floor. Also, the
bathrooms are a huge benefit compared to the older ones," said resident Ashley Miller. Another first year resident, Erin Wilkie, added, "Everything looks
clean and new. I like the bathrooms. The AC is really nice in the summer,
and I like being able to control the AC and heat right next to my bed. The
lounge is also very nice. Nothing is broken . It is fun to show my friends
and family where I live because it is new and big- a pretty impressive college
dorm roo111."
With the new space came the added responsibility of keeping the area
clean and undamaged. Students, however, did not seem to mind. "No matter
where I lived, I would feel a responsibility to keep the place nice and clean,"
said Miller. Another resident, Louis Schulte added, " I believe that people
should respect the new section."
Besides cosmetic updates, new windows and new, safer elevators were
installed. The electrical system was modernized, as well as the plumbing,
making the south wing of the residence hall safer overall for students. Many
upperclassmen that formerly lived in Marycrest remember what it was like
to occasionally have the elevator doors open while in the middle of a floor,
or remember barricading the windows in the winter to keep the frosty wind
out. Now, with the new upgrades, these problems will no longer exist.
First-year students living in the south wing of Marycrest, now, however,
simply enjoy the luxuries of their home away from home. "The nicest benefits ofliving in the new section is just the overall presence," said Schulte.
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I East
Row I: Ryan Darin, Kurt Hildsman, Matt Hogun, Chris
Howard
Row 2: Brad Tarr, John Keating, Bryan Cox, Taekjoo Jeong,
Mike Graham, David Stwarka

bo
□~-

___________
1, _ . . . ~ 1 ~

-'-11

2 East
Row I: Andrea Lindsey, Brooke Uhlenhake

Row 2: Andrea Corceo, Grace Strzelczyk.Annie
O'Connell, Devon Dean

Row 3: Christine Seiter,Jenny Mann, Katie Elser,Alexis
Buhelos

3 East

4 East

Row I: Yann Tientcher, Brandon Beech, Johnny Kontak,

Row I: Mallory Hofherr, Sarah Bakst.Alicia Rolf.Victoria

Patrick Shipe, Eric Beadle.Andrew Cordes

Macon, Erin Adler

Row 2: Robert Simmons, Tom Rose, Matt McCarthy,
Patrick Connonly, MattVanetto, Dan Loper, John Latorre,
Devin Nugent

)
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I Middle
Row I : Andrew Harris, Steve Plachta, Brian Hershman,
Ryan Grothouse,Andrew Burns, Nick Zadd

2 Middle
Row I : Jess ica DiMartile, Natasha Carlsen, Cynthia Burgiss
Row 2: Kristy Vil larreal, Kristen Rock, Paige Hardy
Row 3: Rache l Tob initci,Tarah W ind igler,Adr ienne Hillman, Nora Cummings

3 Middle

4 Middle

Row I : Brian Guilfloyle, Billy Koesar,A.J . Ganino, Kris

Row I : Julie Ramaccia, Becky Hal loway, Grace Rodney,

Turner, Reilly Mu lli n, Jack Botz, Byron Kobbins

Natalie Horras, Bridget Greenfield.Alicia Templeton

Row 2: Darren Lecroix, Charlie Suer, Eric Small, Kyle

Row 2: Kaitlin Berger, Sarah Snyder, Elise Balaj, Nicole

Schneider, Jeffery Popella, Robert Crane, Bart Sturn

Krashen, Melanie Singer, Lydia Caldwel l, Lee Ann Chomanics

Row 3: Sara Meine ke, Jordan Beyerle, Rebecca Merek,
Melissa Bordewick, Katie Hill .Amanda Bracher

r8r

Photo by: Katy Koran

r;1~i c1~1e

r-::~, .,

~Rliw I :'l:rin

Multon, Randi Godshaw, Rubilly Delarosa,

__ _::::J ennr6·arvey, Kendra Strous, Laura Mack, Prya Kopplkar,

f'

:::i:Natalie·Budek

jJ ~ow

Sarah Rolfe, Monica Turzynski, Emi ly Tay lor, Hillary

"j1Kess ler, Christine Pe lletier.

I

2 Adele

2 Meyer

2 Sheehy

Row I: Melissa Kemper, Kaitlin Kedzior, Emma Luttme r,

Row I : Marton Kondray,Alex Fernandez

Row I: Mary C laire He llman, Shannon Raines , Caitlin

Maggie Yandura, Katie Bastian, Dee Bailey.Alissa Scheibert,

Row 2: Chris Lamanno,Alex Seder.William Zyck, Chris

Bultema, Leigh Elling.Angela Conlon

Jenifer Schwertman

Dykas

Row 2: Maggie Wa ltz, Katie Holcomb, Briget Brosnan,

Row 2: Elizabeth Gazdick,Amanda Howe, Sara Miller,

Row 3: Tristian Morris.Anthony Houston, Brent Bills

Kate Sweeney, Me lissa Carlone, Sarah Robertson

Cheryl Paep low, Megan Mihok

Row 4: Michael Hudepohl,Andrew aeck, Zack Frantz,

Row 3: Ashley Boier, Kelly Stilli ng, Heather Ti mko, Sara

Paul Sundli e

Banvakas, Carly To bin

Row 5: Tim Cambell, David Moore, Nick Hoog
Row 6: Kevin Monnett, Timmy Graul, Brandon Hoying
Row 7: Tim Young, Bill Weger
Row 8: David Webber, Ben Miller, Adam Kenney
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3 Adele

3 Meyer

Row I: Alex Fairchild, Gabriel Cox, Liz Horbat, Briget

Row I: Ben Brudos,Allen Novack,Tim Paterra,Aaron

Corcoran

Weatherly

Row 2: Melissa Dutermann, Rosie Schiano.Jillian Montali,

Row 2: Kevin Krivicek, Clayton Pennington, David Sosa,

Ellie Reilly, Brigid Smith

Mike Raymond, Tyler Marcinkowski, Dan Baxendale, Dan

Row 3: Christine Greaney.Amy Holet, Mary Benko, Molly

Howard, Billy Dugan

Wilson, Leah Baker, Colleen Bennett, Maggie Spencer

Row 3: George Lesher, Ben McIntyre, Mark Abram, Mi-

Row 4: Carrie Geib, Kelly Herrig, Meredith Pingree,

chael Finkel!, Tim Renner, Kevin Bell, TJ Himmelman

Kathleen Todd

3 Sheehy
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row

I: Matt Renner
2: Brandon Wingeier, Eric Studt
3: Andrew Frantz, Troy Oldford
4: Zao Paladino, Matt McGowan
5: Matt Geyman, Nathan Deutsch,Andrew Quinn
6: Aaron Mueller, Parker Schmitt, Brendan O'Connor
7: Dan Steigerwald, Zach Goodson
8: Dana Phillips, Carl Kindel , Brian Moran
9: Josh Barnheiser,Jon Dekar, Patrick Nelson David Bailey

4 Adele
Row I: Amanda Williams, Bree Quin, Bailey Wilson
Row 2: Elizabeth Van Evra, Cari DeAngelas, Kristina
Galaska, Colleen O'Kane, Sarah Herrman, Clarissa Grundey

iI

_,.I

4 Meyer

4 Sheehy

Row I: Andrew Carter, Mike Dorsey, Michael Hakimi

Row I: Bobby Trick, Bobby Brodbeck, Scott Ulrich

Row 2: Corey Snow, Leonard Hardy, Brad Kernan

Row 2: James Peltier, Bob Dumm, Phil Yama, Street

Row 3: Michael Stanley. James Washington, Cody Meringo,

Barmett, Chip L'Ecuyer

Marcus Wing

Row 4: Jonathon Bregman, Chris Frank, Keith Reminzowski, Nick Collins

Row 5: Chris Teets, Zach McPherson, Nic k Manfredi
Row 6: Ben Jauge, Joe Baucco, Jon Castine, Scott Hercher
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5 Adele
Row I: Rachel Szewczyk, Rachel Smith, Shannon Davis,
Elise Edson

Row 2: Brittany Baeslack, Sarah Robertson, Kavi Breysch,
Kathleen Tracey

Row 3: Brittany Baeslack, Sarah Robertson, Kari Breisch,
Kathleen Tracey

Row 4: Alissa Keating, Patricia Lehan, Melissa Larkin, Kelley Hudec,Julie Miller

Row 5: Kaki Tighe, Bridget Duniee, Stephanie Bellew

5 Meyer
Row I: Taylor Lally, Pat Mclnnis,Andrew Perkins, David
Walker

Row 2: Luke Van Tress, Justin Yeazell, Dave Lowe, Phil
Clark, Brenden O'Reilly, Kevin Beebe, Mike Benash

Row 3: Cory Bradford, Chris Obenour, Park Lipp, Kyle
Schweikert, Mark Holleran, Kevin Brady

5 Sheehy

6 Adele

Row I: Victor Vuong

Row I: Jackie Miller, Lauren Hale, Courtney Spalding,

Row 2:Theodore Bemis, Brian Titgemeyer,Ali Hashemi,

Kelsie Noe,Jessica Brighton, Lauren Carney

Matt Reiker

Row 2: Dana Meyer, Sydney Horton, Maureen Wallison,

Row 3: Colin Hisey, Eric Pijaun, Connor Bott

Kylie Samples, Jayna Luebke, Mary Galssmeyer, Dianna Toth,

Row 4: Mike Sievers, Kevin Komiensky,James Maskovyak

Allison Craig

Row 5: Willy Balbach,Adam Schneidler, Mike Hart, Ben
Hammonds, Jordan Reash

Row 6: Matt Haar, Derek Lewis, Kevin Kutz

Photo by: Julie Jones

6 Meyer

6 Sheehy

Row I: Jordan Fischer, Matt Suellentrop, Matt Boston,

Row I: Kaitlin White, Kathy Gearin.Jessica Grimone,

Row I: Michael Trotta, Sean Ryan,Vasilios Athanas,Adam

Matt Johnson, Mike Lau ham

Claire Sawczuk, Shanley O'Neil, Kristina Frazier, Claire

Stiffler, Dan Bethel, David Klonne

7 Meyer

Row 2: Nick Shook.Joe Krawczak, Marc Rossi,John

Lubutta

Row 2: Brett Navin, Michael Gallenstein, Troy Zinck, John

McNickolas,Joe Brauer, Sonny Castellano

Row 2: Shannon Lynch , Britney Najor, Hillary Rutan, Lau-

Drapalik

Row 3: David Wadenstierna, Mitch Grieshop,Tyler Fried-

ren Johnson, Karen Kramer, Debbie Gilkey, Britnie Caskey

Row 3: Jim Turk, Brian Teufel, Scott Greene, Billy Temple,

rich , Mike Sherry, Ben Schlather

Row 3: Laura Stephie , Ginger Koesel, Meghan Godin,

Ryan McDonough, Carry Sutter,Allen Hughes

Kondwani Havawa, Caryo Nunuz, Michelle Stawicki, Megan
Ossim, Katie Zehneh

t "":.
I have always been a compu'l'sff e
pla1n1er. I used to make "To Bo:t lists of
all kinds: One for fonB-term 8oaCs -\ ~ remind.
me of everything from deadlines ;for schggJ
to my New Year's Resolution and ~'he for:"11 • 1 •
short-term 8oaCs like reading my textbooks,
paying my bills, and getting a hair
I

.,.;.i'.:'..

mord '.

appointment.
I even made one each
so that the rest of my day was in orderl~!n:
Oh, the thrill of getting to cross things
off! When I started back to class last '~:.
fall, I had my lists laid out.
I wou@Ji'
to three or four classes a day and spend~!
i;::

two nights a week working as a facilitati't
for first-year engineers.
I planned thi~
schedule out perfe,c;t:ly so that I would
have ample time to spend on my engineering
studies, but also enough time to enjoy
my fourth year at UD with my friends and
boyfriend who would be graduating at the
end of the year.
The school year started off g~e~t.
My schedule was working quite well for
me, and I was doing better in my classes
than

ever.

My only problem, however, was

that I just could not get healthy! One
thing after another: allergies, a sinus
infection, severe neck pain and backaches,
and back to more allergies.
I just
couldn't win.
Needless to say, I made
several trips to the campus health center.
However, I made it to 99% of my classes
and just suffered through them with a box
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~'!ffe;

to be done.
mornin !"·
:mm11·.
i'f f::11 ,:: :
5 ... 0
a call from
told to go to
_ the lo1cal
hospital.
That day, i was diagnosed
with LEUKEMIA.
To hear those words, "We think
we are dealing with some type of
Leukemia", made me crumble.
I was

angry.

I was scared.
I was
extremely upset, and the tears were
pouring.

How

dare

something mess with

my life plan!
I
expected to go
back to class on
Wednesday, and I
had a chemistry
test on Friday,
a paper due the
following week.
Besides that,
my co-ops were
already causing
me to graduate
a year late.
I
didn't want to
delay graduation
even more! But
suddenly, all those

Faith will pull you through anything.
On November 13, 2006, I heard the

best news of my life.

me I was officially i'.n remission! I
didn't react the way I thought I would.
I had dreamt of this day for the entire
month leading up to it.
I pictured
myself screaming and crying happy ~ears,
maybe even hugging my doctor. But I
didn't.
I just got a big smile on my
face and thanked my doctor for

savi[lg

my Hfe.

things left uncrossed didn't matter
anymore. Life was taking a turn on me,
and I couldn't stop it.
The best thing I could do from
that moment on was look on the

My doctor told

pe>~!ti'-'~

~id~

of each development in my treatment
process. I remember writing my first
onHne Journal entry, which a few
hundred friends and family follow.
In the second sentence, I wrote,

"I

have no doubt in my-01.ind I will win
this battle." That kind or .mindset is
what carried me through the h~rclest
days of my six-month ordeal.
I would
listen to songs like "Stand," "Feels
like Today," and "My Wish" by Rascal
Flatts. Another ~avorite group of mine
was Third Day with "Cry Out to Jesus"
and "Mountain of God." The latter, in

He asked me when I wanted to
start my consolidation chemotherapy,
which is additional aggressive treatment
to ensure the cancer is gone.
I told
him I wanted to start right away, and I
did.
I smiled all day that day; I was

so relieved. This was the beginning of
my second chance at life.
When something like this
unexpectedly happens, you begin to
really understand the

importance of

love.

I received gift after gift after
gift, but nothing made me feel better
than having family and friends
around. We can have all the things we
want in the world, but those don't cure
cancer. Some say neither does love, but
I beg to differ. Love has fueled my
spirits through the good days and the
bad.
As I finish up treatments this
month, I am anxious to get back to
normal life. I can tell you what
doesn't kill you makes you stronger.
I

I

particular, was a medicine of sorts
when I was really struggling to see the
light at tde end of the tunnel. A part
of the song reads, "Even though the
journey's long, and I know the road is
hard, well the One who's gone before
me, He will help me carry on." There
came a day when I got this raging fever
out of nowhere, and that was the da~ ~I
just threw up my hands and said, "Okay
God!

r get it!

You get to drive!/'J>

never planned on getting cancer-who
does? But I can actually say I don't
wish these days away.
I have become a
much stronger person, and now I truly
believe I can do anything I put my mind

JAMI[ BAK[R

'

I AM llF[ IT'S[lF

I grew up dancing eighthours a day,
the way most people go to their jobs.
By age 17, I was a dance teacher at
my local studio in North Canton, and by
age 19 I had choreographed two fulllength musicals. Needless to say, upon
coming to UD, the idea of "full-time
student" didn't resonate well with me.
I was used to having several titles after
"student" - something like "dancer,"
and then "soccer player," "drama club
member," and so on.
I remember vividly
my firstSaturday on the fifth floor of
Marycrest; it was the first time in my
life where I literally had no idea what
to do with myself. Every Saturday at
daylight hour theretofore had been
spent inside the comforting walls of
a dance studio; and now...whatever was

I

for Dance ••=c=~
o
my first yea
As sopq9more yepr began L
week by week ,::m began ·"1" feel
if I' made the wrong'U't!lr'
[Hdecis:
Dan:
'
s
houl
l;J;t ·H
!l
Jt

'~1

L

absorbing.

be completemx
To me,
dance wasn't a weekend~activity - it was
a way of

lif\Z, a way 9f thinking, a:'eonstant
1

f

,,t::::::m

Sf5f\Z. That next Sattirday after
- Dance
Ensemble rehearsal,
went straight to
the Office of Student r ~volvement and
Leadership and requesteq the paperwork
to start an organization.

T,
~

I have no
1

the stage -

~arning to direct lighting

cliche here: I
getting into.

' officers?

I

never behind the

~sulted in marathon
'hearsals and not but just
on my ~art.
Being in the
., ,choreographing and
'\,most complicated

hac;l:ii"'

, idea ratifie!ii:Hl
me if

· ne.

Thcvvtkfully,

,enlisted

hers - Shyra
· · bert - who
EN with

and
perseverance and
I have at any other
and yet I'm still
the most disorganized
you could envision.
But I can
on a

darn good show.

I AM COMMUTIR
My first two years here at UD were
spent in

Stuart Hall

and

VWK. r

deeply

cherish both the memories and friends I
made there. At the end of sophomore year,
however, I was looking for

something

more.
It seems like I have been moving my
whole life; I have had ten addresses in
twenty-two years, and this does not count
moving home for the summer after my first
year and sophomore year. Just thinking
about two more years of moving-out in May
and back again in August was enough to
keep me out of the housing
made plans for junior year.

lottery

as I

I decided to get a more PERMANENT
and with that came great
independence and responsibility.
Fortunately for me, my best friend (and
roommate for the previous two years)
had some bad luck with her own plans for
RESIDENCE,

ie>"ed

housing and
me enough to take on
this challenge with me.
We moved into a two-bedroom apartment
in August of 2005 and found this

adventure

new

both difficult and rewarding.
We faced the pressures of too many
monthly bills to mention, our first
~ 0 V ~ w i t h grocery shopping (or
lack thereof) , and the difficult task of
splitting everything down the middle.
Most importantly, however, I did not see

ve,,cu,;

moving off-campus for a year as a

ditour

fun littli

from the real world the way I had

with dorming.

For me, I thought of

J~WCw~~~l ,

being on our own as
and
it was just as important as school
and work.
I needed the independence
to feel comyfete as a person. Our
apartment was the first stable
residence I ever had.

The

significance
3rew as

of it made me feel real. I
an individual greatly that year. I
would also like to mention that this
was the best year of my life.
From a financial perspective,
living off campus is definitely

LESS

EXPENSIVE in the long run, but it
also comes with challenges. Rent and

bills are due everymonth, instead
of being credited to a loan that
I can pay off over the course of
10 years.
Some can't even be paid

-,

online or over the phone, so r
1

re ally had to learn to stretch a

unruly
cust~mer servi~e represeqtativ~~'
too. Being on my own, I aI,so
paycheck and wrestle with

f orf ei t a lot of social activities
becagse I haye to di v,~,cie up '!;,,,~,

:~e1!;'":~e~~f~tl~l~l~:l!~~';,~sa~i:i,~ ·
needs.

But, ~ because ~f thes

r. f~;!r;'E'lf.
u!ucte~
~ tiHs':UH¼i~i
1m~
lilll! a h 1
:i 1¥" , rtt
i . ;

. enc1.~siit~.:"lffije1 +1
•ltti

t!f E :t

~

di!

e I knc5,xl" what ,r
='

11

~;yer,

.....,..

have our

; I ne'b,er have ~o pay
" ,

.

li

'ti.. s, ii'J~"

~J!S!l+,·

i

. ~.t
,~

¥~f ~r~ ~~·~.

"""iilf

which
wait
he

i de
r.
ier
l
:
and
'".§J:le
and
~
/
,;r
,=
enior :y
ousema. . ~~es dubb~ d me a ::1; honoraiy

school. Becaqse I can truly say
I

a,~ ~.ndepend~nt! .

I

p;:ep~r~b'!1~rom 1~11
11

graduate.

am fuHy
angles to

~

Now I ".am living in a

great

tro-b~drioori\mapartment

with
my boyfriend of 5 years. We
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I AM MINI-COURS~ INST'RUCJ'OR
There were 14 students in the class,
and I knew about 121 of them before the
semester started.
This led to a classroom environment
that felt more like a gettvteY~V\,g in
a dorm room or a dinner at KU rather
than a traditional LECTURE.
To be honest, that was perfectly fine
with me.
In fact, one of the goals
of my thesis was to encourage an
environment where students would

Giver of Knowledge.

see me as the single
In my opinion, too many classes are
conducted using an outdated
unrealistic method of
knowledge.
During the past semes~.~r, } to.gk
different role in the class;oom e'
I mean, I sort of did. In
..

,

sense .
,,,,

As a part of my under~iaduate fhesis,
I was an instructor. I taught the minicourse "TI-IE1vfES IN THE NOVELS OF
KURT VONNEGlJT, JR." for one hour
Tuesday evenings.
Before you imagine me, a U® '1s!\mliti !fOr~m•iil
in front of a classroom fw;bl of de§.;ks,
chalk dust on my sleeves, .. lecturing frelfu
notes, let me explain the classroom

settillJl.
First, many of the students were my

friend§ .

I had mentioned the course to
them, or else they had registered for it
without knowing that I was teaching it.

Overall, I think this approach was
more effective because .the subject
was literature. This teaching style
more effective in

some

subjects than

in others. For examp,le, I under.stand
the importance of a lecturer in the
hard sciences, although group learhjqg
still has a place in chemistry or
biology. For the mini-course, we wer~
able to share effectively as a cla-ss
because everyone had a valid opi.njop ,
on the book, rather than a lecturer
with the one "right answer."
way the process works in the real world,
as opposed to a classroom.
I did not prepare a lecture for the
class or stand in front of them at a
. board~ I did everything I could to keep

· - •• ·

...

power in the class

the studlents,

the

handls of

I am happy with my experience with
the mini-course. I hope that a focus
on the creation of knowledge in a group
setting becomes a greater part of
courses in general in the future.
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U~fortlinately, abundant ~pace is
not available on campus. I publicized
our service, and, the tutors built
Those
a nzpota tion for i xei lli nei .
efforts, combined with an exceptional
INCREASE IN TUTORIALS, helped when I
wro ~~ the proposal and submitted tt to
ickford, Associate Provost for
D
In addition,
Teaching mand Learning.
Kathyi ~Webq, was our "guardian angel /
recog~izing our need for space.
·•i~l~,~t g the spring of 2006, Deb

a
Most university writing
centrally located to provide easy ¼acce
for students, staff, and faculty.
this, for many years UD's "writing center,"
The Write Place, did not have a dedicated
Our "writing center" consisted of
space.
three borrowed "rooms" on campus: one in
Roesch Library, one tucked away in the corner
of Marianist Hall Learning Space, and two
tables! available only for a few hours, in
of the LEAD offices.
the co ~ mnmllmi~
e ~t~~.ademic Year 2002-2003, The
During
· tated about 400 tutorials.
Write Pl~ce fa
onsible for
I was
The fir
our tutot' . als::::mpiumbered
f
The
over 1478. The following year, ouf numbers
he Write
tha
reached 15 81 . It1wrw as cle
lace needed and dese
space on campus.

Bickford approved my proposal for
designated space, and a partnership
The
was formed with Roesch Library.
tibrary gave The Write Place a large
•
. I,
Seminar room on the fifth floor,
Room 502, and Deb Bickford generously
unded furnishings for the area.
UD now has a writing center

e~mpl~t~ with tables for two,
bookcases filled with resources, a
computer, an adjustable table for
students' with special needs, and two
com for\table lounge chairs

for students
to relax in while they are waiting
for writing consultants (we no longer
are referred to as "tutors") to help
them.

The center is a

warm and

inviting environment,

enhanced
by the f r i end l y , ca r i n g , and
certined writing consultants. This
~a~l, we have already facilitated

1

tutorials in our new space.
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I AM AFROT'C
Everyone

in any type of

training program

military

faces many challenges

every day - Air Force ROTC is

no

different.

Throughout the past three
and a half years here at UD, I have
faced many challenges, but each

one always turned out to be a great

learning experience and well worth any
struggles that it may have presented.
The following is a very abbreviated
account of some of the struggles I have
encountered during my tenure here at UD
and the lessons learned from each.
The first challenge that comes to
mind is the speed at which cadets in

.
the program are required
to \\ grow up."
For most college freshmen, primary

party
Thursdaynight, or

concerns include where the next
is, going to Tim's on
who is

dating whom;

but we' as cadets'

put these issues on the

back burner

sometimes

literally.

Field Training (in

simpler terms' an
officer candidate's version of "boot camp")
is an important challenge presented to
those of us in AFROTC. This typically
occurs the

summer

between sophomore

marching practice' knowing and junior year and is conducted for
four weeks at one of a few different Air
our chain of command' and leadership
skills. These all accumulate to getting Force bases. This program is designed
in exchange for

a chance to go to Field Training the
summer after our sophomore year.
In

leadership under stress and to
stratify cadets among their peers. For

addition, the mintal strissis are very
different, because if our instructors
don't think we have what it takes
early on in the program, we can be

me, the countless hours of preparation
seemed hard enough, but in the end, the
training itself made preparation seem
easy. we spent 16+ HOUR DAYS,
some in 100+ degree heat, getting pushed
to our breaking points while the rest

scholarship

left without a
and, more
importantly for most of us, without a

CAl<-.E EI<-..

Les son learned: the harder
you work during the week, the more
rewarding your time off on the weekend
seems. Also, hard work pays off -

to evaluate

of the school was partying in Dqytona.
Sure, we received letters from home (no
telephones allowed), but thinking about
everyone else having a good time while

we were in training was tough . In the
enp, everyone that did make it through
learned that teamwork is the only way to
get through times of high-stress, and

that Jlnything can be accomplished when
"~ people work together. Field Training was
truly a great experience in the end.
Finally, I would like to mention
a cha~lenge that will continue

long

after graduation-

one that is often
overlooked by many people. This is

proteStOrS
anti-military sentiment

the challenge of the

and

that
general
seems to be too prevalent in many people
in this country. The American military
as a whole is comprised completely of

vo(unteers -

people who joined because

want to serve their country and
they want to make a difference. The

they

greatest challenge for many of us is not
the training or the

threat

of going to

war, but the people who broadcast ideas
to the world that an armed force is not
necessary for this country to SURVIVE.
Throughout the past three and a
half years in particular, I have seen
protests at fallen veteran's funerals,
media rants, and articles published in
our own school's newspaper condemning
the United States and the people who
volunteer to protect it. My challenge is
keeping in mind that these individuals
only have the right to say these things
because of the Americans that volunteer
to defend them. Have they forgotten that
the only reason America exists as it does
today is due to the armed services?
The disrespect of these people is hard to
stomach, but it does lead to an important
life lesson: the best thing a person can

up

do is to be respectful while standing
I know
for what he or she believes in.
that these harsh sentiments will

connnue

throughout the rest of human existence,
but it's the pride in my country and

the desire to do something worthwhile
with my life that keeps me going.
I wouldn't trade the experiences
the Air Force ROTC program has given me
If I had to do it all
for anything.
over again, I would ... in a heartbeat.
I have met some of the

highest-

caliber

people in the world here and
made friends that I know will last a

lifetime.

I look forward to my career
in the Air Force and wish all of my
brothers and sisters in arms good luck with
theirs.

God Bless America.

ART' BlJll
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by David Blake
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t was a year of new beginnings for the Dayton Men's Soccer team.
The Men's Soccer Team posted an overall record of six wins, nine losses,
and two ties, with an Atlantic-10 record of two wins, five losses, and two
ties. This isn't to say, however, that there weren't any bright spots at all this
season. The Flyers did post a six-game unbeaten run leading up to a 1-0
loss to the #1 team in the nation, Southern Methodist University. The
loss was hard fought, with Dayton providing the most competition SMU
had experienced all season, ultimately leading all teams in shots and shots
on target against the #1 Mustangs. Furthermore, the Flyers also ended
the season with a four-game unbeaten run against Atlantic-10 conference
teams while outscoring the opposition 8 to 5.
The Flyers were still in the race for an Atlantic-10 playoff spot until the
final weekend of the season when they needed other A-10 teams to lose
after their win; unfortunately, it didn't work out in
the Flyers' favor.
There were 13 first years added to the squad this
year, as well as 3 new upperclassmen, in an attempt to
re-vamp the team and kick-start team bonding and
integration for future seasons. The group represented
a very international background, reflecting Dayton's
tradition of diversity and attracting students from all
will be looking to all of its players for some consistency and outstanding performances next year in an
attempt to finish the season with a positive record,
regain entrance into the A-10 tournament, and become the soccer powerhouse it has been nationally
recognized as.
Finally, Coach Dennis Currier obtained his 200th
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victory as a soccer coach during his fourth game
of the season in a shutout win against Belmont at
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Baujan Field.

22

AT LA SALLE

w
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RICHMOND

Zac Gibbens watches as the Flyers maintain possesion on Butler's side of the field. The Flyer's lost the
match 2-0.

Photo by: Katy Koran

Row I: Alex Torda, Zach Weiss, Ben Murray.Alex Davis, Nick Tarkany. Captain Ian Mulligan.

Zac Gibbens, Scott Caltabiano.Jeff Popella,Anti Arst, Michael Hanley Jr.
Row 2: David Greenman. Randy Dennis, Ryan Hartman. Kyle Basil, Ryan Hefley, Gary Long,

Joe Olwig,Tyler Imbrogno.Tomas Layrisse, Oliver Condell
Row 3: Head Coach Dennis Currier.Assistant Coach Paul Souders.Aaron Swanson.Josh

Paulus, Eric Dempsey, Florian DeCamps, Caleb Lindeman, Simeon Zapryanov, Patrick Polito,
Assistant Coach Nick Glaser, Trainer Kaname Yamaguchi Not Pictured: Assistant Coach Matt
Barnes, Ryan Handbury

Caitlin Proffitt steals the ball away from
Michigan. The team played a tough match
against these northern rivals.
Photo by: Katy Koran
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Row I: Tasha Dittamore, Mandi Back, Caitlin Proffitt, Colleen Gibson, Cara Cornacchia,
Niki Reed, Kim Sacher, Gretchen Giner,Alli Foust, Natalia Walters, Stacy Chew.
Row 2: Graduate Assistant Athletic Trainer Lindsay Luti,Assistant Coach Amy Berbary,
Jen Leslie. Jamie Monahan, Stephanie Wurth, Dara Elk, Rachael Kohntopp, Corey Shubitowski, Kristen Persichini ,Anne Mariscalco,Abril Carbajal, Lauren MacCormick.
Row 3: Head Coach Mike Tucker, Emily Miller, Lauren Maybury.Amanda Gallow, Courtney Sirmans.Annette Bonasso, Lindsey Miller, Eileen Hughes.Assistant Coach Sergio
Gonzalez.Volunteer Assistant Coach George Demedtriades.
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WOMEN'S
SOCCER
by David Blake

Ti:e

future looks very promising for the Dayton Women's Soccer team.

While finishing with a winning record of 8-7-3 with a 6-3-0 record in
A-10 conference play, the Flyers have much to look forward to for next
year, especially from some of their outstanding performers of this year.
With only one senior leader this season, and the majority of players
being underclassmen, the Flyers showed their true colors and capabilities with some impressive victories both at home and away. These wins
included a five-garne winning streak, beginning with a momentous
victory over rival Xavier, and ending with a hard fought 1-0 victory
over Duquesne nearly a month later.
The Women's Soccer Team began their season convincingly with
decisive victories over both Bowling Green and Northwestern in two
exhibition matches played at home on Baujan Field. These victories
led them straight into their first fixtures of the season that involved
traveling to Malibu, California, and facing tough opponents with the
likes of#20 Pepperdine that resulted in a 2-2 tie following double
overtime.
Five Flyers were nominated for soccer distinctions following the
end of their season, including Mandi Back and Kristen Persichini who
were named members of the Atlantic 10 All-Conference first team. Additionally, Colleen Gibson, Kaitlin Proffitt and Back again were named
on the All-Rookie team, and finally Amanda Gallow was named as a
member of the Academic All-Conference team.
The Flyers' season did, however, end unfortunately and, for many,
prematurely. With an A-10 loss to Charlotte, 3-2, in double overtime,
and a quarterfinal loss in the A-10 tournament to Rhode Island, 3-2,
the Flyers saw their hopes of an Atlantic-10 Conference title slip away.
However, with such an abundance of distinctions following the season
and an enormous sophomore and junior class for next season, the team
should have great expectations and high hopes as they progressively gel
together and get the results they deserve.

The Flyers line up for another unstoppable offensive drive as they battle the
Drake Bulldogs.
Photos by: Julie Jones

Front Row: Josh Heyne, David Waleright, Brian Kelly, Blake Bikowski, Greg Wimberly, Brandon Godsey, Chad Burton, Chance Walton, Kevin McCoy, Matt Marshall, Nick Ruhe, Kyle Sanna, Carlton McFadgen, PatWeale, Frank Kohstall,Joe Kreiger.
Second Row: Adam Hawkins, Mark Fuerst, Matt Champa, Casey Klaus.Tom Jakacki, Kevin Hoyng,John Hoppe, Scott Wintering.Josh DeLoddere,
Jake Lay, Kris Brownlee, Dan Ress.Jon Andryc, Ryan Heideloff,Jack O'Dell.John Orbe.
Third Row: James Wade, Isiah Morgan.Will Brady, Luke Robinson, Marcus Deja, Zach Freshwater, Ryan Zerante, Scott Vossler, Brandon Cramer,
Tyler Blue, Chris Vermillion, Steve McDonald.Jeff Milkie, Mark Guinto, Bo Balogun.
Fourth Row: Brandon Henderson, Kevin Burns, Rob Florian, Kevin Benoit, Ben Shappie,Austin Roseberry.John Grimes, Brian Kucia, Cody Wagner, Chase Merriam.Jim Croghan, Ben Schmizze, Patrick McCormick, Bart Bergfeld, Derek Hall.
Fifth Row: Matt Swartz, Bobby Dobry, Paul Kamanski,Josh Menendez, Greg Ochab,Tom Bush, W.C. Clements, Sean Heenan.Alan Hartke, Zach
Whitten, Ryan Pollock, Matt Gray, Marcus Overman, Chris Martirano.Joe Gulick,J.J.Vercammen.
Sixth Row: Nick Glavin,TeddWatt, Steve Valentino, Scott Horcher,J. Michael Jonard, Drew Fumagalli, Pat Carley, Kalen Hemmelgarn.John Porn,
Brandon Wingeier.Adam Scheidler, Corey Vossler, Matt Smyth.John Brown, Eric Studt.
Seventh Row: Kevin Lanning.Justin Watkins, Nick Collins, Mitch Robertson.Anthony Papp.John Jewell, Scott Wintering, Ryan Sapp, Kevin Carriger.Will Falk, Kam Bonner, Bill Knight, Eamonn Cogan, Dan Sullivan.Ty Sargent, Mike Morante.
Back Row: Bobby Burger.Tyler Friedrich.Joe Reis, Head Coach Mike Kelly.Assistant Coach Mike Neuberger.Assistant Coach Brian Steiner.Assistant Coach Fred Schmitz.Assistant Coach Denny Hardin.Assistant Coach Tony Davis.Assistant Coach Rick Chamberlin.Assistant Coach Charlie
Hoyman.Assistant Coach Chris Ochs.Assistant Coach CraigTurner,Assistant Coach Dave Whilding.Alex Kramer, Brady Geier.Josh Cupps.
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Front row: Volunteer Assistant Coach Darcy Tho,mpson, Sara Meineke, Erin Schroeder, Nicole Bateman,
Chelsy Christoff, Robynne Green.Allison Florian, Mandy
Rabbe, Lauren Markowski, Graduate Assistant Athletic
Trainer Jessica Stanley.

Back row: Head Coach Tim Horsmon,Assistant Coach
Tami Ores, Robynne Green.Jamie-Lee Richards, Chauntay
Mickens, Bethany Akerhielm, Lindsay Fletemier, Faye
Barhorst, Kortney Norris, Margo Moeller.Assistant Coach
Jason Oliver.

Left: Chelsy Christoff readies her form before serving the

ball.

Photos by: Katy Koran
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by David Blake
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2006 women's volleyball team expe-

rienced yet another outstanding season. They
reached the finals of the A-10 championship and
achieved a national ranking (28th) just outside of
the top 25 .
While being led by graduating seniors Faye
Barhorst and Margot Moeller, this season became
the Flyers' sixth consecutive year with more than
20 wins. Their final record was 22-11, with an
even more impressive record of 11-2 in the A-10
Conference.
This year the Lady Flyers traveled all around
the country to meet their opponents, with trips
to California, Minnesota and Rhode Island.
However, their most memorable victory came
much closer to home,just south of the Ohio/
Kentucky border, when they stomped #18
ranked Arizona with a score of 3-0 at the Marriott Airport East Classic in Louisville.
The following game proved to be one of
their most difficult matches, falling just short to
the nationally ranked # 14 Purdue Boilermakers
in a 3-2 loss at the Frericks Center. The Flyers
- Boilermakers games have now become quite
the grudge match and Dayton looks to put their
best foot forward in an attempt to get revenge on
their rivals next season.
What is impressive to note concerning the
CONTINUED ON PAGE 210

CONTINUED FROM PG 209

Flyer's season, though, is that the
victory in their first game of A-10
Conference play against George
Washington stemmed a ten-game
winning streak. Eight of the games
were A-10 victories giving the
team an outstanding A-10 record.
The team's goals for next season
are to win the A-10 tournament, to
head back to the NCAA tournament, and finally to be consistently
ranked as one of the top 25 women's volleyball teams in the nation.
With eleven players returning for
next year's season, the chances of
meeting those goals looks extremely promising.
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:he Women:s Volleyball team huddles to prepare for
e next series of play.
Photo by: Katy Koran
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twas a season of highs for the Men's Cross

Country team with some of their best performances in decades . The team is led by Dayton
Athletic Hall of Fame member Coach Rich
Davis, who recently completed his 10th season
in charge of the UD runners. Team captain Eric
Contreras has excelled this season under his guidance. He has maintained an unprecedented .592
winning percentage record during his time at the
university and will build upon it next season as
five new recruits have already been signed for the
2007 -2008 cross-country season.
According to a November 28, 2006 article on
www.daytonflyers.com, among these new student
athletes are three runners who finished 5th, 6th,

Row I: Assistant Coach Zach Toothman, Derek Henderson, Adam Miller, Tony Holtvoigt,
Eric Contreras, Billy Przybyla, Mike Connolly, Tim Kaelin, Matt Manning, Assistant Coach

and 12th at the Division I State Championships

Pete Christoff

for Cross Country. These new recruits make the

Row l: Head Coach Rich Davis, Brian Gilchrist, Matt Danis, Brad Boyd, Mike Andersen,

2007-2008 season seem very promising for the

David Berning, Dan Sammons, Robby Strock, Michael Peters, Matthew Peters,Tom Middleton

Men's Cross Country team.
It was at the NCAA Great Lakes Regional in
Bowling Green, Ohio, that the men's team had
their best finish in 26 years, placing an impressive
19th out of 30 participating teams. The Fly-
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3000-meter record by 12 seconds. He was fol-
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Eric Contreras in 123rd place.
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The success stories continued at the Flyers' first event of the spring schedule with Mike

lowed closely behind by fellow teammates Derek
Henderson and Tommy Middleton who also
strive to improve the team's competitiveness this
season.

•
Flyer teamates stick together during the Catholic
lnivitational.The Flyers placed 6th out of 31 teams .
Photo by: Julie Jones
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T he Lady Flyer runners advance uphi ll as
a true team , sticking together in a pack.
Photo by: Julie Jones
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Row I: Olivia Conlon ,Allison Smith.Amanda Tucker, Kate Tejkl , Dianne Striebel,
Kristin Terry.Alex Miles, Elizabeth Tucker, and Anne Oltman

Row 2: Assistant Coach Corey Baxter, Emily Deet,Angela Conlon, Emily Haas,
Bridget Conlon, Sydney Hubbard.Amy Kempf.Jacqueline Jaworek, Ellen Nienhaus,
Head Coach Ann Alyanak
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by David Blake

In 2003,Ann Alyanak was a graduate assistant coach with the University
of Dayton's Women's Cross Country Team. It was only slightly more than
a year later, on May 6th, 2004, that she became the first and only long
distance coach at UD. Her extensive cross-country experience throughout her 4 years at Purdue made her a perfect candidate to take over from
retiring coach George Brose.
This season's Women's Cross Country team was led by six seniors, all
of whom were coached under Alyanak's watchful and experienced eye.
One of the team's best finishes came at the National Catholic Invitational
where they finished a very impressive 5th out of 34 competing teams.
Another great performance included finishing 14th of 42 teams at the AllOhio Championship, held in Delaware, Ohio. The team was led by two
outstanding performances that day from underclassmen Alex Miles and
Kristin Terry, with only eight seconds separating the pair as they finished
the grueling five~kilometer course.
For next season the team looks to improve upon their performance at
the NCAA Great Lakes Regional finals, which were held most recently
in Bowling Green, Ohio. This year's performance left the women's team
in 25th place out of 30 teams with great runs from the whole team, all of
whom finished the course within 50 places of each other.
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Walter Kolis and Monica Ginder

Photos by: David Blake
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by David Blake

Walter Kolis and Monica Ginder are both the epitome of the intramural refereeing system that we have at the University of Dayton. Between
them, they have refereed intramural basketball, volleyball, softball, flag
football and some dodge ball tournaments.
Kolis is a graduating senior here at UD has been involved with intramurals since his arrival four years ago. With past experience in refereeing
high school junior varsity games, and following an OHSAA basketball
course and exam, his experience and knowledge of the game speak for
themselves.
Ginder is a fairly new face to the intramural refereeing community;
however her experiences throughout high school with varsity volleyball,
basketball and softball have set her up well to referee intramural games and
allow her to command respect and authority on the court.
Walter Kolis jogs down the sidelines
as he referees an intramural basketball
game.
Photo by: David Blake

Ever wondered how to become an intramural referee? Ever wondered
what it takes to become one? Becoming an intramural referee is really
not hard; quite simply it's like applying for any job on campus. All that is
required is an interview and filling out forms.
Some of the benefits of joining the intramural refereeing team of 50
members include developing one's self-confidence and abilities, having
improved people management skills and conflict resolution skills. The job
also boasts flexible hours depending on schedules and interest. Starting
out as a new referee may seem intense and nerve-racking, however, intramural refs agree that the job becomes easier with experience, and by developing your confidence it becomes a pleasure to ref, rather than "work."
In addition, although a general knowledge of the sports is recommended,
generally the rules are easy enough to learn and apply quickly.
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Row I: Athletic Trainer Nate Seymour, Luke Hendrick,

Marcus Johnson, Andres Sandoval, Monty Scott, Brian
Roberts, London Warren, Charles Little, Matt Hogan,
Strength and Conditioning Coach Mike Bewley.
Row 2: Head Coach Brian Gregory.Assistant Coach
Billy Schmidt, Director of Basketball Operations Lance
Surridge, Nick Stafford.Jimmy Binnie, Desmond Adedeji,

Kurt Huelsman, Norman Plummer.Assistant Coach
Reggie Rankin,Assistant Coach Bob Beyer, (Not shown:
Dan Fox)

Brian Roberts drives against an opponent during
an exhibition game against Georgetown. The Flyers
won 101-68.
Photos by: Julie Jones

by David Blake
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only thing that could have improved the Dayton Men's Basketball
season this year, compared to the 2005-2006 season, would have been
a berth into the National Invitational Tournament. Many would argue
that a post-season invite was deserved following crucial and clinical

victories over Louisville, Holy Cross, and Creighton, all of whom were
selected to the 2007 NCAA tournament. The Flyers concluded their
season with a loss to Xavier in the A-10 quarter finals; however, this did
not taint their impressive 19-12 record, which vastly surpassed their 1219 season only a year ago.
The team's home record this season was another improvement upon
last year, and provided the Flyer faithful with reasons to cheer all season
long. With a record of 15-2 at home, the Flyers shone brightly and
consistentlY: out-performed their opponents. Away performances are an
area in need of improvement for next year.
It was another great season for Brian Roberts, who was voted Flyer
Basketball MVP for the second year running. He is -now only the
eighth Flyer to have been voted MVP during their sophomore and junior years; the last Flyer to do this was Ryan Perryman exactly 10 years
ago. Although there was strong competition for the title nearing the
end of the season, Roberts' athleticism, talent and hardwork outshined
the rest.

CONTINUED ON PAG E 221

First-year Kurt Huelsman displays a perfect defensive stance while guarding his man and Charles
Little stands tall in the background.
Photo by: Katy Koran
Kurt Huelsman and Marcus Johnson get their hands
up to block their Georgetown opponent.
Photo by: Katy Koran

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 219

Also with impressive seasons were sophomore,
Charles Little and senior, Monty Scott, averaging 10.5
points per game and 10.0 points per game, respectively.
Additionall Little contributed to the team with an
average 5.2 rebounds a game, with junior, Norman

1 1

AUSTIN PEAY

W

78-62

Plummer right behind him with 4.8 a game.
The Flyer's men's basketball team will be losing one

15

NORTH CAROLINA A&T

W

79-66

18

AT SOUTHERN METHODIST

L

53-48

21

YALE

W

73-62

24

LOUISVILLE

w

68-64

28

SOUTH CAROLINA ST.

W

67-55

2

HOLY CROSS

W

69-53

6

CREIGHTON

W

60-54

9

GRAMBLING

W

58-49

16

WESTERN CAROLINA

W

66-55

20

MIAMI (OH)

W

56-54

23

AT PITTSPURGH

L

84-54

31

AT NORTH CAROLINA

L

8 1 -S 1

4

CHARLOTTE

W

66-63

7

AT RHODE ISLAND

L

75-74

senior this year: Douglas Lamont Scott, better known
as Monty Scott. He is closing out his career at UD
having accumulated over a thousand points and averaging 9.5 points per game over four years. He leaves
behind awfully large shoes for incoming recruits to fill.
Since the season has been over, the Flyers have
already announced a number of incoming first-years
who will comprise one of the most formidable recruiting classes in recent years. With the combination of
this outstanding recruiting class and the future seniors
next year to include Brian Roberts, Andres Sandoval,
Nick Stafford, and Jimmy Binnie, the Flyer faithful
waits in hope that the experienced Dayton players
:\

bond and work well with the new youthful aspect of
the team. They can aspire to grow into the cohesive

13

LA SALLE

W

84-82

17

AT CHARLOTTE

L

80-59

group by following this year's team's example and that

20

RICHMOND

W

72-54

the results will come.

24

AT DUQUESNE

L

93-83

27

AT XAVIER

L

83-67

31

GEORGE WASHINGTON

W

84-69

4

AT SAINT .JOSEPH'S

L

71 -65

7

FORDHAM

W

57-45

10

AT ST. BONAVENTURE

W

69-62

18

MASSACHUSETTS

L

77-69

21

AT SAINT LOUIS

L

66-56

24

XAVIER

L

75-67

28

AT TEMPLE

W

73-65

First-year London Warren give his opponent
a predatory glare as he gets down in defense.
Photo by: Katy Koran

Senior Nikki Oakland and junior Marie Rosche
effectively block out their opponent in preparation
for a big rebound.

Photo by: Katy Koran

Row I: Team Manager Megan Bertovich.Team Manager Matt Ruffing.Athletic Trainer Sara
Thomas, Kendel Ross, Marie Rasche, Kelly Keil, Head Coach Jim Jabir,Jen Tisza, Nikki Oakland, Brittany Holterman.Team Manager Colleen O'Kane,Team Manager Louis Suttman,Team
Manager Amanda Fischer.
Row 2: Strength and Conditioning Coach Mike Bewley.Assistant Coach Susan Blauser,
Karah Claxton, Kathy Guin.Ashley Armstrong.Jennifer Strong.Amber Peterink, Kiki Lund,
Ashley Brown.Aundrea Lindsey.Assistant Coach Melanie Halker,Assistant Coach Bernard
Scott.

GAM E TIME
71/~ ~~dL ~ r ~
by David Blake

A

fter coming off of a winning 2005-2006 season, the
women's basketball team seemed to struggle this season

finishing with 12 wins and 19 losses. They also suffered
an early exit with a defeat at the hands of George Wash-

,

D - 19
It

SCORE

;-;::;;:iH'l'.

ington Colonials in the quarterfinals of the 2007 Atlantic
10 Women's Basketball Championship. With only two
senior leaders this season, the Flyers found it difficult to
find their form . However, their effort was always substantial as was demonstrated by the fact that even though
they lost 19 games this season, 11 of those losses were
determined by only 10 points or less and could possibly
have gone either way.
With a rocky start to the season in a loss to Louisville,
the team picked themselves up and won their next two
games very convincingly over Memphis and Winthrop
with impressive displays by senior Jennifer Strong who
averaged over 12 points per game through the Flyer's
first three encounters of the season.
As for next season, the women's team can already
look forward to four new players : Denise Fairbanks
(Mason , Ohio), Kelly Keil (Sparta, NJ),Aundrea Lindsey
(Maywood, Ill.) and Kendel Ross (Sarnia, Ont., Canada)
who all signed during the early signing period. This addition of talented youth will hopefully keep spirits high
and increase the team's chances of a winning season.
There will be seven seniors next year looking to perform
at their best and have a lasting effect on the new and
upcoming players through the leadership and experience
that they bring to every game.
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UD wins a face-off on a power play chance versus
OSU.

Photo by: Julie Jones

FLYING PUCKS

1

□

-

] 2

Row I: Clint Davis, Chris Butler,Austin Thorton, Ryan O'Keefe, Greg Fallon, Nick Marucci ,AI
Daniels, John Markwell, Tim Vacala, Trevor Farris

'!!!!!,•----.J!!!!!!!'!!!!!!!■,!l!l !!!!!!l

Row 2:Tom Fullerton, DanThomas,Anthony Sirabella,Troy Bawolek, Sean Sheehan, Mick
Lucas, Mike Karns, Matt Rosner, Phil Strauss, Colin Moore, Chris Ambrose, Ryan Grande, Dana
Acinapura, Nick Buha

Not Pictured: Connor Hourihan, Kyle Palmieri, Bobby Lorenz.Teddy Huckestein

SCORE

OPPONENT

DATE
SEPT.

29

HOPE COLLEGE

L

4·8

SEPT.

30

WRIGHT STATE

L

3-6

□ CT.

1 3

ST • ..JOSEPH'S

W

7-3

□ CT.

14

ROWAN UNIVERSITY

W

1 1 -3

□ CT.

1 5

UNIVERSITY □ F' TEXAS

W

1 3-5

□ CT.

20

UNIVERSITY □ F' TOLED □

W

7-2

□ CT.

21

UNIVERSITY □ F' TOLED □

W

7-6

□ CT.

27

CENTRAL MICH I GAN

L

2-5

□ CT.

2B

CENTRAL MICHIGAN

L

4 -5

Nov.

3

ROBERT MORRIS

W

4-3

Nov.

4

ROBERT MORRIS

W

5-4

N □ V.

1B

UNIVERSITY □ F' ILLIN □ IS

L

5-7

DEC.

3

BOWLING GREEN

W

6-3

JAN.

1 2

KENTUCKY

L

3-7

JAN .

1 3

KENTUCKY

W

2-1

JAN.

1 9

LINDENW □□ D UN I VERSITY

w

7-3

JAN.

20

LINDENW □□ D

JAN.

26

MIAMI UNIVERSITY

L

3-1 5

JAN.

27

MIAMI UNIVERSITY

L

□ -7

JAN.

31

WRIGHT STATE

L

2-3 s □

FEB.

2

□ HI □ STATE

L

3-4 OT

FEB.

3

□ H I □ STATE

L

3-4

UNIVERSITY L

3-5
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Hard work and athleticism is not the only focus
of UD's Women's Tennis team. Not only should the
Lady Flyers be proud of their hard work and dedication throughout the 2006 fall and 2007 spring seasons,
but on May 29, 2007, DaytonFlyers.com reported on
an event that the UD community as a whole can be
proud of "Women's Tennis Honored for Team Sportsmanship by the Intercollegiate Tennis Association."
From DaytonFlyers.com:
The University of Dayton women's tennis team has
been honored as one of this month's recipients of
the Intercollegiate Association (!TA) National Team
Sportsmanship Award.
"My team has displayed a high level of sportsmanship the last two years. It's a great group who are
genuinely nice girls. They have been easy to work
with and came to UD with a good attitude," said
former coach Erica Echko.
The ITA National Team Sportsmanship Award is a
monthly award that goes to both men's and women's
teams that have exemplified outstanding sportsmanship, character and ethical conduct in the spirit of
competition and collegiate tennis. All winners are
selected by the ITA Ethics and Infractions Committee from nominations received from all !TA member
institutions.
An opposing coach submitted the nomination
that led to the Flyers being chosen.

Row I: Amanda O'Connell, Kate Mellion,Andrea Muresan, Kara Metzger, Carrie Trigilio
Row 2: Assistant Coach Brandon Padgett,Allysa Detroy, Mackenzie Hoops, Nikki Dzubay,

Megan Gray, Head Coach Erica Echko

"During a heated match, the women
of Dayton displayed tremendous sportsmanship... The women seemed to really
appreciate good competition ... The
sportsmanship went beyond the matches
that were being played on the court. This
has been a trend with this team when
we've played them the past five years."

,~.

W

6:"J

1$

W

S*2

6

14

L

0*7

15

N liAC!li;A.~A

W

S-2

24

DU9UE$NE'

L

1•6

25

EVANSVILLE

L

1·6

YOLJNt.$$1'0WN
W~IGHT ?l'Al'E

L

0·'1

W

4•2

1

3

w

Row I: Matt Sherman, Michael Rohana,James O'Connell, Rex Cabrera.Antonio Rodriguez,
David Peyton
Row 2: Head Coach Steve Brumbaugh.Josh Vance,Tom Murphy, Phillippe Giscard D'Estaing,
Brad Roby, Wes Hartig

The Spring Season and Spring Break
l3y Cory Griffin
The Dayton Flyer's men's tennis spring season finished with an impressive 13-12 regular season
record and a respectable 2-2 finish in the A-10 Championship. Two seniors, Rex Cabrera and Tom
Murphy, led the team through an outstanding season that included a successful spring break trip
and a dominating win over Wright State, about which Cabrera says, "During my time here at UD,
we have not lost to them."
The spring break trip was a three-day swing in Fort Myers, Fla., where the Flyers played against
Fairleigh Dickinson, Wisconsin- Green I3ay, and Florida Gulf Coast.
"The spring break trip was extremely beneficial for the team because we were able to win two
out of the three matches," Cabrera said. "I believe that the trip gave our young team a sense of
confidence because we were able to see the bright spots on our team as our level of play begins to
rise as the season goes on."
The first match of the trip was a 4-3 victory over Fairleigh Dickinson. Although only two Flyers won their singles matches, the Flyers won two of the three doubles matches to take the overall
match . Michael Rohana defeated Priit Gross of the Devils. Rex Cabrera then defeated Alex Nace
3-6, 6-2, 6-1, and David Peyton continued the victory trend by defeating Kyle Eddins.
When the doubles matches came around the Flyer team ofTom Murphy and James O'Connell
defeated Phil Stephens and Alex Nace 8-6. Clinching the victory, the team of Michael Rohana and
Antonio Rodriguez defeated Esteban l3lanko and Justin Seow 8-6.
The Flyers then swept through the Wisconsin-Green Bay match, with a score of7-0.
Finally, the team wrapped up the trip against Florida Gulf Coast, but lost a heartbreaker 5-4.
Tom Murphy won his 14th match of the season during this day, putting him at 14-3 on the year,
leading the team in wins.
"I think that the trip was a great opportunity for the team to enjoy some competitive tennis
and at the same time have fun," Cabrera said. "With the busy schedule we have had throughout the
season, it was nice for the team to be able to relax in such a nice area."

Coach Lang gives the team some motivation
during halftime.

■

Row I: Nick Mancin, David Alfieri, Ryan Koeller
Row 2: Rory Jeffers.John, Pastorek, Kevin Nameth, Joe Otten
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Kevin Nameth dodges defenders while trying
to attack the net.

Dan Flood checks down field in an attempt
to make the long pass.

Front Row: Katie Jordan, Christine Eggers, Christine Schneider.Alisha Burnstein,Tamsyn Kellough, Sheena Rothwell, Molly Meyer, Erin LaFayette,
Ellie Malchow, Maggie Stopka, Blair Crabtree
Second Row: Head Coach Jodi Eickemeyer, Megan Lee, Lacey Severins, Lauren Schneider, Mollie Schrank, Laura Matthews.Anne Maci, Chelsea
Grozenski, Katie O'Brien, Christine Gates, Shay Adams, Eva Rappe.Assistant Coach Tiffany Ward

BATTER!
by David Blake
The Women,'s softball team started rather uncharacteristically with ·
13 can.celled games due to inclement weather, forcing them to wait

until after spring break to play in their first intercollegiate game. The
team's first games took them to Florida ad~ pitted them against teams
that were already much more into the groove of playing in con1petitive softball. Junior Erin Lafayette recalled that, "When we were in
Florida, we hadn't played any games and most teams had about 15
under their belt already."
Throughout the season, the women's softball team grew together
and bonded. Many team members believed that the team was closer
than in previous years. Lafayette mentioned that, "Despite the record,
in my three years that I've played for UD, this was ~he most closely
knit team and I think that will carry over to next year." And the team
has much to look 1forward to fo Jmext season with some stand-out
performances from freshman outfielder Molly Meyer and pitcher Eva
Rappe who performed beyond expectations against tough opponents
in Colgate and UMASS.
Senior leaders Sheena Rothwell and Ellie Malchow both had
outstanding years with ,Rothwell being named to 2nd team All Conference, and Malchow improving tremendously from her previous
seasons. The team believes there are exciting times ahead with five
seniors starting next year which will more than sufficiently fill the
constant need for team leaders.
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RIDE:R

W

2-0

MANHATTAN

W

4 ·3

MISSISSIPPI VALLEY

L

2-3

BUCKNELL

L

2-5

LAFAYETTE

L

B-1 1

YALE:

L

2-7

COLGATE

W

4-2

WRIGHT STATE

L

2·4

HARTFORD

VERM 1Q 1NT
15

El.A¥

20

5-9
□ M9

27

ST. LOU.JS

L

0-4

IUPUI

W

3-2

MASSACHUSETTS

L

2-5

RHODE ISLAND

L

0-B

W

l 1

IUPUf
MASSACHIJJ'SETTS

L

1 1

MOREHEAD STATE

L

MOREHEAD STATE

L

3·4
2-4
2-5

14

ST . ..JOSEPH1S

L

4·5

18

BUTLER

L

2-3

BUTLER

L

□ •4

GEORGE WASHINGTON

w

6-4

22

LA SALLE

w 4-1
w 6-0
w 7·6
w 6-1
w 4-2

LA SALLE

L

1-4

F" □ RDHAM

L

□ -4

FORDHAM

L

□ -6

CHARLOTTE

L

0-9

CHARLO.TTE

L

0·.8

OHIO UNIVERSITY

L

0-8

IPFW
IPFW

IPFt..1·
IPF"U

28

29

Row I: Joe Boneau, Matt Benton, Bobby Simmons, Michael Neuwirth, Cole Tyrell.Jonathan Castine.Jimmy Roesinger, Chris Beesley,
Johan Trinidad

Row 2: Shawn Gizynski, Phil Ernst, Bobby Getty.Joey McSoley, Kyle Lindsay, Cale Ort, Michael Massa, Chris Rubio.Jordan Gaietto
Row 3: Lucas Farden, Michael Deluca, Kevin Miller.Jake Bailosky, Frankie Tedesco, Max Navalinski, Scott Dunwoody.Jose Borges, Ryan
Hill.Justin McManus,Alex Dye
Row4: Sean Finn, Stephen Konsler, Myles Swaruel, Mgr. Trent Wondra, Head Coach TonyVittorio,Assistant Coach Todd Linklater,
Assistant Coach Terry Bell, Matt Speckman, Quinn Haselhorst,Jeff Mercer

DATE
WOFFORD

L

3-4

6

TEMPLE

w

6-3

WOFFORD

L

4-7

a

TEMPLE

L

5-6

FEB. 1 1

WOF"FORD

L

4-1

TEMPLE

L

6-1 2

FEB. 23

HIGH POINT

5-4

10

TOLEDO

HIGH POINT

4-2

13

FORDHAM

w
w

1 1 -7

FEB. 24

w
w

B-4

HIGH POINT

L

5-1

15

FORDHAM

L

2-7

APPALACHIAN STATE

L

2-20

FORDHAM

3-1

APPALACHIAN STATE

L

1 2-1 3

17

BOWLING GREEN

w
w

MAR. 4

APPALACHIAN STATE

L

3-S·

20

CHARLOTTE

L

2-4

MAR. 9

OAKLAND

w

1 5-1 1

21

CHARLOTTE

w

7-1

MAR. 10

OAKLAND

L

4-5

22

CHARLOTTE

L

1-6

MAR. 1 1

OAKLAND

w

3-1

24

WRIGHT STATE

L

4-6

MAR. 14

NOTRE DAME

L

4-1 1

27

MASSACHUSETTS

[_

4-1 2

MAR. 1 5

FLORIDA GULF'. COAST

2-1

2B

MASSACHUSETTS

L

3-4

MAR. 16

NYIT

w
w

30-7

29

MASSACHUSETTS

L

2-4

MAR. 17

NOTR,E DAME

L

2-5

MAY 2

WRIGHT STATE

L

MAR. 21

BUTLER

w

9-B

MAY 4

LA SALLE

L

3-5

MAR. 23

XAVIER

L

3-4

MAY 5

LA SA.LLE

w

5-4

MAR. 24

XAVIER

L

5-6

MAY 6

LA SALLE

L

3-4

MAR. 25

XAVIER

L

5-9

MAY 8

□ HI.O UNIVERSI.TY

L

3-20

MAR. 27

MIAMI (CH)

L

B-9

MAY 1 1

GEORGE WASHINGTON

w

13-4

MAR. 2B

CHIO NORTHERN

5-2

MAY 12

13.EORGE WASHINGTON L

7-1 1

MAR. 30

ST. JOSEPHIS

w
w

6-3

MAY 13

GEORGE WASHINGTON L

6-B

MAR. 31

ST. JOSEPHIS

L

2-3

MAY 15

EASTERN KENTUCKY

1

ST. JOSEPHIS

w

9-2

MAY 17

3

CINCINNAil

L

2-5

N1AY 1B

w

B-6

FEB. 10

MAR. 3

o

o

9-B

w:;,

9-B

ST. LOUIS

L

2-3

ST. LOUIS

L

3-4
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The UD men's rugby team scrimmages
the alumni in a friendly pre-season
match.
Photo by: Julie Jones

The men's rugby team advances down the field.The ir hard work and team
effort contributed to their impressive record for the season.
Photo by: Julie Jones
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by David Blake

T:is

season's Men's Rugby team performed well up to expectations
with a 4-1 record throughout the fall. For the first time, they made the
playoffs, but lost to Bowling Green State University in the first round.
One of their more notable victories came in the 90-0 thrashing of the
Marshall Rugby Club, which is extremely impressive since shutting out
a team in rugby occurs rarely. The sidelines usually turned into a party
between friends, family, and students, providing a welcoming environment
for all who attended.
In an attempt to encourage students to come out for home games, the
M en's Rugby team home games were generally played at Carillon Park,
only minutes from campus, near the river; the Alumni game was played on
Stuart field.
Team bonding was one of the main reasons the University of Dayton
M en's Rugby Club p erformed so well this past season. Individuals on the
team had a nickname, like Flags, Tex, Hollywood, and Jersey, assigned to
them by the rest of the players to aid in team bonding. Finally, the Rugby
team was renowned for its social aspect, with formals held at The Factory
in downtown Dayton and at the rugby house they recently reclaimed at
242 Lowes.
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DATE
S EPT .

16

SC OR E

OP PO N E N T
M IAM I

SEPT.

23

SE P T .

30

□ CT .

14

K ENT STA TE

OCT .

21

M ARS HALL

CI N CI NN A TI
OH I O

w
w

23 - 7

L

1 2 -35

w
w

43- 1 7

3 4 -7

90 - 0
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IGH TIDE
SEASON
by David Blake
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University of Dayton's Women's Rowing team had a fairly short season though they
participated in some very important events. Their first competition this season was the Head
of the Charles Regatta. The Charles Regatta is a world renowned rowing race held yearly at
the end of October, attracting more than 250,000 spectators throughout the weekend during
which 8,000 athletes in more than 1,600 boats row on the Charles river connecting Boston
to Cambridge, Massachusetts. The Lady Flyers finished a very respectable 22nd place from 57
participating teams in 18:08.313, just over a minute outside the top time posted by Yale University.
The Dual Race against the Ohio State Rowing Club in November was a hard fought victory in some very poor Ohio weather. The team won the varsity 8 race and the competition
overall and it was exciting to win over such a great rival.
This season the team was led by seven graduating seniors;Allie Bogenshutz, Katie Butler,
Emily Darin, Meghan Riley, Kate Sanders, Raechelle Smith and Bridget Wood. Their effort and performances really rubbed off on other members of the team, showing younger and
newer members possibilities for the future.
Current Coach, Mike Farrey, was named the women's team's head coach in February of
2005 and led the team to second place at the Atlantic 10 championships in his first season in
charge. He should be pleased with the team's performances over this past season, as well as
with their fitness. The team practiced every day except for Wednesdays, getting up as early
5:30am and starting as late as 6pm. Training mainly consisted of rowing out on the water,
however the athletes also used rowing machines and ran the three miles to and from practice,
weather permitting.

Photo by: Steph Frey

o/ the many graduating seniors /or the year o/ 2007, journeyed through
the dreaded process o/ applying to graduate school to continue her education. People like
Ross, who just can't get enough o/ their majors, go through this course o/ action every year.
Hilary Ross, one

by Hilary Ross

Unfortunately, many don't realize the el/art it takes to achieve careers in the /;elds they love.
Here, Ross shares her personal story:

"I am a people watcher. Human interaction fascinates me; I like to observe how people conduct their daily lives. Early in my undergraduate career, I considered this a fetish. Then, in my
junior year, I discovered sociology.
For me, sociology added meaning to the mystery and chaos of humanity. Instantly, I was
hooked. The next semester, I began work on my honors thesis in sociology, which discussed presentations of transgender individuals in contemporary films. I chose this topic because I wanted to
combine my interest in symbolic interactionism, sex and gender, and media studies.
From working on my thesis, I soon learned that I could make a career out of observing
people. A career in sociology would not be easy because I would have to go to graduate school.
Applying for graduate school was a long and tedious process. First, I had to search for schools that
both interested me and had programs in my area of research. This was no easy task!
As I continued to find potential schools, I began to study for the GRE during the summer.
Although I only wanted to take the test once, I ended up taking it twice because the first time I
was not satisfied with my score. Fortunately, the second time I exceeded all of my expectations.
With the GRE out of the way, I could now focus on filling out applications. I decided to apply to seven schools. Each school had different requirements. I made folders and frantically tried
to keep all of my applications organized and separated.
Finally, on December 1st, I mailed my applications to my seven schools. In February, acceptances and rejections rolled in. I had a lot of hard decisions to make. But now that everything is
done and settled, I am really excited about going to graduate school.
I hope graduate school will help me expand my sociological point of view and solidify my
research approach. Along with my interests in sex and gender, I am also interested in relationships ,
quality of life, and the sociology oflanguage. I have other interests in racial and ethnic studies and
social inequality. Because of my undergraduate major in English, I am also interested in the study
of culture.
Ultimately, however, I hope to become a professor of sociology. I love to learn, and I enjoy
researching. I also love to work with people. I would love to join these interests with a career in
academia."

T~~~
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Elizabeth A. Abezetian

Ada! A. Abonamah

Ashley L. Adams

Laura A. Adducci

Chiron D. Alderman

Benjamin J. Alge

Kimberly D. Allen

Lindsay D. Ammons

Keith D. Anderle

Melissa T. Apmann

Nicole A. Arce

Courtney E. Baker

Jama R. Baldwin

Michelle D. Barkley

Lauren M. Barney

Matthew W Barney

Hillary W Barter

Erin E. Bauer

Troy A . Bawolek

Sheila A. Beale

Stephanie J. Benes

Jessica L. Bennett

Renee Berlon

Elise R. Bertke

Jonathan D. Bettle

William J. Bittner

Dana M. Bohman

Jessica L. Bohne

Marissa Bond

Jeannette M. Bonomo

Rachel F. Bozeman

Leigh A. Bradford

Catherine Brady

Justin W. Brammer

Josh A. Brandon

David M. Brewer

Megan M. Brockman

Robert J. Brodrick

Nicole S. Brooks

Nathan T. Browell

Kaitlin A. Brown

Adam G. Bucktnan

Bradley P. Buelow

Kristin E. Bull

Sherry Bullock

Laura A. Burns

Chad A. Burton

Meli ssa L. Bush
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Mary V. Bytnar

Rex H . Cabrera

Lauren P. Caggiano

Shannon Calcatera

Jennifer K. Campbell

Scott R. Campbell

Jason P. Capone

Quintin M. Cappelle

Abra E. Carne

Kelly A. Carter

Laura E. Cary

Julianne N. Castrataro

Ashley A. Cecil

Caitlin W Chalker

Alyssa S. Cherrington

Tiffanie M. Chow

Amy E. Cibor

Jennifer K. Colette

Amanda M. Conlon

Eric R. Contreras

Alex E . Cook

Michael B . Cooper

Jacqueline M. Corrigan

John B. Creekpaum
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John Paul V. Cresencia

Melinda R . Crum

Megan E. Curley

Rachel E. D' Amico

Micella A. Davis

Amberle R. Debois

Caroline E. Deneen

Eric M. Dinnen

Chelsea D. Diorio

Gretchen M. Distelrath

Patrick M. Dmytriw

Jacqueline N. Dover

Mallory M. Dover

Ryan C. Dugan

Rebecca V. Dunn

Melissa A. Durst

Christopher T. Dvorak

Ashley M. Dwyer

Karen A. Eckberg

Michelle C. Edwards

Danielle N. Elam

Laura P. Englehart

Jacquelyn S. Erbacher

Danielle N. Ermis
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Lindsay A. Essi

Ashlee A. Everman

Regina A. Fabbroni

Meagan M. Fadely

Christopher C. Farnsworth

Marissa L. Finocchiaro

Charles M. Fisher

Erin P. Fisher

Sarah Flaule

Patrick A. Fleck

Sara M. Fledderjohn

Brigitte M. Fontaine

Joshua A. Fortman

Katie L. Fortman

Laura B. Fowler

Steven T. Franz

Jenna M. Freeman

Stephanie C. Frey

Nicole A. Fritzsch

Elizabeth J. Fulnecky

Jordan M. Gaietto

Rebecca C . Gallagher

Gina L. Garcia

Kristen E. Gerpe

Robert T. Getty

AlexanderW. Giffen

James R . Gilroy

Kimberly S. Gindling

Emily A. Gluth

Jonathan R. Gobreski

Melanie M. Goines

Angela N. Gonzalez

Tyre Y. Goodwin

Molly Gotschall

Georgina L. Grant

Aaron P. Gray

Thomas A. Greco

Lindsey K . Greuter

Lauren E. Griesbaum

Tyler E. Griesenbrock

Quelynn Ja Griffin

Chelsea S. Grozenski

Colleen M. Guiltinan

John H . Gunther

Elisabeth R . Habegger

Jeffrey A. Hairston

Katrina M. Hamilton

Laura K. Hampton
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Emily A. Hanson

Mary Anne Harasim

Timothy A . Harbage

Elizabeth M. Hark

Nicole E . Hartley

Emily M. Hathaway

Janelle R. Hayes

Allison P. Hearns

Stephanie L. Heller

Jenny Hellman

Kristina L. Hellwig

Jessica M. Henkaline

Elizabeth A. Hente

Brigid L. Higgins

Anthony W. Hill

Kristen M. Hill

Allison C . Hillerich

Dana J. Hirsch

Sarah E. Hoehn

Nicholas A. Hoffman

Kurt P. Holloway

Steven M . Howell

Christopher C. Hoying

Matthew J . Hoying

Ryan J . Hughes

Kelly M. Hunt

Gregory A. Hurr

AndrewT. Huth

Jonathan M. Huth

Dustin F. Intihar

Maura Ireland

Craig J. Irwin

Michael T. lvcic

Brian T. Jackett

Cynthia N. Jackson

Johnathan M. Jackson

Bernadette M. Jamieson

Theresa J. Janchar

Alicia A. Jansen

Jennifer J. Johnson

Julie R. Jones

Katherine E.Joseph

Paul E . Julian

Allison E. Kantner

Christopher J. Kastner

Nayla M. Kawerk

Mary K. Kearney

Kevin D. Keller
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First year: Lauren Wideburg, Kate Klein, Lauren Miller,
Danielle Mungenast

Senior year: Lauren Miller, Danielle Mungenast, Lauren
Wideburg, Kate Klein

First year: Erin Fisher, Chrissy Shanks, Ella Coleman,
Laura Cary, Liz Coyle

Senior year: Ella Coleman, Chrissy Shanks, Laura
Cary, Erin Fisher, Liz Coyle

Photo By: Katy Koran
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by Steph Frey

Iwill miss the forced closeness of the dorm rooms.

I wil~ miss the landscaping between St. Mary's and
the chapel. I will miss Stuart Hill, Serenity Pines, and the echo spot in front of the chapel. I will miss
cafeteria food, most notably the KU reubens. I will miss the Write Place. I will miss advisor meetings,
screaming for Notes to hurry up and load, and Flyer News. I will miss my friends. I will miss my acquaintances. I will miss the people who had no idea who I was, but still smiled at me when they walked
by. I will miss Health Center cough drops, student neighborhood houses, and CAB events. I will miss
UD.
I will admit that in high school, when I was looking for prospective colleges, the University of Dayton
was not my first choice. I don't remember what I wrote about for the admittance essay, but I probably did
not spend on it what my mother would have deemed an "adequate amount of time." My boyfriend at the
time was planning on attending Miami Oxford. It's sad to say, but I completely used that factor to make
my own plans for college. It's even sadder to say that those plans did not immediately include UD.
Today, I still don't know whether I should thank Fate, God, or Miami Oxford for forcing me down
the right path. When I found out I'd been placed on Miami's wait list, and would probably be there until
late 2003, I was obligated to consider my secondary options. These included the University of Dayton and
Eastern Kentucky University.
I went on follow-up visits to each of the schools. It was no contest.
As a senior, I can truthfully say I have never been happier going to school. UD was a perfect stepping
stone for me from the safety of high school to real, full-fledged adulthood. The classes opened my mind
considerably, and I am now proud to say that I will no longer be letting a boyfriend's plans (or anyone
else's, for that matter) completely control my own endeavors and dreams. UD gave me the best sense of
self I could have ever asked for. I have so much more confidence and assurance today than I did four years
ago. I have my professors and the UD staff to thank for that.
I don't really know why the University and I fit so well. My mother now swears I was born to go to
college. This is probably one of the reasons I will be so reluctant to graduate. But one of the other positive (subtler) things about our University is that it allows students to realize when their time is up. I know
I will be upset in May when I must leave all of my friends and the beautiful campus, and the reality of my
final graduation sets in; but I also know that I truly feel ready to move on. I want to show the world (or
at least the tri-state area) my newfound sense of self: the self that was shaped by, and continues to flourish
because of, UD.
GO FLYERS! 2007!
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As soon as we enter college, we get pressure from all sides about what we are going to do with our lives a/ter gradu ation-and no one knew this anxiety better than seniors. From going through the communications modules to trips
to Career Services, to even taking classes and attending seminars about life a/ter college, seniors spent the majority o/
their last year at UD preparing /or what might await them a/ter they've secured their diploma and packed up the last
o/ their Ghetto house. They all knew the stresses o/ planning, and they all knew the /ear o/ that unexpected rejection.
But all hope is not lost: these lucky seniors are just a /ew examples of those who secured a stake in the legendary real
world.

&,uc,e ~
Economics/ M arketing/Spa nish major
"I have been fortunate enough to obtain a job upon
graduation working for GE Money. The reason I say 'fortunate' is because I don't have to go through the stress and uncertainty that I see with a lot of other classmates. Now that I
have a job, it's a lot more relaxing going to class without the
pressure riding on whether or not you get straight A's that
semester.
During the past three summers I interned with GE doing marketing and sales, and last summer Human Resources
informed all the senior interns about something called the
Commercial Leadership Program. I applied, flew to Connecticut for an interview, and got the position along with
two other UD students: Tiffanie Chow and Matthew Wolski.
What's exciting about this position is that I will rotate
posttions after six months in a different city and part of the _
business so I can learn more about how the business units interact. After the year is up, I will get a permanent job somewhere within GE.
I'm really excited to start since GE is such as well- respected company, and I am especially excited to move to different parts of the country. However, I am doing everything I
can to enjoy my last year with my friends at UD."

~
Fi nance/ Accounting major

~a«lt4

" I really wanted to get a job before Christmas so I
wouldn't have to worry about it second semester; so I
gave my resume to many different companies at Meet the
Firms and the Career Fair in the fall. Fifth Third, one of
the companies from Meet the Firms, eventually contacted
me and I did a basic phone interview. Then, a few weeks
later, I attended their Pre-Night to gain more information
on Fifth Third in general and their available positions. A
few days later, I had an interview at Career Services.
I prepared a lot for the interview by making up
sample questions similar to other questions I have had in
other interviews, and by researching Fifth Third as best
I could. Thankfully, I got a job offer about a week after
my interview at Career Services, and I went down to
the Fifth Third office a few weeks later. By doing this,
I was able to get a feel for the office, I met people, and I
learned more about what I would be doing. I accepted
their offer about a month later. I was going through
other interviews, but I was just really impressed with Fifth
Third overall. I knew I would be happy as a Staff Financial Auditor. I also wanted to be back in Cincinnati after
graduation because it's where I'm from .
I'm really excited to start with Fifth Third. It'll be
nice to actually apply all that I've learned and to get a
paycheck, even though I am going to miss UD and my
friends a lot."

~e~
V isual Co mm u n ication Des ig n m ajo r
"Very few seniors are counting down the days to graduation with anticipation. The
dreaded "G" word is enough to make many students cringe. The event itself isn't intimidating, but the unknown that follows is a far-from-pleasant fear lingering in the back of many
seniors' minds. I'm no exception. Donning a cap and gown on May 6th means moving
away from friends, saying goodbye to my home for the past four years and entering "the
real world." But there is one stressful part of graduating that I've been fortunate enough to
bypass: the job search.
Towards the end of my junior year I was scrambling for a summer graphic design internship back home in Bloomfield, Michigan. I sent resumes to several businesses before getting an interview at a marketing company in nearby Birmingham, MI, Brogan & Partners
Convergence Marketing. I spent weeks reworking projects that I'd created over the years
hoping to make the best impression possible. I interviewed with the company's creative
director, Laurie Hix, and was immediately impressed by the overall atmosphere at Brogan. I
was introduced to people working in all different areas of advertising and given a tour of the
office, a newly renovated three-story Victorian mansion.
Despite my initial nervousness, the interview went well. I wasn't convinced that the job
was mine, but I hoped for the best and returned to school still waiting to hear back from
them. After several weeks of anticipation, I received a call from Laurie halfway into Dayton
to Daytona week. Brogan wanted to hire me as their full-time creative intern for the summer of 2006. I was ecstatic. I returned home a few days later and started work the following
week.
My internship at Brogan was a thoroughly positive experience. Starting out as an intern, I worked diligently to prove myself as a designer. I made new friends and was fortunate enough to witness the unique way in which Marcie, Brogan's CEO, runs her company.
Her employees work hard, but not without rewards. Monday manicures for all employees, a
yea~ly "mystery trip" to an undisclosed out-of-state location and numerous other activities
made going to work everyday fun. As the summer came to an end, Laurie informed me that
Brogan planned to make me a job offer before graduation. In November she called me to
make the offer official and to setup a time for me to stop by over my Christmas break. I met
with Maria, the woman in charge of Human Resources, about my benefits and the details
of my job contract. I signed and sent in the necessary paperwork and in February I joined
my future coworkers on this year's Brogan Mystery Trip to Washington D.C. I'm anxiously
awaiting my start date in June as Brogan and Partner's Junior Art Director.
I attribute my early job offer to being in the right place at the right time. Had I contacted Brogan even a week later I might have never been hired. My parents were also crucial motivators in my pre-summer job search. I consider myself very lucky to have found a
company that shares my enthusiasm for creativity and doesn't underestimate the importance
of an enjoyable work environment. I'm going to miss UD next year, but fortunately my new
office building has a porch, too."

Michele A . Kelley

Edward J. Kelly

Kacey C. Kelly

Michael A. Kidston

Mark A. Kierna

William B. Kimball

Matthew T. Klapheke

Jennifer M. Klemenc

Christopher M . Kniese

Katie Koblenzer

Gregory C. Kolber

Candice L. Komorowski

Kathryn A. Koran

Kevin J. Kosmac

Kyle E. Kovacs

Jon R. Koval

Christopher G. Kozak

Emily L. Krane

David A. Krivonak

Stacie L. Kromenacker

Erin N. Kuchenbecker

Kristy L. Kuester

Michelle J. Kushlis

Cristina M . Lageman

Jason R. Lahara

John M . Lascola

Tiffany N. Latta

Eric R. Leber

James M. Leblanc

Allison M. ceverenz

Ana E . Levy

Amy E . Lieble

Meghan A. Lindenberger

Michael B. Little

Scott A . Loiselle

Kelly Lombardo

Dekontee E . Lombel

Kathryn V. Lopez

Jennifer A. Lowe

Daniel W. Luckett

Jacqueline R . Luehrs

Mary G . Lynch

Joseph M. M adich

Christopher R. Mady d a

Karen M . M ahaney

Mary E . Malchow

Cora M. Malm

Nicholas A. Mancini

Steven R. Marcel

Renata C . Marchione

Thomas P. Marlowe

Derrick C. Maschoff

Michael J. Massa

Jacquelyn M . Matia

Colleen M. Maxwell

Kevin L. Mayer

Emily N . Maynard

Shannon L. McCann

Jillian E. McCarty

Mary E . McClure

Kyle P. McCormick

Zachary F. McCune

Whitney S. McDaniel

Thomas P. McDonald

Erin M. McFadden

Sarah E. McGillem

Bridget E. Mcllwee

Megan K. ]\1cNichols

Erin G . McQuade

Rachel E. Medovich

Elizabeth E. Meehl

Danielle C. Meinhardt
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Katelyn M. Mellion

Gina F. Mengarelli

Beth A. Meo

Josue I. Mercedes

Andrew P. Meyer

Elise M. Meyer

Erin E. Meyer

Phillip G. Meyrose

Brad J. Michaels

Justin C. Mieczkowski

Andrew C. Miller

Caroline R. Miller

Emily R. Miller

Stacy A. Miller

Terri J. Montes

Anne K. Moore

Gabriel P. Moorman

Erin A. Moosbrugger

Christine M. Morgenthaler

Kristine E. Morris

Ross W. Mroczek

Andrew S. Murphy

Kevin D. Nameth

Andrew S. Navolio

Stephanie M. Norton

Jon R. Novotney

Meredith A. Nowicke

Katie M. Nudo

Daniel J. O'Connor

Thomas J. Odle

Anne M. Pecoraro

Bryan M. Pelley

Christopher Pesce

Kimberly A. Petrucci

Haquyen T. Pham

Christopher M. Phelan

Megan E. Pickard

Alison R. Pleiman

Sarah E. Poe

Nathan M. Poeschl

Kimberly M. Poole

Alfredo J. Pratts

Patricia L. Price

Jonathan M. Priganc

Emily A. Puchala

Kevin R. Pulsfort

Christine L. Quilter

Meghan C. Quinn
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Stephen M. Quinn

Timothy K. Quirin

Mark P. Radel,Jr.

Jonathan T. Radwan

Hollie N. Rawl

Scott L. Reichley

Tiffany M. Rhodes

Emily E. Richardson

Colleen B. Rickner

Laura C. Riemar

Stephen A. Riggins

Sarah E. Rini

Courtney E. Robertson

Nicole S. Roe

Kristen G. Rogers

Hilary J. Ross

Craig A. Rossi

Courtney B. Roth

Sheena M. Rothwell

Kevin J. Rotz

Elliott M. Rusk

Leigh E. Rusk

Christian J. Ryan

Dominique E. Ryan

Libby A. Ryan

Erin E . Safran

Matthew A. Saggio

Maria L. Saliba

Brad M. Samblanet

Ashley K. Sarfaty

Karen E . Sarmir

Kristina M. Scapin

Elizabeth C. Schacht

Jason M. Schafer

John E. Schafer

Marianne K. Scheibert

Susan L. Scheidler

Timothy R. Schenkel

Nathan R. Schiele

Michelle L. Schmidt

Lauren M. Schneider

Brian R. Schultek

Kelly E . Schultz

Andrew J. Schulze

Amy M. Schwarb

Danielle R . Schwartz

Katherine M. Schumacher Megan M. Schumacher

Jonathan S. Scott

Jonathan M. Scrimenti

Kristina M. Seago

Rachel M . Seesan

Michael J. Sellick

Ashley A. Senderak

David J. Senkier

Jonathan P. Sevchek

Stephanie L. Sheavly

Megan E. Shoda

Megan L. Shuba

Katherine A. Siefker

Samuel R. Skubak

Christopher J. Slonieski

Raechelle A. Smith

Karalyn M. Snider

Carla M. Soto

Jennifer N . St. Pierre

Daniel C. Stanley

Reynaldo A. Stargell

Shannon M. Simpson

Holly L. Snyder

J. Michael

Sirochman

Dana R. Sorin
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By: Jackie Corrigan
The date was Sunday,July 16th of the year 2000
when I met the most handsome man I had ever seen at
a summer camp called "Biology Busters" at Kent State.
I went to this summer camp not expecting to meet
anyone cool (let alone fall head over heels for a boy),
but that is exactly what I did. After knowing Taylor for
only five days, I felt like half of me was missing when I
left him. Since I was from Cleveland and he was from
Dayton, our relationship was long-distance. About two
months after camp, Taylor drove up to visit me, and it
was then that we had our very first kiss. With the distance and our strong feelings for one another, the kiss
was one oflove and perfection.
I guess you could say from that point on the rest
was history. After three years of long-distance and
lengthy drives to and from each other's houses, we both
ended up at the same college, the University of Dayton.
Because Taylor is from the Dayton area and one year older than I am, he always jokes that I followed him to Dayton; we like
to say that it was in God's plans all along. Many people think we planned to go here together, but we didn't . .. well, maybe
just a little.
We started talking about marriage my junior year of college and decided that sometime after I graduated (because Taylor
graduated in 2006) that we would finally tie the knot. That December, Taylor started constantly talking about how we
needed to go back and visit Kent State over the Easter break. It seemed like every other day he was reminding me of it and
making sure the plans were still a go. After about the twentieth time he mentioned it to me, I knew Taylor was going to ask
me to marry him. Taylor loves surprising me, so I made sure to not let him on to the fact that I knew what was happening. After a day of hiking, Taylor took me to an overlook where you could see all of the metro parks below us . Then he got
down on one knee and asked me to marry him. It was the single most romantic moment of my life. This June, I am marrying my soulmate!

Believe it or not, its quite common: Some seniors plan on marriage be/ore they graduate.
Now, you're invited! Its said that every great romance has a great story behind it. Jackie
Corrigan and Bric Dinnen would each like to share with you their own love stories: how they
met, /eel in love with, and plan to marry their sweethearts.

By Eric Dinnen
I am in Army ROTC, and my sophomore year, we
helped first-years move into their residence halls with
golf carts. After helping various people throughout the
morning, I began picking people up in the parking
lot rather than going to pick people up by the Health
Center. I figured this would be easier for those people
walking in the parking lot trying to get to the Health
Center (but maybe not for the people already waiting
in line at the Health Center!). As I was riding along
on the golf cart, I had a dad ask me for help with all of
his daughter's stuff While we were driving back to his
car, the daughter,Janet D'Souza, started waving in our
direction; naturally, being the kind, community-driven
UD student that I am, I waved back. We pulled over to
where she was standing, and Janet's dad hopped out to
let her sit down next to me while we drove back to the
car. To this day, she claims she was waving to her dad,
but I think we all know to whom she was really waving.
We drove her things to the dorm, and I invited her to
a party out in the Ghetto. We have been together ever
since. Is that fate?
Now, we are planning to get married between her
fall and winter semester in '07. This should line up with
the time in between my training and getting to my first
duty station (where we 're going to live). We are planning
to get married in Chicago, IL but unfortunately, we can't
plan much until I know where and when I am going.

Tazjuan M. Starr

Tracy S. Staudigel

Amy M. Steinlage

Ryan P. Stewart

Shannon B. Stewart

Katie L. Stirnkorb

Kristen L. Storer

Kristi L. Stradtman

Andrew Susco

Katie N. Telecsan

Ashley L. Testerman

Meghan M. Theodore

John M. Thomas

Matthew A. Thomas

Mercedes C. Thompson

Melissa A. Tierney

Megan E. Timmers

Robert D. Timpone

Kymberly L. Tindall

Brian M. Torpey

Adriana Torres

Elizabeth A . Tracy

Brian E. Trafis

Elizabeth A. Trouten

J
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Amanda M. Troy

Amanda L. Tucker

Elizabeth B. Tucker

Brian M. Turk

Anna M . Tusim

Adam D. Uhlenhake

Leslie M. Valentin

Courtney A. Varvel

Paula S. Veihdeffer

Gregory D . Vescovo

Dayna M. Vivacqua

Ashley M. Wagner

Kevin Q. Walsh

Colby M. Walters

Amanda E. Walz

Thomas M. Wargo

Christine F. Wassler

Timothy R . Watson

Sarah M. Wdowiak

Katherine A. Weathers

Lindsey E. Weaver

Russell A. Wenning

Andrew C. Wetta

Suzanne M. Whelan

I
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Lauren M. Wideburg

Stephen J. Wilk

Christopher J. Winchell Katherine L. Wittenberg

Michael R . Willmann

Bryan M . Wilson

Bridget L. Wood

Allison D. Woods

Kevin J. Wright

Christine M. Yakir

Melissa L. Zawadzki

Brandon W. Zimmerman

Lauren N. Zimmerman
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Photo by: Steph Frey
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By Steph Frey
Tulle, tiaras, tuxedos, and Timberlake songs-all the makings for a nostalgic night were present at UD's 2007 Senior
Prom, sponsored by the Student Government Association.
The prom was held in KU Greenspace under a magnificent
white tent on April 28th. The party started at 9:00 p.m. and
didn't stop till midnight. Tickets cost $5 per person ($10 per
couple). With the purchase of a ticket, each senior was entitled to two free drink tickets, free food, and access to what
soon became a very slippery dance floor.
Getting into prom was the hardest part of the evening,
despite the many predicted worries about hair and makeup.
By 9:30 p.m., the line to get into prom stretched from the
entrance of the tent to the back of Founders Hall. While
police checked each student's ID with a flashlight to ensure
there were no crashers, members of SGA slapped lime green
wristbands on the seniors to confirm that each student was
of age.
Students were ready to rock by the time they entered
the tent, and the most crowded area soon became the dance
floor. The DJ put on a great light show for the seniors who
shook their stuff on the dance floor. Neon green, blue,
and red lights danced across many smiling faces. Whether
seniors got down and dirty or just cut loose, there were no
complaints as songs like "Sexy Back," "What's Your Fantasy,"
"This is Why I'm Hot," "Save a Horse, Ride a Cowboy," "All
My Life," "Call on Me," and "Walk It Out" filled the tent
with sound. "The Cha Cha Slide" was another great hit for
seniors reliving past prom nights. The only time the music
stopped was at the announcement of the prom kings and
queens; excited whooping and cheering replaced it.
The 2007 Senior Prom was a fantastic way to end the
year, especially for those who were graduating. By jumping, dancing, eating, and drinking together, seniors could
strengthen the bonds they had made with each other during
the past four years; they celebrated their success as students,
and as people.
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Dan,
Whether sporty
or
Studious,
You'll always be our
Favorite
Guy!
We love you so much
And
We're so proud of you ...

Love,
Mom, Dad, Kelly and Cailin

Dan Marino

The tradition lives on!
"Our Jersey boy at Dayton!"

o een Marie Maxwe
We were so proud of you on your first day
of Kindergarten!
Now, as a college graduate, we are proud
of the wonderful young woman you
have become!

Congratulations on the best four years

our passion to succeed will always serve you well.
We are very proud of you!
Love, Dad ('74), Mom ('76). Allison and Kevin

of your life!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Kara & Bridget
Colleen Maxwell

James Gilroy III

To our son with love & pride:
Daniel, you have truly made the most of every
minute you have spent in college. No words can
tell you how very proud we are of your
overwhelming success. You are an incredible
person!
Love,
Mom&Dad

Stacie Kromenacker

Daniel Ptak

Cm1g1•atulatim1s ,Ht a jllb "rell
chute. 1'111 s,, 111•,nul lli )'llll!
lie lta1111y i11 all tltat y,n1 dll.
J,,nre,
~la11ti

Tiffany Latta

Congratulations
Adam!
Gongralulalions Meredilhl
e are so proud of y oul
May (iod bless you always!
ilh much love,
Morn, 'Dad, and Jimmy

Adam Uhlenhake

Congratulations Alyssa Cherrington!
"Our wish for you is that this life becomes all that you want it to,
Your dreams stay big, and your worries stay small?'
We know you will make this world a better place.

LOVE,

Mom, Dad & Autumn

Congr atulati ons Deares t Adal

We Are So Proud Of You!
With All Our Love
Love,
,
Dad, Moni, Ahined , Mariai n and
Yusef

Adal Abonamah
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Con9,atulation1 n,ian !
We a,e ,o p,oud of you and
wi,h you a 9,eat futu,e. We
love you ve,y much.
God ble,, you.
Dad. mom. David. n,othe,
Ja,on

Brian Jackett

Dear Eric,
We are so very proud of you and proud of
your accomplishments at UD! It has been
our honor to have watched you grow over
these past years at UD into a confident,
ethical and resourceful young man. We
know your future holds great promise!
Congratulations and God Bless you always!

Hope You Had the Time of Your Lives!
Class of 2007

Love, Mom and Dad

Eric Richard Leber

Quintin, Kevin, Bryan, Jon, Pat & Chris

Co N6RfITULfITIO N~
JOHN!

John Tokarz

Michelle.
It has been a ioY watchini! You live
from daY one! From Pre-school throui!h
hii!h school YOU tackled cha/lenE!es with
a haPPY face and a E!reat attitude. YoLNe
been blessed with a PlaYful sPirit. a
sense of humor and a "dorrt worrY' kind
of outlook.
We believe that Dal/ton has continued to E!row you into what you are now.
a youni! teacher with SO much to E!ive
your students and others around You.
Not only have you kept those traits that
make You "Michelle." bui a E!entleness
and Patience have emeri!ed which will
make you a FABULOUS teacher.
Dom ever fori!et that God made
YOU what YOU are. He loves YOU more
than we do (how can that be?J. He has
blessed us with you and for that we are
forever E!rateful.
BSBS
Love. Mom and Dad XOXOXOXOX
Michelle Nagle
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Dear,est Emily~
he family is so pro11d of yo11r academic
ccomplishm,ents and so happy for the
onds yo11 have made at lID® We wish
011 the best mthls filrst year of filmdlmg
011rsell mthe working world® We lrnlow
hat yo11r strength of character wHl
elp you s11cceed®
®SL So gladl that Dec,embeir was wairm
nd that ,everything 1rn1t in the van and

(O)w

i

11ch JLove,
om and Dad~ Davht Andrew~ and
Emily A. Hanson

Congra tulatio n~
Dave!
We are so very proud of our
most amazing Viking son.
We love you,
Mom and Dad
John David Ronning

COWG-RATU LATIOWS
TIMOT){Yt

Timothy A. Harbage

WE DROPPED YOU OFF FOUR YEARS AGO,
KNOWING YOU HAD A LONG WAY TO GROW.

Now

FOUR YEARS HAVE BREEZED ON BY,
AND WE'RE TRYING HARD NOT CRY.

FROM STUART TO MARYCREST, FROM "THE
WOODY" TO LOWES,
FOUR GREAT YEARS WITH HIGH'S AND LOW'S.
CHERISH YOUR MEMORIES, EMBRACE YOUR FUTURE,
AND JUST REMEMBER, NO MORE SUTURES.
FOUR GREAT YEARS AND MANY MORE TO COME,
ALWAYS REMEMBER WHAT A GREAT FLYER
YOU'VE BECOME.
WE'RE INCREblBLY PROUD OF ALL YOU'VE
DONE,
AND YET WE KNOW, YOU'VE JUST BEGUN.
~,we,

Z'ad, ~ ,

e~,

?/(de,, ad

Zite

1

j
David Senkier

Coll1lgmtll.llllatiioll1ls Oll1l a jolb wdll dlone All'e yoll.ll ll.ll]P to 111liill1le lholles?
Love Dadl, Mom, E ll'k

.

& Emiilly

<Pat, we are so proud ofyou!
We [ove you.
9dom, <Dad+ <Jim
Patrick Weale

CONGRATULAT IONS BETH
MEO!
You HAVE DONE AN
AWESOME JOB, AS
ALWAYS.
WE ARE SO PROUD OF
YOU!

Brad Buelow

Whatever you wish for the future,
Wherever your dreams may lead,
May you nnd that they bring you happiness,
And the courage to succeed!
Congratulations Justin!
We are very proud of you!
Love,
Mom, Dad
Jonathan, Nicholas, Allison

MOM+DAD

Beth Meo

Justin William Brammer

Kate Mellion

Streneth • Determination • Charatter

The possibilities are endless ...

Kate Mellion
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tJttlltl r11 fll 1411 fittllfli
K.e,Ti11 K.11M11rMki
Ltt,Te,
titt111, lt11tl + 11 11fri~k

Kevin Kasarski

Loads of Luck
Love
Happiness
+

Success
as you begin to
pursure your dreams
and embark on your
lifelong endeavors.
Love
Forever

Mom
Dad
Larissa

Alicia Ann Tomasulo
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CONG RATUL ATION S

John Creekpau m
Humor
Kindness
Courage of Faith
These are among the special
qualities
God has given you to share
with everyone you meet
in everythin g you pursure.
2 Timothy 1:6-7
We love you, John,
and are so proud of you!

Mom, Dad, Stephanie
Grandpa Jack
Grandpa Norman &
Grandma Betty
John Creekpaum
2 94

Ryan Dugan
The past four years have
gone by in a "flash~"
Thanks for the memories!
Love youMom and Dad

Ryan Dugan

Scott Louis Reichley
it lies before you now ...
The untrod path, the unopened door,
the mountain peak, the broad blue heavens.
We challenge you.

Courtney,
Keep on Smiling! We are
so proud of you. Be good.
Be safe. Be happy. We
love you! Love Mom, Dad,
Lindsay and Christopher

Walk the path.
Open the door.
Climb the mountain heights.
The sky is the limit.
Let God be your guide and hang tough.
Follow your dreams with determination.
When you find yourself inundated with
choices,
don't be afraid.
Be wise.
Choose God's way - choose excellence.
Our prayers are with you.
We love you very much,
Mom, Stephen and Grandma
Scott Louis Reichley

Courtney Roth
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Dear Erik, ·
It has given us greatJo~ watching ~ou thrive at UD.' Yo ur a mbitions, passion, a nd a~compl ishments have amazed ~s . We wait
with great anticipat ion tor what the
future has in store tor ~ou.
We are so proud ot ~ou!
1

Congratulations to our favorite
shutterbu g

Love alwa~s,
Mom and Dad

Love, Mom, Dad, Karen, Joe,
Scott, Jason, Julian a, Nick, and
Josie
Julie Renee Jones

Erik Elam

ALLISON ,

MAY ALL YOUR TOMORR OWS
BE HAPPY,
AND MAY ALL YOUR DREAMS
COME TRUE!

HAPPY GRADUA TION
Kristen You did your best,
Thought for yourself,
And always did a little bit extra!
We are so proud of you and all your accomplishm ents!
We love you,
Mom, Dad, Steph, Lauren and Emily
Kristen Hill

LOVE,
MOM, DAD, MICHAE L, CHRISTOHER

+ AMY

Allison Kanter

To: Sara rledderjohn •07
We are ,o proud of you.
Your hard work.
Your 9rowth.
Your new knowled9e.
Your deci,ion maldn9.
Your confidence.
Your maturity.
Your lovin9 heart.
And
Your wonderful future.
Your four year, at
The Univer,ity of Dayton
Ha, made you. you!
We love you.
mom and Dad

Sara Flanderjohn

"Nothing great was ever achieved
without enthusiasm." - R. W. Emerson

Missy Apmann

Colby Walters
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Kimberly
"Just Think, you are here not by chance
but by God's Choosing. His hand formed
you and made you the person you are. He
compares you to no one else. You are one
of a kind, you lack nothing that His Grace
can't give you. He has allowed you to be
here at this time in history to fulfill His
special purpose for this generation" - Roy
Lessin
You will always be my precious ... my girl. ..
and Daddy's Pooh Bear.
Love you soo much,
Mom XO

Kimberly Sue Gindling

Steve,
Well it s been quite an adventure so / ar and
th e time has come /or you to embark on the
rest

o/ your journey.

You have worked very

hard (while still managing to have a little
/uni) and we are all proud

o/ the man you

,....,...,,,,.,=.,.,,......,,,,....,,.,,,,..,."""':::,-,:--:-.:-.:---::----:------, have become and the accomplishments you
have achieved. From the time you were little,
-you have always been compassionate and
concerned /or others and our world, and you
have chosen a career that will help make a
difference in many peoples lives. We wish
you continued success, much love, happiness, and good health as you start this new
chapter

o/ your 1,/e.

You are forever in our

hearts.

May you be poor in misfortune,
Rich in blessings,
Slow to make enemies,

With much love,

Quick to make friends .

Mom, Dad, Jeff, Heidi and Shelly

But rich or poor, quick or slow,
May you know nothing
but happiness,
From this day forward.

Steve Franz

we vive so -prnl,(,ol to vivive

t)OI,(,

vis vi

olvil,(,gvitev.

yo[,(, vive tvie best olvil,(,gvitev v!V\.ol s~stev vi fvill\,{,~Lti col,(,Lol evev WvlV\.t.

Love,Jvill\,{,es, MegviV\,, Moll\,{,, oL~vev,
vi V\.ol D vi ol

Katherine Dougherty
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Congratulations, Liz!
We are so proud of you and
all that you have accomplished. May all your hopes
and dreams come true. Believe, dream and continue to
strive fo the best. You are a
truly wonderful person.
We love you,
Mom, Dad, Meghan & Jen

Elizabeth Tracy

Dear Son,
Congratulations, we celebrate the man
you have become with love, pride and
respect. Your accomplishments during
~ the five year journey are the result of
your continued generosity, dedication,
· faithfulness and leadership. May God
bless you and your UD family. Follow
your dreams as you start the next chapter in your life. We wish you health,
happiness and success.
All our love, Dad, Mom and Dan
Psalm ng:g. Philippians 4:13 and
Proverbs 3:6-9
Johnathan Jackson
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Amanda and Elizabeth
You have become such terrific young women and
we are very proud of your accomplishments. May
God bless you with happiness, fulfillment, love
and laughter.
All of our love,
Dad, Mom and Maggie

Amanda + Elizabeth Tucker
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e8rt$J'WulWi8rtc! f!.:f8Ul' VtT:f
geoial aohieve1ne· ~
t,VtT:}8rttt ilJT8Us f!.:f8Ul' c!Uooe·33t

t(Ove·, ~(Om + ~as
B.rtsJthe.e-r'j51i11_/amil:f
P.S. We thought you might be embarrassed by the fu ll page but we ~id it
anyway! Good Job!!!

Ronald Andrew Hensley
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(!)ear Jen,
}ls you graauate from V<D, your career
as a caring atuf energetic teacner 6egins. 'We are so proud ofyour
tiara worftana accompfufiments. Continue to foffow your tfreams atuf 6e[ieve in yourself.
Congratufations !
Love,

:M.om atuf<Daa

Jennifer St. Pierre

·•••·•·••·r
H•P•ll•••••••••••••d

•••••••Ir
1... ···••1 ■1 .....
■11..1■ ••..

Congratu lations on four great
years at UD. You have had lots
of fun (Excluding the broken AR
thing) and have still managed
to keep your grades up, we are
very proud of you and we love
you very much. Continue to be
the wonderful person you are
and you will go far.

••••••11■•

••• ..••• •••k.

Love,
Mom, Dad and Sarah
Shannon Marie Simpson

Manuel Carro

Cofl4-R:,A----T UL,A----TIOti-S, ~µ[D;J. W+t-0 1//O ULD fl--,A-1/E KNOv/N T+l--,A----T YOU
J/ER'.E DEST INEL> TO w'E,AE'.' ,A--+!-~ +l--,A----T FR:OM T+l--E BEc'i·INNJfl4-. WE

1

1,-RE :5-0 PR:OUD OF YOU,

LoVE,
iVloM, DAD, ,4:l-soN,P +J-L -AUD l..,AiREN

\
Amanda Troy
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Julie Jones and Steph Frey

Katy Koran

Jaimie Guerra

Nayla Kawerk

Congrats to all the seniors who made this book possible.
Not Pictured: Erin Fisher

Staff Seniors
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\

Congratulations, Graduates!
I

Reyn olds
&Re ynold s®
An Equal Opportunity Emp1oyer
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Right Store.
Right Price.
Right People.

Most firms have a career ladder.
Ours is a little more advanced.
To keep your career on the up,
you have to keep learning.

But we don't believe that means shutting you
in a classroom. We believe it means putting
you beside some of the brightest minds in the
profession, in open teams where knowledge
just rubs off. We believe in putting the right
tools at your disposal, like our K-Web. It
harnesses the best thinking of the entire
organization for you to use wherever you are.
And then, we give you some of the .most
challenging issues in business to solve.
Together, they give you a formula for success.
Success for your clients, success for yourself.

IJmilHl
IQJf11lOl111illllJB -

BOOK

$TORE

Don, t1111et.. Alumni a1WM1 rtCIIVI
101011 on QI nHnhandiSel IVeo 01..ainet
1

look us up at
Get on the fast track,
www.ey.com. To submit your resume, please
e-mail: kevin .weckesser@ey.com.

;lJ ERNST ~~ YOUNG
FROM THOUGHT TO FINISH.'"

UD B~snoJr~
MariailliS1t Haul
31©'0 C'QUeg~ l?altk
Dat:)ft()n~ Ohii0; 4!54~9~1@0
(~li1)~J9'.3,2'3\3
] -S;<QC)i..$43--4,$2'$

http:}lb,©,o!t_s,t_(t)Jle: uda)Jt~Fli..ediui

Congratulations,
Graduates/
Paving the Way
to Your Satisfaction:
Joseph E. Keller
School of Law

BUTLER
ASPHALT
o

Self Service
0I,counts Mon. - Fri.
7am re 10am
All day W•dnesday

o Wash-Dry-Fold

o

Drop off 7 days a week

OR
Try our pick-up & delivery
service for UO students using
a personalized laundry bag
see eo11pon for details

www.spincitylaundry.biz
or call 461-7746
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Dry Cleaning &
Shirt Service
Next day service
if In by 9:00 am

Dayton
890-1141
7500 Johnson Station Road
Vandalia, Ohio 45377

from

~ - • GIOVANNI'S •- -:Pizzeria & Ristorante Italiano
i

Pizza • 25 Different Italian Dinners • Spaghetti Dinners
Sub Sandwiches • Soups • Salads • Italian Desserts
Fine Wines by the glass, carafe or bottle

Anthony "Tony" Spaziani, class of 1973
GO FLYERS!
878-1611
215 West Main
- - - - - Fairborn Tradition Since 1953 - - - ~

university of Dayton
Dining services
Kennedy Union Food court
The Bistro The Pub The Galley
Marvcrest Dining Hall
vw Kettering Dining Hall
Marianist Hall Emporiu m
Stuart's Landing The Chill
310

Screw Machine
Products

]),cu~ tc

supp",t
tlttl
IAniot,isU'f

c6

1>a'ttcn
YI. 'lrtufition Of
!.Faitli
'Ilirougliout
Our Lives

Hyland Machine Co.
1900 Kuntz Road
Dayton , Ohio 45404
Phone: (937) 233-8600
Fax: (937) 233-7067

Amanda Geiger bought these sunglasses

CALVARY
CEMETERY

Calvary & S. Dixie Drive
Dayton, Ohio 45409

«serving 'Tfie 'lJayton.
Catfw{ic Commwiity

(937) 293-1221

Smce 18'12"

to wear on spring break . She wore them only once
before she was killed by a drunk driver.

Friends Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk.

www.calvaryc<'m<'l<'rydayton.org

I

Your Uptime Is

Our Concern
·; · UPrl"1E
info@uptim&-lnc.c om
rm .........,_,.-,----- ~

Critical Support Systems ,......_..................

3381 Successful Way
Dayton. Ohio 45414-4317
937-237-3400
FAX 937-236-2503
www.uptime-inc.com

~ Liebert

♦

EMERSON.
Network Power

1ate
Accefl Floors

3rr

Ga,,e ll loi,el le
July 15. 1984 - may 11. 1007

Erin - You did a great job getting out name out there and taking care of those phone calls I never
wished to deal with.
Brett - It's Senior Ads, an important section and you did well.
Steph - Those articles in the mini-mag and senior section were incredible, I was so glad we were
able to sign you on.
David - Sports is a long and complicated section, but you did awesome, thanks!
Mally - Getting all of the dorm photos is always hardwork and I really appreciate what you did.
Jaimie - Great job organizing shoot the ghetto and getting the information to the students.
Adam - Orgs has never been put together so well.
Caroline - You are just crazy.
Nayla - The times when you were actually doing work in the office we were able to get a lot done.
Katie, Hollie and Julie - You guys are what made this book work. You went above and beyond what
I expected and the photos you took were incredible. For Katy, I was glad the staff was able to
retain you for three great years. For Hollie and Julie, you were here but a year, but I don't
think we could have done it without your help.
Ali - There are few words that I can use to describe what you have done for this book.
Melissa - Couldn't have asked for a more helpful advisor, friend, and mother.
Janelle - You knew this office as well as us and I was glad you were our rep for this book.
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